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Preface

Software testing is an important phase in the software-development cycle.
Well-tested software that is free of bugs is the goal of the software developer and
the expectation of the user. Today’s world has “gone digital” and offers services to
people for their ease and comfort. Many essential services are also being delivered
online over the Internet. Thus, our life style is becoming increasingly dependent on
gadgets and even more on the software that controls the gadgets. The malfunc-
tioning of services offered online by way of these gadgets is what users least expect.
For the purpose, well-tested services are the first requirement before software
products appear on the market for consumer use.

Software testing broadly aims to certify not only the accuracy of the logic
embedded in code but also adherence to functional requirements. Traditional testing
strives for verification of these two aspects. Academia as well as industry have been
working on software testing in their own ways and have contributed to the body of
research on testing algorithms and practices. As a result, tools exist to automate
software-testing efforts so that testing can be accomplished in a faster and
less-expensive manner. However, as new computing paradigms and platforms
emerge, so does the need to re-examine software testing. Now both academia and
industry are searching for solutions to the problems currently faced by software
development. Some of these current challenges are addressed in this book.

The challenges software testing faces now require an integrative solution; this means
that new solutions must run alongside all traditional solutions. However, well-developed
and well-practiced concepts should not be abandoned in search of the new. New issues
are arising as changes in technology and varied applications are identified and dealt with
zeal by both academia and industry professionals. For that reason, this book includes the
views and findings of both academia and industry. The challenges they address include
test debt, agile testing, security testing, uncertainty in testing, separation, software-
system evolution, and testing as a service. In order tomotivate readers, wewill brief them
on these issues and invite interested readers to explore chapters of their interest.

Software developers usually race against time to deliver software. This mainly
happens in response to users who require fast automation of tasks they have been
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managing manually. The sooner these tasks are automated, the faster software devel-
opers reap financial gains. This has initiated unbelievable growth in the software
industry. Software business houses compete with each other to reach out to users with
the promise of deliverables as quickly as possible. In the process, developers take short
cuts to meet deadlines. Short cuts can be made in each phase of the software-
development cycle. Among all of the phases, the testing phase is most prone to short cuts
being taken. Because quality software requires exhaustive testing, the process is time
consuming. Although taking short cuts ensures that users’ delivery expectations are met,
they open the door for problems to creep in that appear at later time. These problems later
may make things messy and even expensive for a company to fix. This phenomenon is
termed “test debt.” Test debt occurs due to inadequate test coverage and improper test
design. The chapter, Understanding Test Debt, by SG Ganesh, Mahesh Muralidharan,
and Raghu Kalyan Anna, takes up this issue and elaborates on defining technical debt as
a whole and test debt specifically. As the authors say, the causes for technical debt could
be many including work-schedule pressure, lack of well-trained personnel, lack of
standards and procedures, and many other similar issues that bring in adhocism into
software development. Test debt can occur during the requirement-engineering, design,
coding, and testing phases. This chapter considers test-debt management from the
authors’ experience. The concepts presented here include quantifying test debt, paying
off debt periodically, and preventing test debt. The best method to avoid test debt is to
take appropriate measures, such as adopting best practices in coding and testing, so that
test debt is prevented. Finally, the authors illustrate their ideas by quoting two case
studies and ending with some suggestions such as the development of tools that can
detect smells when debt occurs in software development, particularly during the testing
phase.

Early detection of test smell is better because it restricts test debt from
increasing. Thus, the idea of testing should start at an early stage of development;
however, testing traditionally occurs at the end of coding. The recent idea is to
develop in small steps and then test; the cycle is repeated to complete development
of the software. Thus, test smell detection happens early in development. This
process is known as “agile testing.” One chapter, Agile Testing by Janakirama Raju
Penmetsa, discusses methodology along with presenting case studies to familiarize
beginners with this new concept. The hallmark of agile testing is collaboration,
transparency, flexibility, and retrospection. In traditional testing methodology, the
developer and the tester “chase” each other with negative attitudes: Developers find
“devils” in testers, and testers try to pin down developers. This attitude provokes an
unwanted working atmosphere. Agile method works on the principle of
co-operation and transparency and thus results in a congenial working atmosphere.

The chapter on agile testing presents a brief discussion on the agile process by
quoting extreme programming and scrum. A reader new to this concept gets a basic
idea of the agile process and then explores the use of this concept in the realm of
testing. The author, with the help of an illustration, draws a picture of the
agile-testing process, which is based on an iterative and collaborative approach in
software development. An application is divided into smaller atomic units with
respect to user requirements. Each unit is developed, tested, and analysed by all
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concerned including a designer, a code developer, and a tester. In case there is any
problem, issues are sorted out then and there instead of carrying test debt forward.
Advantages and disadvantages of agile testing are also identified. The success of
agile testing greatly depends on a new class of testing tools that automate the
process of testing on the basis of the agile-testing process.

Traditionally functional testing has been a prime concern in software testing
because this ensures users that requirements will be met. Among nonfunctional issues,
responsiveness testing takes the first priority because users usually want a system to
perform as quickly as possible. Recently the security of software systems has become
the main priority because it is a prime need, particularly when systems become
complex as distributed and loosely coupled systems. The integration of third-party
software has become prevalent even more so in the case of large systems. This
provides a great degree of vulnerability to systems it could many open doors for
hackers to sneak through and create havoc in terms of system-output accuracy and
performance. This underscores the urgency of security testing to ensure that such
doors are closed. Security testing minimizes the risk of security breach and ensures the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of customer transactions. Another chapter,
Security Testing by Faisal Anwer, Mohd. Nazir, and Khurram Mustafa, takes up the
issue of security testing. On discussing the challenges involved, the chapter proceeds
to detail the significance of security testing. The authors explore the life cycle of
software development and argue that security concerns must be addressed at every
single phase because security is not a one-time activity. Security in requirement,
design, coding, and testing is to be ensured in order to minimise system vulnerability
to security threats. Static security testing involves an automatic check of system
vulnerability without the execution of programs, whereas dynamic security testing
involves testing of programs while the gadget is running. Static-testing techniques
include code review, model checking, and symbolic checking. Techniques such as
fuzz testing, concolic testing, and search-based testing techniques come under the
category of dynamic testing. The authors present a case study to illustrate the ideas of
security testing. They argue that security testing must be embedded in the
software-development process. Software security should be checked in a two-layer
approach including checking at each phase of the software-development life cycle and
again in integrated manner throughout the development life cycle. A discussion of
industry practices followed in security testing is contributed, and the authors go for-
ward to explore industry requirements and future trends. The chapter concludes with a
positive remark expecting a bright future in software-quality assurance, particularly in
the context of security testing, by adopting phase-based security testing instead of
demonstration-based conventional testing.

Testing itself is a process consisting of test selection, test classification, test
execution, and quality estimation. Each step of testing is dependant on many factors,
some of which are probalistic, e.g., the selection of a test case from a large set of
candidate test cases. In that case, there could be a compromise in test quality. Thus,
uncertainty in software testing is an important issue to be studied. At each phase of
software development, it is required to estimate uncertainty and take appropriate
measures to prevent uncertainty. Because the greater the uncertainty, the farther
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away the actual product could be from the desired one. Because this issue is serious
and not has been sufficiently addressed in software engineering, this book includes a
chapter—Uncertainty in Software Testing by Salman Abdul Moiz—on the subject.

The chapter starts with a formal specification of a test case and introduces some
sources of uncertainty. It discusses at length about what contributes to uncertainty.
Uncertainty starts from uncertainty in requirement engineering and priortising user
requirements. Uncertainty, if not eliminated early on, affects other activities, such as
priortising test cases and their selections, at a later stage of software development.
In the case of systems with inherent asynchrony, the results differ from one test run
to another. Uncertainty plays a significant role in assuring the quality testing of such
systems. Currently many advanced systems adopt heuristics for problem solving,
and some use different machine-learning techniques. These also contribute to
uncertainty regarding software output because these techniques depend on variables
that could be stochastic in nature.

In order to manage uncertainty, there must be a way to measure it. The chapter
reviews some of the important techniques used to model uncertainty. Based on the
type of system, an appropriate model to measure uncertainty should be used. The
models include Bayesian approach, fuzzy logic, HMM, and Rough sets.
Machine-learning techniques are also proposed to determine uncertainty from
previous test runs of similar systems. The chapter also provides rules of thumb for
making design decisions in the presence of uncertainty.

Measuring uncertainty, ensuring security, adopting agile testing, and many such
software-engineering tasks mostly follow a bottom-up approach. That is the reason
why modularisation in software engineering is an important task. Modularisation
aims at isolation with minimal dependence among modules. Nevertheless, the
sharing of memory with the use of pointers creates inconsistency when one module
changes value to a location without the knowledge of others who share the location.
This book has a chapter, Separation Logic to Meliorate Software Testing and
Validation by Abhishek Kr. Singh and Raja Natarajan, on this issue.

This chapter explores the difficulties in sharing of memory locations through
presenting some examples. It introduces the notion of separation logic. This logic is
an extension to Hoare logic. The new logic uses a programming language that has
four commands for pointer manipulation. The commands perform the usual heap
operations such as lookup, update, allocation, and deallocation. Formal syntax for
each command is introduced. Sets of assertions and axioms are defined to facilitate
reasoning for changes due to each operation. For this purpose, basic structural rules
are defined; then for specific cases, a set of derived rules are also defined. This helps
in fast reasoning because these rules are used directly instead of deriving the same
from basic rules at the time of reasoning. Before and after each operation, the
respective rules are annotated in the program to verify anomalies, if any, created by
the operation. The idea is illustrated by a case study of list traversal. The chapter,
while introducing separation logic, also proposes a formal language that naturally
defines separation in memory usages. The technique proposed here presents a basic
method to assure separation among modules while using common pointers. This
helps in building systems by modules and reasoning over its correctness.
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Top-down system building has been a practice well-accepted by software
developers. Agile methodology inspires developers to build a system in modules by
taking user concerns as a priority. The system building is iterative, and the system
architecture evolves through iterations. At each stage, the system architecture must
be rationalized to build confidence, which is required for the subsequent design,
testing, and maintenance of complex systems. This is also required for the
re-engineering of a system because re-engineering may result in changes to the
system architecture. Considering the importance of stability study in evolving
systems, this book includes a chapter on the topic, titled mDSM: A Transformative
Approach to Enterprise Software Systems Evolution, by David Threm, Liguo Yu,
SD Sudarsan, and Srini Ramaswamy. mDSM is an extension of the DSM (Design
Structure Matrix) approach to software system design and testing. It was developed
by the authors to address the design-driven rationalization of such complex soft-
ware system architectures.

When modelling a complex system, three structural aspects are considered:
instantiation, decomposition, and recombination. The first aspect aims to ensure that
all design entities belong to the same- type domain. The second aspect considers that
a system design can be refined into smaller subdomains. The third aspect assures a
system can be reassembled from the constituting components. The authors propose
that mDSM-enabling analysts view the software system in its entirety without losing
sight of how the modules, units, subsystems, and components interact. Evolutionary-
stability metrics is proposed to evaluate a software system’s evolution at the lowest
level and ensure that the software system can still be rationalized in its totality.

In the case of agile testing, the software is tested at each stage, and changes are
made incrementally. At the end of each iteration, stability is computed to rationalize
the evolved architecture. For this purpose, the authors introduce evolutionary-
stability metrics for software systems and mDSM methodology. Essentially, the
concept of normalized-compression distance (NCD) is introduced to study the
difference between two versions of a software artifact. Metrics such as version
stability, intercomponent version stability, branch stability, structure stability, and
aggregate stability are the few ideas introduced in the chapter.

mDSM prescribes five steps to develop component-based architecture: (1) de-
composition of a system into components; (2) documentation and understanding of
interaction among the components; (3) calculating the evolutionary stability of the
components; (4) laying out a mDSM matrix with the components labeled in rows
and stability values presented in columns with the corresponding matrix cells; and
(5) performing potential reintegration analysis. The concept of mDSM and its
impact, particularly in testing, are illustrated by a number of case studies. The
chapter ends with listing the advantages of mDSM as well as a concluding remarks
on the future direction of research.

Software testing is becoming sophisticated as system complexity increases. This
not only requires a large pool of experts but also requires sophisticated technology
to perform qualitative testing. Further rapid changes in technology call for the
augmentation of testing resources. At this point, many software houses find it
difficult to maintain testing resources to meet ever-increasing challenges. At the
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same time, testing as a service is emerging. Corporate houses specializing on testing
augment their resources to meet emerging testing requirements. This becomes a
win‒win business proposition among software developers as well as test-service
providers. Again, with the advent of new technology, such as cloud computing, this
service can be provided with optimal cost because test resources can be shared on
the cloud by several service providers. Thus, testing as a service has not only
become a feasible solution but also ready to create good returns on investments.
Corporates are engaging in making testing happen on a large scale. Considering the
impact of this fledgling concept, the book has included a chapter on the topic,
Testing as a Service, by Pankhuri Mishra and Neeraj Tripathi.

The chapter lists difficulties in traditional testing: It is expensive, inflexible in
resource sharing, and demands high-level testing experts. This makes a case for
testing as a service by a service provider with expertise in software testing. The
authors propose a generic model for such a service and define the roles of
test-service providers and consumers. Service providers aim for quality testing,
efficiency, and good returns. At the same time, they must exercise caution for
testing services. Among the main concerns, security is crucial because service
consumers are required to provide input patterns to testers, whereas from a
business-interest point of view, these input patterns may contain many business
secrets. High-level abstraction of testing-service architecture is proposed.
A workflow depicting the chain of actions required to create a service is proposed.
A higher-level implementation of this architecture familiarizes with a tool that
automates services. The working of the architecture is explained with an example.
On making a comment on the pricing of testing service, the authors hint at the
usability of cloud technology for providing test services. They base this idea on the
suitability of the technology because it helps in the optimal sharing of resources.
The chapter ends with a concluding remark emphasizing standardization of this new
upcoming service.

This book intends to give a broad picture of trends in software testing. For this
purpose, we have included seven chapters addressing different issues that are
currently being addressed by testing professionals. We do not claim totality in
presenting the trends in software testing, but the chosen topics cover some
important issues. Of seven chapters, four are contributed by practitioners from
different software houses engaged in testing. The other three chapters from aca-
demia add rigour to the exploration of the issues. We hope that this book will be
useful to students, researchers, and practitioners with an interest in software testing.

Hrushikesha Mohanty
J.R. Mohanty

Arunkumar Balakrishnan
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About the Book

This book aims to highlight the current areas of concern in software testing. The
contributors hail from academia as well as the industry to ensure a balanced per-
spective. Authors from academia are actively engaged in research in software
testing, whereas those from the industry have first-hand experience in coding and
testing. This book attempts to identify trends and some recurring issues in software
testing, especially as pertaining to test debt, agile testing, security testing and
uncertainty in testing, separation modules, design structure matrix and testing as a
service.

Taking short cuts in system testing results in test debt and the process of system
development must lead to reduce such debts. Keeping this in view, the agile testing
method is explored. Considering user concerns on security and the impact that
uncertainty makes in software system development, two chapters are included on
these topics. System architecture plays an important role in system testing.
Architectural components are required to be non-interfering and keep together for
making a stable system. Keeping this in view chapters on separation and design
structure matrix are included in the book. Finally, a chapter on testing as a service is
also included. In addition to introducing the concepts involved, the authors have
made attempts to provide leads to practical realization of these concepts. With this
aim, they have presented frameworks and illustrations that provide enough hints
towards system realization.

This book promises to provide insights to readers having varied interest in
software testing. It covers an appreciable spread of the issues related to software
testing. And every chapter intends to motivate readers on the specialties and the
challenges that lie within. Of course, this is not a claim that each chapter deals with
an issue exhaustively. But we sincerely hope that both conversant and novice
readers will find this book equally interesting.

We hope this book is useful for students, researchers and professionals looking
forward to explore the frontiers of software testing.
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Understanding Test Debt

Ganesh Samarthyam, Mahesh Muralidharan
and Raghu Kalyan Anna

Abstract Technical debt occurs when teams knowingly or unknowingly make
technical decisions in return for short-term gain(s) in their projects. The test
dimension of technical debt is known as test technical debt (or test debt). Test debt
is an emerging topic and has received considerable interest from software industry
in the last few years. This chapter provides an overview of test debt, factors that
contribute to test debt, and strategies for repaying test debt. The chapter also
discusses how to identify “test smells” and refactor them for repaying technical debt
in industrial projects using numerous examples and case studies. This chapter
would be of considerable value to managers and leads working in IT companies as
well as researchers working in the area of test debt.

Keywords Software testing � Technical debt � Test debt � Test smells � Test
code � Refactoring test cases � Test design � Effective testing � Testing
approaches � Test debt case studies

1 Introduction

Technical debt occurs when teams knowingly or unknowingly make technical
decisions in return for short-term gains in their projects. The test dimension of
technical debt is known as “test technical debt”, or “test debt” for short. Technical
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debt—along with its various dimensions—has become increasingly relevant for
organizations that develop and maintain large software systems.

This chapter provides an overview of test debt and is organized as follows: After
providing a brief introduction to technical debt, this chapter presents a detailed
discussion on factors that contribute to test debt, key strategies for managing test
debt, two case studies on managing test debt in real-world projects, and concludes
by identifying future directions on test debt for software testing community.

1.1 Technical Debt

Technical debt is the debt that accrues when we knowingly or unknowingly make
wrong or non-optimal technical decisions [1]. Ward Cunningham coined the term
“technical debt” [2] wherein long term software quality is traded for short-term
gains in development speed. He used the metaphor of financial debt to indicate how
incurring debt in the short run is beneficial but hurts badly in the long run if not
repaid.

We incur financial debt when we take a loan. The debt does not cause problems
as long as we repay the debt. However, if we do not repay debt, the interest on the
debt keeps building over a period of time and finally we may land in a situation
where we are not in a position to repay the accumulated financial debt leading to
financial bankruptcy. Technical debt is akin to financial debt. When we take
shortcuts during the development process either knowingly or unknowingly, we
incur debts. Such debts do not cause problems when we repay the debt by per-
forming refactoring to address the shortcut. If we keep accumulating technical debts
without taking steps to repay it, the situation leads the software to “technical
bankruptcy”.

A high technical debt in a software project impacts the project in multiple ways.
Ward Cunningham talks about the impact of technical debt on engineering orga-
nizations in this original paper [2]: “Entire engineering organizations can be
brought to a stand-still under the debt load …”. Israel Gat warns about technical
debt [3]: “If neglected, technical debt can lead to a broad spectrum of difficulties,
from collapsed roadmaps to an inability to respond to customer problems in a
timely manner.” Specifically, the Cost of Change (CoC) increases with increasing
technical debt [4] that leads to poor productivity. In addition, it starts the vicious
cycle where poor productivity leads to more focus on features (rather than asso-
ciated quality) in the limited time, and that leads to more technical debts due to time
constraints. Apart from technical consequences, high technical debt impacts the
morale and motivation of the development teams in a negative manner [1].

There are several well-known causes that lead to technical debt, including:

• Schedule pressures.
• Lack of skilled engineers.
• Lack of documentation.

2 G. Samarthyam et al.



• Lack of process and standards.
• Lack of test suite.
• Delayed refactoring.
• Lack of knowledge.

Li et al. [5] list technical debt along the dimensions of requirements, architecture,
design, code, test, build, documentation, infrastructure, and versioning. Figure 1
lists prominent dimensions of technical debt with examples. Traditionally, technical
debt arising due to code debt received considerable attention [6]. Recently, design
debt [1] as well as architecture debt [6, 7] have started to receive interest both from
academia and industry. For overall pragmatic management of technical debt and
project success, it is important to manage other dimensions of debt such as “in-
frastructure debt” and “test debt”.

Although, there have been a few attempts to understand test debt [8, 9], the
dimension has not been explored well. Given the vital role that testing plays in the
software development process and the impact test debt can have on software pro-
jects, test debt and corresponding management techniques deserve more focus for
developing high-quality software in industrial contexts.

Technical test debt (or test debt for short) occurs due to shortcuts (i.e., wrong or
non-optimal decisions) related to testing. It is the test dimension of technical debt.
For example, when unit tests are entirely missing (this scenario is common in
legacy projects), it contributes to test debt. It is because not performing unit testing
is a form of shortcut: though there is a short-term benefit of speeding-up devel-
opment, there is a long term impact associated with that decision.

Fig. 1 Some of the prominent dimensions of technical debt with examples
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1.2 Importance of Test Debt

Let us consider a scenario frequently observed in startup organizations that leads to
test debt and subsequently makes the organization struggle for survival due to high
test debt. Consider that a startup aims to release their product first in the market to
get the “first mover advantage”. To make that possible, the organization focuses
exclusively on developing features. But, when it comes to testing, developers
quickly test the most common scenarios on their machines rather than carrying out
extensive and comprehensive testing. With heroic efforts, the team might be able to
successfully develop and deliver a working product in a relatively short span of
time and even end-up garnering considerable market share. However, the initial
success is often not sustainable. While developing the first version, the startup has
incurred huge amount of technical debt. Specifically in the test dimension, the team
might have not created and performed automated tests or the carried out testing
might have resulted in very poor test coverage. For the next version, the startup
must focus on repaying the test debt by investing heavily on testing. Any delays or
insufficient focus on repaying the debt would make the product unreliable. If the
incurred debt is enormous, the development will come to a stand-still and no more
progress could be made reliably, i.e., result in “technical bankruptcy” and may force
the startup to abandon the product.

1.3 General Causes of Test Debt

The chapter has discussed already a few typical causes of technical debt and same
contribute to test debt as well. Software teams are typically under tremendous
schedule pressure to quickly deliver value to their stakeholders. Often, in such
situations, due to lack of knowledge and awareness about test debt, the teams
sacrifice testing best practices and incur test debt.

Lack of skilled engineers also contributes to test debt. Developers are typically
not trained on unit testing during their university degree and often learn writing unit
tests “on-the-job”. It has been observed that “the quality of unit tests is mainly
dependent on the quality of the engineer who wrote the tests” [10]. The observation
indicate that unit tests written by inexperienced engineers are harder to maintain and
contribute to test debt.

“Number obsession” is another not-so-evident but common cause of test debt
that occurs when software teams focus solely on the numbers associated with tests
such as coverage and total tests count. Their obsession is just to satisfy their
management; however, in reality they sacrifice the test quality while achieving
“numbers” and contribute to test debt.

Inadequate test infrastructure tools also contributes to test debt. For instance,
consider that a test team uses an out-of-date test automation framework (i.e.,
framework that is nearing end-of-life or obsolete). The more the team postpones
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replacing the framework with a new framework, more tests are written in the older
set-up. So, it costs more to upgrade to the newer versions and hence contribute to
accumulating test debt.

Additionally, there are many other causes of test debt, such as inadequate test
planning and estimation errors in test effort planning.

2 Classification of Test Debt

There are numerous aspects that contribute to test debt. We propose a classification
of test debt based on the scope and type of testing performed1 (Fig. 2).

2.1 Unit Testing

There are numerous short-cuts in unit testing that contribute to test debt (many of
them covered by Deursen et al. [11]). Here we cover a few important aspects
relating to unit testing that contribute to test debt.

• Inadequate unit tests. Consider the scenario in which unit tests are inadequate
or missing in a project. In such cases, the defects remain latent for longer time
and may get caught at higher level tests (such as system tests). This leads to
more time to find, debug, and fix the defect.

• Obscure unit tests. Unit tests act as live documentation—they help understand
the functionality of the underlying code. When unit tests are obscure, it becomes
difficult to understand the unit test code as well as the production code for which
the tests are written.

• Unit testswith external dependencies. Unit tests should execute independently—
they should isolate external dependencies while testing the subject under test.
Failing to isolate real dependencies leads to many problems such as slow unit
tests, failing unit tests due to a wrong reason, and inability to execute the tests on
a build machine. For example, consider a case where a unit test directly accesses
a database instead of isolating that dependency. The requirement to connect to
the database and fetch the data will slow down the unit test. Further, the test may
fail even though the underlying functionality is correct due to external reasons
such as network failure.

• Improper asserts in unit tests. There are many situations where wrong or
non-optimal usage of asserts results in test debt. For instance, many a times
where a “number obsessed” team adopts a bad practice wherein unit tests are
written without necessary asserts to boost the coverage. Similarly, assert con-
ditions are repeated that do not add any value to the test. Further, in many

1Note that the categories in this classification are neither mutually exclusive nor jointly exhaustive.
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situations, the provided assert conditions are wrong—in that case, it takes more
time to debug the code to figure out the cause of the failure. Yet another case of
improper asserts occurs when the test conditions are expected to be checked
manually instead of providing them in assert statements. Such tests require
manual intervention and effort to check the condition(s) every time the test is run
that negate the benefit of having automated tests.

2.2 Exploratory Testing

The exploratory testing (or freeform testing) approach does not rely on a formal test
case definition. In this form of testing, testers come up with tests and run them
based on their intuition and knowledge instead of formally designing test cases [12].
Practitioners find exploratory testing attractive because of its creative, uncon-
strained, and cost-effective characteristics. Exploratory testing is also effective for
certain kinds of tests. For example, security and penetration testing require con-
siderable expertise and creativity from the test engineers to unearth security
vulnerabilities.

However, overreliance on exploratory testing can undermine the overall effec-
tiveness of the testing approach; some of the factors are:

• Exploratory testing typically increases effort and cost as the complexity of the
application grows because it is harder to cover a large application with a few
tests that the testers come up with rather than adopting a structured test man-
agement approach.

• Test managers have difficulty understanding and monitoring testing progress.

Fig. 2 Classification of test
debt
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• Re-execution of tests is both difficult and expensive because the test cases are
not documented. When test cases are not documented, the likelihood of some
functionalities not tested is high, and hence the possibility of defects slipping to
the field is also high.

Hence, we find that depending exclusively on exploratory testing contributes to
test debt. However, when exploratory testing complements manual tests and
automated tests, it is beneficial. In this context, following aspects can be identified
that contribute to test debt.

• Inaccurate assessments. The test-result assessment based on the missing Oracle
in exploratory testing would result in additional rework due to more residual
defects, directly affecting the maintenance costs.

• Inexperienced testers. The main strength of exploratory testing derives from the
experience of the testers and their domain knowledge. However, when inex-
perienced testers are employed to perform exploratory testing, the testing is
ineffective. Due to suboptimal tester fitness and non-uniform test accuracy over
the whole system, it leads to accumulation of residual defects.

• Poor documentation. Because there is no documentation maintained when
exploratory testing is performed, it jeopardizes knowledge management in the
company resulting in higher maintenance costs. For instance, without docu-
mentation, testers new to the team will find it difficult to get up to speed and
contribute effectively.

In addition, when proper logs of past testing activities are not maintained while
performing exploratory testing, it can lead to other problems such as estimation
errors in effort planning. Such improper effort estimation causes test debt because it
encourages test engineers to take short-cuts in testing to meet deadlines.

2.3 Manual Testing

In manual testing, test engineers execute test cases by following the steps described
in a test specification. Here is a list of common contributors to test debt that relates
to manual testing.

• Limited test execution. Many a time, the available resources and time to carry
out complete and comprehensive testing is not sufficient. Hence, testers execute
only a subset of tests for a release (i.e., a shortcut), thereby increasing the
possibility of residual defects.

• Improper test design. Manual testing is a time consuming and arduous process.
It is the tester’s responsibility to carry out all the documented tests and record
their outcomes. A test case could be designed with lot of variations using
different data combinations but then it is necessary for tester to execute all these
combinations. Since execution of all combination of test cases is a laborious
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process for testers, they restrict themselves to few happy scenarios for testing
taking a short cut in test design. This increases the risk of residual defects in the
System Under Test (SUT).

• Missing test reviews. Test reviews help improve quality of test cases and also
help in finding the problems earlier. Due to time pressures or process not
mandating test reviews, testers take short cut by skipping test review. Missing
test review could delay finding defects or increase maintenance of test cases.

2.4 Automation Testing

Automation testing involves executing pre-scripted tests to execute and check the
results without manual intervention. Depending purely on manual testing and
lacking automation itself would contribute towards test debt. For instance, it is
essential to perform regression testing whenever the code is changed, and auto-
mated tests are key to effective regression testing. When automated tests are
missing, it makes regression testing harder and increases the chances of residual
defects, thereby decreasing the quality of the software and increasing the cost of
fixing defects when they are reported later by the customers.

Here we consider contributors to test debt in projects where automated testing is
performed. Since unit tests are developer centric, we consider debt related to unit
tests different from automation test debt here.

• Inappropriate or inadequate infrastructure. Tests being conducted in infras-
tructure not resembling customers infrastructure could lead to unpredictable
behavior of the software resulting in reduced confidence on the system. Relevant
hardware components or devices must be available for testing. For instance, in
the context of embedded systems where both hardware and software compo-
nents are involved, testing is often performed using emulators or simulators.
Though it simplifies testing, skipping tests on actual hardware devices or
components is a form of short-cut and it contributes to test debt.

• Lack of coding standards. Automated tests need to adhere to common coding
standard. When a common coding standard is not adopted and followed, it
increases the effort to maintain the test code.

• Unfixed (broken) tests. Not fixing broken tests or tests not being updated when
functionality changes reduces confidence on the tests, decreases quality and
increases maintenance effort.

• Using record and replay. It is easy to use record and replay tools for testing
Graphical User Interface (GUI) applications. However, using record and replay
has numerous drawbacks—for example, even a slight change in a UI can result
in the need for updating the test(s). Better alternatives may be available to use
instead of record and replay tools. Hence, when record and replay tools are used
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for GUI testing because they are easy to create (a form of shortcut), in the long
run, it increases maintenance effort and contributes to test debt.

3 Managing Test Debt

Incurring debt is inevitable given the realities of software development projects that
operate under schedule pressures with resource and cost constraints. The most
important aspect in managing test debt (and technical debt in general) is to track the
debt and periodically repay it to keep it under control. The key is to adopt a diligent
and pragmatic approach towards evaluating and repaying technical debt.

However it is important to note that sometimes incurring debt is beneficial since
it empowers the team to meet its goals. For example, it may not be possible to
complete addressing all the findings from a test review because of the immediate
release deadline that must be met. Not addressing the findings from test review
incurs test debt, but it is acceptable so long as a plan is in place to address the
findings in the upcoming releases and the plan is properly tracked and executed to
repay the debt.

Another important aspect towards managing test debt is to “prevent” accumu-
lation of test debt. Prevention can be achieved by increasing awareness in the
development and test teams on test debt. Introducing relevant processes can also
help stop accumulation of debt. For example, the focus given for “clean coding”
[13] practices for software code needs to be given for test code as well. When
existing processes are not adhered to or followed well, they can be strengthened
again. For example, regular test reviews provide feedback loop to improve the
quality of tests.

3.1 General Process for Repaying Test Debt

The key to manage test debt is to “repay” test debt. Often, software projects have
accumulated considerable amount of test debt over a period of time. In such situ-
ations, it is important to evaluate the extent of test debt and plan to repay it. In
real-world projects, it is not feasible or practical to stop writing new tests and focus
exclusively on repaying test debt. Hence, a balanced and pragmatic approach is
needed to repay debt that takes into account the project and organizational
dynamics. With this in mind, we discuss steps for repaying debt based on our
experience in industrial projects.
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1. Quantify the test debt, get buy-in from management, and perform large-scale
repayment
When the debt is really high, it may be necessary for a project team to repay test
debt by spending many months of dedicated effort to repay debt. Buy-in (i.e.,
acceptance and support) from management is often necessary for repaying test
debt in these cases. To get buy-in, it is important to quantify the extent of test debt
in the projects. For software code bases, numerous tools (such as SonarQube tool
[14]) are already available which quantify technical debt for code and design debt
dimensions. Since test debt is an emerging topic, tools are yet to emerge that
quantify test debt. However, quantification can be still performed manually using
simple tools such as excel sheets. Note that the term “technical debt” itself was
coined as a metaphor to communicate the costs of taking short-cuts in devel-
opment projects; hence it is important to be specific about the kinds of test debt
incurred in the project and quantify (to the extent possible) to present the extent
of debt to the management. Presentation to the management on test debt for
getting their buy-in for repaying the debt should also include a plan for the team
on how they will be repaying the debt. Such a plan would mainly cover time
schedule, resources required and how they would be coordinated.

2. Pay technical debt periodically
In projects where the debt has not reached critical levels, it is better for the team
to repay debt in the form of small installments—equivalent of Equated Monthly
Installments (EMIs) in financial domain—is desirable and practical. In this
approach, make test debt repayment as part of every release along with the
regular work of the test team. The Boy’s scout rule “always leave the camp-
ground cleaner than you found it” is applicable for software development as
well: “check-in the code better than you checked-out”. Whenever developers or
test engineers touch the tests, encourage them to improve the tests by refactoring
them before checking them in.

3. Avoid increasing test debt
Strategic approaches to managing test debt needs to be taken to avoid increasing
test debts debt in future. To give an example, consider introducing Test Driven
Development (TDD) [15] to the development team (in a team that hasn’t
adopted it yet). In TDD, the developer first writes an (initially failing) automated
test case that defines a desired improvement or new function, then produces the
minimum amount of code to pass that test, and finally refactors the new code
and test to acceptable standards. In TDD, code for automated unit tests always
gets written, executed and refactored. Hence, introducing TDD in a develop-
ment team is a strategic approach towards managing test debt.

3.2 Strategic Approaches Towards Managing Test Debt

For pragmatic management of technical debt, tactical approaches such as refac-
toring test code may not suffice. Strategic approaches involving introducing new
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practices or adopting relevant practices is important. In this section, let us discuss a
few important engineering practices that can play a significant role in managing test
debt.

3.2.1 Applying Effective Coding Practices for Test Code

It is sometimes surprising to observe that software teams don’t give the same
importance to test code as given to application code shipped to customers. Towards
rectifying this situation, it is imperative to follow best practices for managing code
and design debt for reduction of test debt.

• Pair programming. Pair programming involves two programmers collaborating
by working side-by-side to develop software; one developer is a driver who is
involved in writing code and another one is a navigator who observes and helps
the driver [16]. Benefits of pair programming include reduced defects, enhanced
technical skills and improves team communication [17]. Test engineers, writing
tests using pair programming, is also likely to bring in the same benefits.

• Clean coding. As Robert C Martin observes [13]: “Even bad code can function.
But if code isn’t clean, it can bring a development organization to its knees.
Every year, countless hours and significant resources are lost because of poorly
written code.” Clean coding practices are now getting widely practiced with the
spirit of craftsmanship for developing high-quality software [18]. In the same
vein, even bad tests can find defects, but it is important that the tests are clean.
Hence, it is important to adopt clean testing practices as a strategic approach for
managing test debt.

• Refactoring. The traditional meaning of refactoring—“behavior preserving
program transformations” [19]—is applicable for code in unit tests as well.
Refactoring for unit tests is defined as transformation(s) of unit test code that do
not add or remove test cases, and make test code better understandable or
maintainable [11]. Refactoring is best performed as part of the development
process, i.e., whenever the code is being changed (for fixing or enhancing code).
In the same vein, test refactoring is best performed whenever the tests are being
touched. The longer the refactoring is delayed, and more code is written to use
the current form, it results in piling up of debt. Hence, refactoring unit tests and
automated tests is the key practice for keeping test debt under control.

An important observation here is that these are not isolated practices—they are
interdependent to each other. For instance, adopting clean coding practices requires
making changes to the code for addressing static analysis violations, adopting and
then ensuring that the whole codebase is written following a common coding style,
etc. In this process, the developer making changes also naturally finds improvement
opportunities in designs and performs refactoring. Any code refactoring needs
corresponding unit tests to pass. When unit tests fail, typically, it is the code that is
the culprit and that needs to be fixed. However, in many cases, the tests may also
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need to be refactored. Hence, as a result of introducing clean coding practices, code
refactoring as well as test refactoring could take place [20].

Improved collaboration between developers and test engineers can also help
avoiding/incurring test debt. For instance, “war room” approach in Agile methods
and XP [21]. In this approach, developers and testers sit in the same room and
develop the software. Any issues found by the tester are immediately discussed
with developers and fixes are made immediately. This approach allows developers
to cross-check with the testers as well. Such close collaboration serves well to
managing test debt.

3.2.2 Applying Effective Testing Practices

There are many testing practices that software teams can adopt for strategic man-
agement of test debt.

• Ten minute builds. Quick and complete builds are important for reducing the
turn-around time for making changes to the code in developer’s machine to
moving it to production. A rule of thumb is that it should take only 10 min to
build, test, and deploy the software: starting from compiling the code, running
tests, configuring the machines (registry setting, copying the files etc.), firing up
the processes, etc. should take only 10 min or so and not hours [22]. In legacy
software, it is not uncommon to see builds and deployment processes taking
many hours—speeding it up to the order of 10 min is feasible and can be
achieved by adopting relevant practices (such as incremental compilation) [23].

• Scriptless test automation. Conventional approach for GUI testing is to use
record-and-playback tools: they are quick to create but are harder to maintain
(e.g., even small changes in GUI can easily break the tests). GUI testing can be
automated with scripts, but is effort intensive and requires considerably skilled
test engineers; further, they also have maintenance problems. An emerging
approach is to perform scriptless automation in which tests are composed from
objects and actions through a GUI. The scriptless approach are less susceptible
to changes in the GUI, technology agnostic, accepting late changes, and are
relatively easier to maintain [24].

4 Case Studies

In this section, we discuss two case studies relating to test debt in industrial pro-
jects. These two case studies are derived from consultancy experience of one of the
co-authors in this chapter. In documenting these case studies we have taken care not
to mention any organisational or project-specific details.
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4.1 Case Study I

This case study concerns a software product consisting of around 30 KLOC (Kilo
Lines of Code) in a very large organization. It is a C++ software that has evolved
over a period of eight years. Though the size of the code is small, it exposes more
than a thousand Application Programming Interface (API) functions and can also be
invoked through command line. It is a critical software used by a large number of
teams within the organization. The application has to work on different platforms
(Linux flavours, Windows and Mac). Team consists of 4 developers and 3 testers.
A release is made every three to six months, with around 500–600 lines changed or
added in every release.

The development process used was Waterfall model. Only manual testing was
performed in this software when the feature additions or bug fixes were made.
There was no unit testing performed in this software. No tools or processes were
used by either developers or the testers to improve code quality. Test machines and
test infrastructure used were obsolete. There were delays to get new hardware for
testing because of arduous and time-consuming procurement processes followed in
the organization.

The main problem that concerned the project team and the management was that
the internal users were not satisfied because of the numerous defects in the software.
Developers in the team found it difficult to make changes to the software (though it
is a small software) because there was no automated regression testing in place.
Since the test team had to perform testing manually, it took considerable amount
time and effort from them.

One could observe that lack of automated (unit and functional) tests contribute to
test debt. Further, processes in place were not conducive to creating high-quality
software given the criticality of the software, or instance, lack of tools and processes
for improving code quality.

The project team, with buy-in from management, took steps to address test debt
in this project. The first step was to automate the tests and the team used GTest and
Perl scripts. Automation was not challenging because the software was exposed as
an API. Unit tests were implemented using CppUnit. For the command-line ver-
sion, the team introduced tools such as Cucumber and Robot. The team also
introduced BullsEye code coverage tool to track the extent of code covered by tests.

These changes took more than six months of time to implement and it delayed
the next release of the software. But the changes were got beneficial to the product
as the number of defects that slipped in, reduced. Further, the development team
had more confidence in making changes because of the safety net available in the
form of automated regression tests. The test team had a difficult time learning how
to automate, but after automation was complete, they had more time to focus on
finding hard-to-find defects using manual testing. The team now plans to integrate
code quality tools as part of builds and plans to modernize its test infrastructure.

This case study illustrates how test debt can have significant impact even in a
small code base. Tool driven approach and getting buy-in were strategic to the
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success in repaying test debt. However, repaying debt completely is impractical in
real-world projects given the time, cost, and resource constraints faced by team as
this case study illustrates.

4.2 Case Study II

This is the case of a critical financial product developed in a mid-sized organization.
The project team consisted of 72 engineers (including development and test engi-
neers). The code was written mainly in C++ with some parts written in Java. The
size of the product was around 3 Million Lines of Code (MLOC). It was supported
in multiple platforms. The original product was desktop based; recently the product
is available for access from web as well. The product was a legacy software of
14 years old. The product followed Waterfall development approach.

Because of various factors, the organization owning the product decided to move
the ownership of the product from country X to country Y. The plan was that the
team in country Y will take up complete ownership of the product after 6 months
time. During the 6 months time, the knowledge transfer should happen from the
team in country X to the new team in country Y. After the ownership transfer, the
new team had one year time for the next release that would include development of
new features and fixing major defects reported by customers.

The new project team in country Y had to assess the product for taking own-
ership of the product. One of the key steps they planned was to conduct different
kinds of assessments on the product including test assessments. Gathering inputs
from the team in country X and analysing the project artifacts, the assessment team
summarized its findings.

The product mainly consisted of manual test cases. There were approximately
1000 integration tests and 2000 system test cases. The tests were complex; some-
times few of the tests involved executing hundreds of steps. The test assessment
team found considerable duplication between the tests across these three kinds of
tests. Further, the steps within the tests were also duplicated.

The assessment team found that though there were automated tests available,
they were not in usable condition. Recent changes for supporting the software in
new platforms and exposing the software through a web interface has rendered the
automation tests unusable.

The other challenges that the new project team in country Y faced was the lack
of support from the project team responsible for knowledge transfer in country X.
For this reason, the new project team wasn’t able to get the automated tests
working. Further, when the product was transitioned to country Y, the team size
was reduced from 72 to 33 staff members. The new team consisted of only 6 test
engineers.
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Before the end of knowledge transfer for the product, the new test team per-
formed a detailed analysis for estimating effort required for testing. Since it was a
critical product all tests needed to be executed and it was estimated it would require
2 calendar years for complete execution of the tests. However, given the require-
ment that the next release should happen in one year timeframe, the team had to find
a way to optimize the tests.

Since many of the tests in integration and system tests were the same due to
duplication, the new test team removed redundant tests after careful analysis.
Further, within the tests, many test steps were duplicated. Hence the team involved
the product owner for analysis and review. Careful optimization of the tests reduced
the integration tests from 1000 to 400 and system tests from 2000 to 700. The
product owner gave considerable inputs on the correctness of these condensed tests.

To further optimize the time required for testing, the test team used a risk-based
approach to prioritize the tests based on the criticality of the functionality. With that
the tests were assigned with one of three priority levels. Priority 1 and 2 were
considered mandatory for test execution whereas priority 3 tests could be executed
opportunistically. After completing knowledge transfer (which took 6 months
time), it took 8 months time to complete these steps to reach to a state where testing
could actually begin.

Reflecting on this experience, we find that test debt accumulated over a decade
had the impact of considerably slowing down the testing process. Further, huge
amount of effort was unnecessarily wasted due to the accumulated debt. The
specific kind of debt accumulated in this case relates to extensive test duplication.
This shows that test debt is a key concern that software teams must care about.

Though automated tests were present in this software project, they were not in
usable state. Whenever automated tests are broken due to changes in the software, it
is important to get them working; hence, continuous maintenance and refactoring is
important for automation testing.

In the upcoming release, the new test team is taking many steps for improving
the test scenario such as bringing in smoke tests, introducing exploratory tests. The
team also plans to get automated testing in place and improve the test review
processes.

5 Future Directions

Technical debt as a metaphor has been gaining wider acceptance in academia and
industry in the last decade. There are books [25], workshops [26], numerous
research papers and conference talks covering technical debt. Some dimensions of
technical debt—such as code and architecture debts—have received attention of
software engineering community. Though there are some papers, blogs and articles
that cover test debt, it is yet to gain wide attention from the community. In this
section we outline some of the areas that need further exploration.
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• The concept of “test smells” has been widely used for aspects that indicate test
debt. Meszaros [27] differentiates between three kinds of test smells: code smells
are bad smells that occur within the test code; behaviour smells affect the
outcome of tests as they execute; project smells are indicators of the overall
health of a project. Of these three kinds, code smells in unit testing has received
considerable attention from the community (such as [11, 27–30]). However,
other kinds of test smells such as behavioral smells and project smells haven’t
yet received much attention from the community.

• Mainstream Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) including Visual
Studio, Eclipse, and IntelliJ IDEA support automated code refactoring. Though
there are test smell detection tools available (such as TestLint [31]), we are not
aware of any tools or IDEs that support automated refactoring for test smells.

• There are technical debt quantification tools that cover code and design
dimensions (for example, SonarQube tool [14]). Tools that quantify test debt are
yet to emerge.

• Test debt is an excellent metaphor to communicate the cost of short-cuts taken
during the testing process to the management. In this context, test maturity
assessment frameworks and methods (such as [32, 33]) can take test debt into
consideration.

Given the importance of managing test debt in industrial projects, we hope that
software testing community would address these areas in future.
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Agile Testing

Janakirama Raju Penmetsa

Abstract In recent times, software development has to be flexible and dynamic due
to ever-changing customer needs and high competitive pressure. This competitive
pressure increases the importance of Agile methods in software development and
testing practices. Traditional testing methods treat development and testing as a
two-team two-step process. The process discovers bugs in software at later stage of
development. Further, the process frequently leads to an internal division between
teams. Agile testing combines test and development teams around the principles of
collaboration, transparency, flexibility, and retrospection. This testing enables the
organization to be nimble about uncertain priorities and requirements. It helps to
achieve higher quality in software products. This chapter with a brief introduction on
Agile-based software engineering deals with Agile-based testing. Agile testing
focuses on test-first approaches, continuous integration (CI), and build–test–release
engineering practices. The chapter also explains advantages and disadvantages of
Agile testing practices. The process is explained with an example.

Keywords Agile testing � Testing in parallel � Team collaboration � Continuous
improvement � Test engineering

1 Introduction

In traditional testing, a two-team, two-step process is followed where development
team builds software to the state of perfection. Thereafter, testing team strives hard
to find bugs in software and sends test report back to the development team. Only
minimal collaboration happens between developers and testers through reviewing
test case documents, design documents, requirement documents, etc. Sometimes,
the reviews are ignored to accommodate change and critical timelines. This tradi-
tional process requires more time and money and often leads to an illusory divide
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among developers and testers. The cost of change to fix a bug increases expo-
nentially based on the time delay between the introduction of a bug and its finding.
This phenomenon is described in Fig. 1.

Testing as close to development as possible is the key to Agile testing. Critics
often call traditional methods as heavily regulated, regimented, and micro-managed.
New Agile and light-weight methods evolved in mid-1990s to avoid shortcomings
in traditional methods. Once Agile manifesto defined in 2001, its practice has come
to prominence. The common aspect of all Agile methodologies is delivering soft-
ware in iterations, keeping user priority in mind. Changes in requirements may
change iteration priorities, but it is easy to reschedule the iterations as situation
demands. The majority of successful Agile teams used the best development
practices to come up with their own flavor of agility. Scrum and XP are two such
popular Agile methods.

Agile testing means testing within the context of an Agile workflow. An Agile
team is usually a cross-functional team, and Agile testing involves all of them in the
process. Tester’s particular expertise is used to embed quality into the deliverables
at every iteration (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Cost of change curve

Fig. 2 As per CHAOS Manifesto 2012, a project is “Successful” means “Project is on budget and
on time as initially specified”. A project is “Challenged” means “Completed but over budget, over
time”. A project is “Failed” means “Project canceled at some point”. Source The CHAOS
manifesto, The Standish group, 2012
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According to CHAOS Manifesto, Agile methods are about three times more
successful than traditional methods as shown in Fig. 2 [1]. Keeping in this view,
Agile testing has gained acceptance among practitioners.

In this chapter, Agile testing process is described in detail using a simple
illustration. In Sect. 2, a short description on traditional testing process is described.
Sections 3 and 4, respectively, present discussions on Agile-based software engi-
neering and Agile-based testing. Section 5 presents an example explaining Agile
testing process. Next section briefs on engineering process in Agile testing.
Section 7 presents a brief analysis highlighting advantages and disadvantages in
Agile testing. The chapter ends with a concluding remark in the next section.

2 Traditional Testing Practices

Traditional testing practices revolve around the testing center of excellence model
[1]. A group of seasoned testers form as a separate testing team, who has the best
customer focus, motivation, and intuition. Development team handles code delivery
and fixing bugs.

Typically, after developers deliver code, testing team tries to find as many bugs
as possible. Developers keep poor attention to quality while developing code.
Consequences are harder and costly to fix.

Traditional testing teams keep costs low by using tools to document test cases
and bugs and sometimes through labor outsourcing. However, this does not reduce
systemic issues and shift costs back upstream into the development cycle. It results
in higher levels of scrap and rework.

Preparing detailed test cases appear to help and optimize testing, but exacerbate
the problem whenever requirements change. Change in requirements is almost
unavoidable. Extensive efforts of testing activities slow down delivery. Even
throwing a phalanx of testers is not very efficient. In reality, daily builds, functional
and nonfunctional testing cadence overhead nullify any gains achieved due to
specialized testing teams and practices.

Usually, testing is pushed to end of projects and gets squeezed. Unfortunately,
when projects fall behind schedule, teams compress and sacrifice testing time to
make up for delays in other processes. Thus, quality is always compromised.

Last-minute discovery of defects results in waste and high rates of rework.
Longer it takes to provide feedback to developers, longer it takes to fix them.
Developers take additional time to re-engage with the context of the code as they
move on to the new project and new problems. The problem is worse if that
last-minute bug is an architecture or design issue. A simple misunderstood fun-
damental requirement can cause havoc to timelines if discovered last minute.

Teams build up too much technical debt (also known as code debt or design
debt). Technical debt is a metaphor referring to the possible future work of any
system architecture, design, and development within a codebase [2]. Solution to
these problems is to push testing to earlier phases of the development cycle.
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In the mid-1990s, to overcome some of the above deficiencies, a collection of
lightweight software development methods evolved. After Agile Manifesto pub-
lished in 2001, these methods are referred to as Agile methods. Often loosely
abbreviated as Agile, with a capital “A,” next section describes Agile software
practices in more detail.

3 Agile-based Software Engineering

The Agile manifesto, principles, and values of Agile software engineering are
formed revealing better ways of producing software.

3.1 Agile Manifesto [3]

Agile Manifesto uncovers better ways of developing software by giving value to:

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools,
• Working software over comprehensive documentation,
• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation,
• Responding to change over following a plan.

3.2 Agile Processes

Agile-based software engineering incorporates the principles mentioned just before.
Several Agile processes such as Scrum, Kanban, Scrumban, Extreme Programming
(XP), and Lean methods are in practice. Each one follows the Agile principles. The
majority of successful Agile teams tune the processes with their own particular
flavor of agility. Among those, this chapter describes two common processes
Extreme Programming and Scrum.

3.3 Extreme Programming (XP)

XP is a software development methodology emphasizes teamwork and advocates
frequent “releases” in short development cycles.

In short, take every observed effective team practice and push it to the extreme
level. Good code review process pushed to the extreme of pair programming for
instant feedback. Good software design is pushed to the extreme of relentless
refactoring. Simplicity is pushed to the extreme of the simplest piece of software
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that could possibly work. Testing is pushed to the extreme of test-driven devel-
opment and continuous integration (CI).

Managers, customers, developers, and testers are all equal participants in a
collaborative team. XP enables teams to be highly productive by implementing a
simple, yet effective self-organizing team environment [4]. XP improves a software
deliverable in five essential ways; simplicity, communication, respect, courage, and
feedback. Extreme Programmers regularly communicate with their fellow devel-
opers and customers. They keep their design clean and simple.

Testers start testing on day one and developers get feedback immediately. Team
delivers the system as soon as possible to the customers and implements suggested
changes. Every small success increases their respect for the individual contributions
of team members. With this foundation, Extreme Programmers can courageously
respond to changing technology and requirements [4].

3.4 Scrum

Scrum is a management framework for incremental or iterative product develop-
ment utilizing one or more self-organizing, cross-functional teams of about seven
people each. Within the Scrum framework, teams create their own process and
adapt to it [5] (Fig. 3).

A product owner produces a prioritized wish list called as the product backlog.
At the beginning of the iteration, the team takes a small chunk from the top of that
backlog, and it is called as sprint backlog. The team then plans on how to imple-
ment those pieces in detail. The team has about two to three weeks time to complete
its work. However, the team meets every day to assess its progress called as daily
Scrum. Along the way, the Scrum master responsibility is to keep the team focused
on its goal. The work is potentially shippable and demonstrated to the stakeholder.

Fig. 3 Scrum framework [5]
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Fig. 4 Scrum process [6]
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The sprint ends with a sprint retrospective and review. And the whole process
repeats, with next chunk of work from the product backlog [5] (Fig. 4).

After understanding Agile processes in detail, it is time to explore Agile-based
testing (at times referred as “Agile testing”) and how it helps to achieve higher
quality.

4 Agile-based Testing

Agile-based testing means testing within the context of an Agile process such as
Scrum or XP. Agile suggests development and testing, two essential functions of
software development, proceed concurrently. Agile testing emphasizes on positive
desire to implement a solution that passes the test, confirmation of user stories,
whereas traditional testing methods focus on negative desire to break the solution,
falsification of given solution.

Development and testing teams are united based on Agile principles to perform
Agile testing. Illusory divide between code breakers (testers) and code creators
(developers) is reduced. The necessity of both development and testing roles is
respected. The testing team works to provide feedback to developers as soon as
possible. This integration implies both that developers cultivate skills of testers and
testers understand the logic in development.

Applying Agile concepts to the testing and QA process results in a more efficient
testing process. Pair programming is encouraged to provide instant feedback, and
also test-driven methodologies come handy, where tests can be written before the
actual development. Lack of automation is the principle barrier to provide instant
feedback to developers. End-to-end automated testing process integrated into
development process achieves continuous incremental delivery of features.

In short, Agile requires teamwork and constant collaboration among software
development teams and stakeholders. Quality is “baked into” the product at every
phase of its development through continuous feedback. Everyone in the team holds
a vision of the final product.

Working software is preferred over documentation and produced in small iter-
ations frequently. However, every iteration delivered is in line with demands of the
final system. Every iteration has to be fully integrated and carefully tested as a final
production release.

In Agile testing, there is no strict adherence to requirement documents and
checklists. The goal is always to do what is necessary to complete customer’s
requests. Documentation is often replaced with constant collaboration through
in-person meetings and automated tests. Only essential and minimal documentation
is maintained. Unified self-organizing project teams work closely together to
achieve a high-quality software product. The notion of separate testing team dis-
appears entirely. In some cases, it might be necessary to do separate release can-
didate testing for not to find problems or bugs. It is just performed for verification,
trail audit completion, and regulatory compliance.
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The continuous internal dialogue between team provides better-working rela-
tionships between testers and developers. Constant collaboration with end users
improves responsiveness to ever-changing project requirements.

The retrospective meeting is an integral part of Agile process and is done after
every iteration for continuous improvement. This meeting is an integral part of
Agile process. These meetings reflect self-organization and regular adaptation of the
team.

5 Illustration

Let us consider a use case to design a small messaging service to understand the
process better. This new service sends a message to the user if the user is online.
Otherwise, it would persist until the user comes online. Assume Scrum process is
being followed to implement this use case.

Developers and testers discuss customer requirements and identify the tests that
need to be designed for acceptance criteria. A lot of questions are raised by the
testing team during this discussion to drive clarity for the requirements (e.g.,
message persistence duration, the number of messages limits, and the priority of
messages). Development teams focus on identifying challenges in solution design.
These discussions usually happen in pre-iteration planning meetings (also referred
as backlog grooming meetings). Also, the work is divided into several small user
stories. User stories are one of the primary development artifacts for Scrum project
teams. A user story is a simplified representation of a software feature from a
customer point of view. It describes what customer wants in terms of acceptance
criteria. Also, it explains why the customer needs that feature that helps in the
understanding of business value.

For example, following user stories are identified for the “small messaging
service”:

The division of the user stories is completely at the discretion of the team and
business owner and what they think appropriate to divide the work. Prioritization of
the stories is also done during the meeting based on the effort and priority from the
business owner.

After prioritization of stories is completed, and a backlog is prepared, a
sprint/iteration can be started by taking a small chunk from the top of the backlog.
In the sprint, developers and testers work in parallel. Every day, the team meets and
discusses what has to be done that day and what testing has to be done to verify the
work. Quality is thus embedded into working software delivered by the team with
constant collaboration, negotiating better designs for easy testability.

Testers participate from day one and insist on writing code that is testable. This
emphasis often leads to use design patterns extensively and achieves better code
layout, architecture, and quality. Design pattern means a reusable solution to a
commonly occurring problem within a given context in software design.
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In the present illustration, as testers and developers approach first user story in
Table 1, they have to agree on a standard API or interface to write their code or test,
to start their work in parallel as in interface-based programming pattern. Teams
agree upon interface “FetchUndeliveredUserMessageResource” that contains
“fetchUndeliveredUserMessages” method, to accept “userId” as the parameter as
described in Table 2. Testers start writing their integration tests, and developers
start their implementation in parallel.

Interface-based programming is claimed to increase the modularity of the
application and hence its maintainability. However, to guarantee low coupling or
high cohesion, we need to follow a couple of guiding principles. First one is single
responsibility principle. It suggests that every class should have the responsibility for
a single functionality or behavior, and the class should encapsulate that imple-
mentation of that responsibility. This principle keeps tedious bug prone code con-
tained. The second one is interface segregation principle. It suggests that no client
should be forced to depend on methods that do not use. In that cases, interfaces are
from the third party, using adapter pattern that makes the code well organized. The
basic idea of adapter pattern is changing one interface to the desired interface.

Table 1 User stories
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In the present illustration, as testers and developers approach second user story
in the Table 1, the team identifies the need to separate database retrieval so that it
can be tested independently and defines “PersistMessage” interface to access data
from the database as described in Table 3. This repository design pattern comes
handy to separate business logic, and data model, and retrieval. This pattern cen-
tralizes the data logic or Web service access logic and provides a substitution point
for the unit tests and makes it flexible.

In the present illustration, as testers and developers approach third user story in
Table 1, “SendMessageResource” interface has been identified as described in
Table 4. As the testing team writes tests for these user stories, they would design
them to run in isolation and test each story independently and in isolation. It reduces
test complexity and forces development to reduce complex dependencies between
components. As much as possible, no test is made dependent on another test to run.

Also, to reduce interdependencies among different components and classes,
dependency injection pattern is used.

Dependency injection is a software design pattern that implements inversion of
control for software libraries. That means component delegates to external code (the
injector) the responsibility of providing its dependencies. The component is not
allowed to call the injector system. This separation makes clients independent and
easier to write a unit test using stubs or mock objects. Stubs and mock objects are
used to simulate other objects that are not in the test. This ease of testing is the first
benefit noticed when using dependency injection. Better testable code often pro-
duces simple and efficient architected system.

Table 3 PersistMessage interface

Table 2 FetchUndeliveredUserMessageResource interface
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When the sprint is in progress, if new work is identified, or priorities changed by
business, product backlog is groomed as appropriate.

A retrospective meeting is required to talk freely about what good practices has
to be continued and what practices need to be stopped or improved. This meeting
happens at the end of the sprint. As the team progress during the sprint and integrate
their work and do build and test, fixed as often they can, it necessitates better test
engineering practices.

6 Engineering of Agile Testing

Agile methods do not provide actual solutions but do a pretty good job of surfacing
problems early. The motto is to “catch issues fast and nip them in bud.”

Agile testing team has to test every iteration carefully as if it is a production
release and integrate it into the final product. As a result of repeated integration
tests, testing team needs to design and implement test infrastructure and rapid
development and release tools. The success of Agile testing depends on the team’s
ability to automate test environment creation and automatic release candidate val-
idation and report test metrics.

6.1 Continuous Integration

As teams deliver fully functional features every iteration in Agile practice, they
need to work ways to reduce build, deployment, and running test overhead. CI is a
practice that requires developers to integrate code several times a day. Each time, a

Table 4 SendMessageResource interface
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developer checks in code, which is verified by an automated build, allowing teams
to detect problems early. CI allows automated tests to grow, live, and thrive. By
integrating regularly, errors can be detected quickly and easily.

6.2 Automated Build System

Automated build system enables the team to do CI. It has become a cornerstone of
Agile development.

Automated build system reduces the cost associated with bug fixing exponen-
tially and improves quality and architecture. There have been several sophisticated
continuous build systems available such as Jenkins [7], Hudson [8], Team
Foundation Server [9], and Apache Continuum [10].

Build systems need to be optimized for performance, ease of use by developers,
incremental execution of tests, and software language agnostic.

In the above illustration, the team used Jenkins as their automated build system.
Every time, a developer checks in code, or tester checks in a test in which a new
build is made, and all the unit and integration tests are executed. If any issues are
found, a build failure email is sent to the team. Jenkins makes the deployment
artifact as an Redhat package manager (RPM). These RPMs are deployed to the
team environment by deployment scripts automatically so that testers can perform
post-deployment verification as needed. Next section does a comparative study of
Agile testing and its advantages and disadvantages.

7 Agile Testing: An Analysis

Let us briefly review the distinction between Agile and Spiral models, as there is
apparent similarity between the two. Then, an analysis is made showing both
advantage and disadvantage in Agile testing [11].

7.1 Comparison of Agile and Spiral Model

The common aspect of Agile process and Spiral model is iterative development and
differ in most of the other aspects. In case of Spiral model, length of iteration is not
specified, and an iteration can run for months or years. But in Agile model, length
must be small and usually, it is about 2–3 weeks. In Spiral model, iterations are
often well planned out in advance and executed in order of risk. In Agile process,
focus is on one iteration at a time, and priority of user stories drives the execution
order instead of risk. Within each iteration, Spiral model follows traditional
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waterfall methodology. Agile recognizes the fact that people build technology and
focuses “test-first” approaches, its collaboration, and interactions within the team.

7.2 Advantages of Agile Testing

Knowledge transfer happens naturally between developers and testers as they work
together with constant feedback on each iteration. Junior team members benefit
from active feedback, and testers perceive the job environment as comfortable.
Resilience is built into the teams and nourishes team atmosphere.

Small teams with excellent communication require small amounts of docu-
mentation. This collaboration facilitates learning and understanding for each other.
There is no practical way to comprehend or measure this particular advantage but
produces an awesome environment and team.

Requirements volatility in projects is reduced because of small projects and
timelines. The wastage of unused work (requirements documented, unused com-
ponents implemented, etc.,) is reduced as the customer provides feedback on
developed features and helps prioritize and regularly groom the product backlog.
Customers appreciate active participation in projects.

Small manageable tasks and CI helps process control, transparency, and increase
in quality. Very few stories are in progress at any point in time and handled in
priority order, and this reduces stress on teams. The risk associated with unknown
challenges is well managed. Frequent feedback makes problems and successes
transparent and provides high incentives for developers to deliver high quality.

As bugs are found close to the development, they can be fixed with very limited
extra overhead and thus increase actual time spent on designing and developing
new features (Fig. 5).

The quality of work life improves as the social job environment is trustful,
peaceful, and responsible.

7.3 Disadvantages of Agile Testing

As the focus on intra-team communication increases too much, it sometimes leads
to inter-team communication issues, and “us” versus “them” attitude between the
teams. Teamwork is critical to the success of Agile testing, and it is essential that
team members are willing to work together. Personalities of the team members play
a big role in Agile practices.

Agile methods have lots of challenges with scaling them to large groups and
organizations. Coming up the division of teams and projects is often not trivial
needs lot of commitment and patience. Generating the priority list of all the pro-
jects, broken up into small stories, is a herculean task and so also to maintain.
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Implementation starts very early in the process, and sometimes, enough time is
not spent on design and architecture. Poor design choices might lead to rework.
Sometimes, dependencies buried inside implementation details are hard to identify,
often causes impediments to the team. Many people would be required to manage
increased number of builds, releases, and environments.

8 Conclusion

Agile testing combines test and development teams around the principles of col-
laboration, flexibility, simplicity, transparency, and retrospection. Its focus is on
positive desire to implement a solution that passes the test, rather than negative
desire to break a solution. Agile practices do not provide actual solutions but do a
pretty good job of surfacing them early. Developers and testers are empowered to
work toward solving problems.

Agile has already won the battle for mainstream acceptance, and its general
precepts are going to remain viable for some time. As empowerment of people is
key to good governance so is for software development. Agile approaches empower

Fig. 5 Cost of feedback cycle [12]
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a team possibly replacing command control structures in organizations with more
democratic practices. So, the success of this process is well predicted. Hence, both
academia and industry are currently showing increasing interest in Agile testing.
This chapter with an intention to highlight this upcoming approach from industry
perspective has briefly described both Agile software development process and
Agile testing approach. The approach has been illustrated with a case study. We aim
the chapter will be useful to the beginners interested in this nascent area of software
testing.
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Security Testing
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Abstract Security issues in application domain are often easily exploited by
attackers. In today’s scenario, the number of vulnerabilities is enormously
increasing leading to serious security threats in future. Security threats may arise
due to distributed and heterogeneous nature of applications, their multilingual and
multimedia features, interactive and responsive behavior, ever evolving third-party
products and the rapidly changing versions. Recent report reveals the fact that
security threats surrounding the financial applications have increased dramatically
and they continue to evolve. Hence, it is imperative to make the software appli-
cations more secure and reliable. Security testing is an effort to reveal those vul-
nerabilities, which may violate state integrity, input validity and logic correctness
along with the angle of attack vectors that exploit these vulnerabilities. Further,
security testing minimizes risk of security breach and ensures confidentiality,
integrity and availability of customer transactions. This chapter illustrates signifi-
cance and relevance of security testing in present context. It will help students,
researchers, industry practitioners and security experts. Further, it will give some of
the possible directions of research in the area.
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1 Introduction

Now a days, industry is producing software for almost every domain that is gen-
erally complex and huge in size. Majority of the software are being used openly in
the prevailing distributed computing environment, leading to a range of security
issues in application domain. These issues are exploited by attackers easily and so
the number of attack incidences on software applications is growing rapidly. As the
number of vulnerabilities is enormously increasing, there are possible serious
threats and challenges in future that can cause a severe setback to applications.
Security threats also arises due to distributed and heterogeneous nature of appli-
cations, their multilingual and multimedia features, interactive and responsive
behavior, ever evolving third-party products and the rapidly changing versions.
Recent reports reveal that security threats surrounding the financial and banking
applications have increased dramatically and they continue to evolve.

It is imperative now to develop the software applications, with high security
attributes to ensure reliability. In the view of the prevailing circumstances, security
is one of the major concerns for many software systems and applications. Industry
practitioners assume that installed security perimeter such as antivirus, firewall are
secure enough and they believe them as effective measures for dealing with the
security aspect of an application. With the number of security products growing up,
there is still lack of attention in resolving security issues in online banking systems,
payment gateways, insurance covers etc. IDG survey of IT and security executives
report that nearly 63 % of applications remain untested for critical security vul-
nerabilities [1].

Security is a process, and not a product. It cannot be stapled or incorporated to
an application during finish time, as an afterthought. Security testing defines tests
for security specific and sensitive requirements of software. Security requirements
are functional as well as non-functional and thus require a different way of testing
compared to those applied for primary functional requirements. Security testing is
an effort to reveal those vulnerabilities, which may violate state integrity, input
validity and logic correctness along with the angle of attack vectors that exploit
these vulnerabilities. Further, security testing minimizes the risk of security breach
and ensures confidentiality, integrity and availability of customer transactions. As a
tester, it is harder to devise exhaustive anti-security inputs and hardest to prove
whether application is secure enough against these infinite set of input. Hence, it is
necessary prerequisite to understand security challenges and debatable issues in
order to comprehend existing methodologies and techniques available for security
testing.

Security is not one-time approach too, but a series of activities performed
throughout SDLC starting from very first to the last phase, which leads to SSDLC
(secure software development life cycle). Security testing is the most important
aspect in the SSDLC as it is an important means to expose the serious security
related issues of the applications. Researchers and practitioners advocate security
testing as a series of activities that are performed throughout system development
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process. If security testing is taken care of in early stages of SDLC, security issues
can be tackled easily and at a lower cost. Hence, it would be instrumentally
effective as well as efficient, if security testing is embedded with each phase of
SSDLC. Security testing should start from requirement phase where security
requirements are tested against security goals. At design phase, security testing may
be carried out using threat model and abuse case model [2]. Secure coding in coding
phase may be validated against static analysis methods/tools [3] such as Flawfinder,
FindBugs. Security testing at testing phase is carried out as functional security
testing as well as risk-based security testing [3]. Security testing at this stage is
carried on as attacker’s perspective. Finally, production environment needs to be
properly tested which ensures that the application is protected against the real-time
attacks in the live environment. All these activities form the approach namely as
phase embedded security testing (PEST).

This chapter illustrates significance and relevance of security testing in present
context and organized as follows: Sect. 2 elucidates the current security challenges
faced by applications. Section 3 highlights the significance of security testing.
Section 4 gives an overview of SSDLC while Sect. 5 discusses the security issues
and the related concerns. The approaches of security testing are discussed in
Sect. 6, and phase embedded security testing approach (PEST) is explained in
Sect. 7. Section 8 discusses industry practices while Sect. 9 highlights industry
requirement and future trend. Finally, Sect. 10 concludes the chapter with some of
the important directions of research in this area.

2 Current Security Challenges

Security is an essential mechanism that restricts attackers from exploiting the
software. Modern applications are facing several security challenges that if not
properly tackled may inject serious flaws in an application. A number of open
security issues reportedly being perceived as challenges by research community.
This paper discuss security challenges that exhibit significant impact on the
applications such as software complexity, rise of third-party code and dynamic
security policies reported by various researchers and practitioners [4–7].

2.1 Software Complexity

Software, both as a process and the product, is becoming more and more complex
due to prevailing practices in industry. Primitive software was having limited
functionalities with limited users but due to advancement in technologies and
increase in dependencies on software, software is not only highly complex but also
huge in size and virtually expandable operational environment. Complex software
has more lines of code and has more interactions among modules and with
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environment. It is harder for users to understand complex applications and thereby
makes it difficult to test, which may ultimately in untested portions leading to
greater possibilities of subtle bugs in the system. More the bugs in the system, more
is the possibilities of introducing security vulnerabilities. Experts argue that com-
plexity of software makes them more vulnerable [8].

Department of Defence [9] report states “The enormous functionality and
complexity of IT makes it easy to exploit and hard to defend, resulting in a target
that can be expected to be exploited by sophisticated nation-state adversaries.” This
shows that complexity is actually enemy of security. Complex system may have
loopholes that may be exploited and difficult to diagnose because of complexity.
Mccabe Software argues that complexity may leave backdoors and attackers may
implant Trojan code, which is difficult to identify because of complexity [10]. This
discussion raises an obvious question how to avoid or minimize complexity that is
now days one of the debatable issues at various forums.

In his famous book entitled as “No silver bullet,” Books argues that the com-
plexity of software is an essential property, not an accidental one [11]. We cannot
avoid complexity of software, but it can manage complexity to minimize its con-
sequences as the complexity is realized to be the result of several elements
prominently including problem domain complexity, difficulty of development
process and its management, the flexibility that is possible through software and the
problems of characterizing the behavior of discrete systems [12].

2.2 Third-Party Code

Today’s applications are collection of different components build through different
sources that includes in-house built, outsourced, open source, commercially built
and others. Due to market pressure to produce software quickly and at low cost,
software industries are using significant portion of code developed by third party.
The presence of third-party code in applications represents a serious security risk
for companies, according to a study from security vendor Veracode. Bugs in
third-party library may lead host application as a whole to become vulnerable [13].
Security vulnerabilities in third-party code expose serious concerns since these
vulnerabilities can affect a large number of applications.

There are several instances where the companies faced severe security threats
due to third-party code. Recently, twitter came across security flaw of third-party
code which saw a cross-site scripting flaw exploited on its site. The third-party code
activates a JavaScript function called “onmouseover”, which can activate pop-up
box. This flaw could also be exploited to redirect a user to an infected Web site
[14].

It is obvious that third-party code produces significant security concerns, but this
does not mean that third-party code should not be used at all. The real concern is
whether security measures have been implemented by third parties and whether
they have been properly tested independently and with applications. According to
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the report of coverity [15], companies are using major part of software code from
multiple third parties and these codes are not tested with the same intention and
rigor as internally developed software. So the conclusion is that if third-party code
is being used, it must be properly tested for security flaws.

2.3 Dynamic Security Policies

Information security policies specify a set of policies adopted by an organization to
protect its information agreed upon with its management [16]. It clearly describes
different parties with their respective part of information at respective levels.
Information security policy document includes scope of the policy, classification of
the information, management goal of secure handling of information at each class
and others.

In traditional systems, these security policies are static in nature that is pro-
grammers can only specify security policies at compile time. However, modern
systems interact with external environment where security policies cannot be
known well in advance and applied. Thus, security policies are dynamic in nature
for such cases like for instance deciding authority of users depending on type of
message received through external environment. Therefore, a mechanism is
essentially needed that can allow security critical decisions at runtime based on
dynamic observations of the environment [14].

3 Significance of Security Testing

It is an important activity to uncover vulnerabilities in the software, which is also
instrumental for minimizing the risk of security breach and ensuring confidentiality,
integrity and availability of customer transactions. Security testing can no longer be
perceived as an afterthought and stapled or incorporated at the last minute. It is now
a full fledge activity. Researchers frequently advocated that it should be integrated
with development life cycle and it must strictly be followed. Unfortunately, it is
rarely being practiced in the industry. According to Trustwave global security
report [17], 98 % tested applications were found vulnerable that clearly indicates
the low level of seriousness in software industry toward security testing. A properly
executed security testing with suitable technique would provide benefits to software
industries, their clients as well as end users leading confidence building in the
product. Following sections discuss the importance of security testing.
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3.1 Software Industry Perspective

Industry generally presumes that security testing will not return on investment.
They consider that they have completed functional testing and environment is fitted
with firewall and antivirus, so there is no need to invest extra cost on security
testing. But the fact is something different. A recent study reveals that three out of
four applications are at risk of attack and large number of these attacks are per-
formed on applications and firewalls and SSL cannot do anything in this case [18].
Actually in long run, industry will get following benefits through security testing.

3.1.1 Preserved Brand Image

A well-tested application goes through less downtime and enhances the brand
image of industry. It will add value to the brand and indirectly will attract other
client as well. Kirk Herath, chief privacy officer, assistant vice president and
associate general counsel at Nationwide Insurance in Columbus, Ohio says “Any
breach has the tendency to dampen greatly whatever you are spending around your
brand” [19]. On the other side, brand damage can have serious concern for com-
panies. They may lose trust of existing clients and new clients will be reluctant to
use their products.

3.1.2 Reduced Time to Market

An untested or improperly tested applications need to fix the error at later stages
which may need to redesign the application. This will eventually increase the time
to market since redesigning an application needs to implement, test and deploy
those new changes. Impact of these new changes also needs to be analyzed. These
all efforts will result in late delivery of the product. Security testing can reveal
several security issues early in the development which may be fixed with low cost
and effort.

3.1.3 Lower Development Costs

A properly and thoroughly tested applications will face less failure; otherwise, cost
to fix the application at later stages will be high and subsequently development cost
will be higher in these cases. For example, fixing a requirement error found after an
application has been deployed costs 10–100 times compare to 10 times when error
found at testing stage [20]. Similarly, fixing a design error found after an appli-
cation has been deployed costs 25–100 times compared to 15 times when error
found at testing stage.
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3.2 Client Perspective

There is no doubt that client is the ultimate and direct beneficiary of well-tested
quality product. A client itself could be an industry such as retail, banking and
insurance. Untested software may be exploited by the attackers that will have direct
influence on client. They may lose important data and may be victim of financial
loss. Therefore, clients are most concerned regarding the products and vendors who
are supplying these. A well-tested product will have great significance for client
including as follows.

3.2.1 Attack Resistant Product

An untested or improperly tested application will be victim of several attacks and
will provide safe heaven for the attackers. A properly tested application will rarely
face data breach, denial of service (DoS) and other security issues. During security
testing phase, application will be tested for wide security vulnerabilities. It is also
important that industry should involve security experts and effective security testing
process to produce attack resistant product. Client will have confidence on their
product, and their product will not be a victim of an attack.

3.2.2 Better Quality Software

Obviously, incorporating security on the product will add quality to the product.
Security testing insures whether security aspects have been added to the product or
not. A properly security tested product will face minimum service downtime and
hence will improve quality of the product. On the other hand, an untested or
improperly tested product will miss quality aspect of the product.

3.2.3 Minimizes Extra Cost

A small flaw in any part of the application can hamper performance of the critical
services. They may need other hardware or software to compensate for this loss
which in turn needs more investment. A single security flaw in an application may
cost millions to the customer. A study carried out by Ponemon reports that security
violation sometimes costs the businesses at an average of $7.2 million dollars per
breach [21]. This shows a huge cost is associated with a single security failure. In
some cases, industry may need to pay millions of dollars compensation.
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3.3 End-user Perspective

End users are those who will be benefited with industries IT environment such as
customers of an online banking. If the software is vulnerable to attack, then per-
sonal data, credential and others may be stolen by an attacker. End user may face
interrupted services and they may be victim of financial lose also. So it is very
important that end users are provided with properly protected and well-tested
applications. Following are the significance of well-tested application in context of
end-user perspective.

3.3.1 Uninterrupted Service

An insecure product may be victim of DoS attack which may completely block
applications. End users will be unable to access the application because of this type
of attack. A more sophisticated attack, distributed denial of services (DDoS), may
be used by attackers. Well-known companies such as Twitter and Facebook in past
have faced Dos attack [22]. Security testing ensures that applications should not be
exploited by these types of attack, and at very early stage, the applications are
protected from these attacks.

3.3.2 Minimizes Chance of Loss of Personal Data and Credentials

Attackers are very much interested in users credential as well personal data. They
may use these data for their ill intentions. According to a recent article of CBS news
[23], personal data of over 21 million individuals were stolen in a widespread data
breach. It is very important for an application to guard against these data breaches.
Application should be properly tested and protected for these types of breaches.

4 Secure Software Development Life Cycle

Security is not a one-time approach after implementation. However, it includes a
series of activities performed throughout SDLC starting from very first to the last
phase that leads to SSDLC. Security should be perceived as process, and not the
product. Therefore, it can no longer be considered as an afterthought that to be
stapled or incorporated to an application at the last minute. The industry that apply
security throughout SDLC renders better results compare to those, which do after
development.

Forrester Consulting conducted a survey study of 150 industries in 2010 to
understand application security current practices and its key trends and market
directions [24]. In this survey, they found that the industry that practices SSDLC
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specifically showed better ROI results compared to overall population. Another
study [18] reports that fixing security vulnerability found when a product is live,
around 6.5 times more costly than fixing those at early phase of SDLC. Security
experts have proposed several methods to incorporate security in SDLC such as
Microsoft’s Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) [25], McGraw’s Touchpoints
[26] and OWASP’s Comprehensive Lightweight Application Security Process
(CLASP) [27]. Figure 1 depicts phases and set of task at each phase of SSDLC.
Although phases are depicted here as traditional waterfall model, most organiza-
tions follow an iterative approach these days.

SSDLC incorporate security from very early in the development life cycle. It
starts from requirement phase where security requirements are established and
continue to design phase where secure architecture and design patters are used.
Next comes implementation phase where secure coding standards are adopted,
followed by testing phase where functional and non-functional security issues are
tested and at last deployment and maintenance phase where software is deployed in
secure environment. These phases in SSDLC are called security requirements,
secure design, secure coding, security testing and secure deployment and mainte-
nance. We briefly discuss each phases of SSDLC as follows.

4.1 Security Requirement

At very first company-wide security policies are established that ensure role-based
permission, access level controls, password control and others. Requirement
specification are thoroughly examined to decide where security can be incorporated
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which is called security points. Security guidelines, standards, rules and regulations
meaningful for particular company are considered at this stage which along with
security policies and security point decides the complete security requirements.
Some of the sample security requirements are as follows:

• Application should only be used by legitimate users.
• Each user should have a valid account, and their levels of privilege should be

properly defined.
• Application send confidential data to different stake holders over the commu-

nication network, so encryption technique should be applied.

Experts have proposed several approaches to accommodate security during
requirement phase such as [28, 29]. A comparative study on different security
requirement engineering methods can be found in Fabian et al. paper [30].

4.2 Secure Design

At design stage, security experts must identify all possible attacks [31] and design
the system accordingly. These threats can be systematically identified through one
of the popular technique called threat modeling [32]. It helps the designer to
develop mitigation techniques for the possible threats and guides them to con-
centrate on part of the system at risk. Other technique to model software design is
Unified Markup Language (UML) diagrams, which helps to visualize the system
and include activities, individual components and their interaction, interaction
between entities and others. UMLsec [33] an extension of UML for secure system
development has been proposed in the literature.

4.3 Secure Coding

Application security vulnerability can be broadly categorized into design-level
vulnerabilities and implementation-level vulnerabilities [34]. A design-level vul-
nerability occurs due to flaw in design such as using unsuitable cryptography.
Implementation-level vulnerabilities exist due to flaw in coding such as improper
use of error handling, not restricting unwanted inputs and so on. These flaws could
lead to vulnerabilities such as denial of services, buffer overflow. During secure
coding phase, secure coding practices are adopted to restrict implementation-level
vulnerabilities. SEI CERT of CMU has provided a set of secure coding standards
[35] for languages such as C, C++, Java and others. These standards can be applied
by the developer to make the coding secure.
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4.4 Security Testing

Security testing is an important phase in the SSDLC since it helps to improve
software security. This should not be considered as an optional/secondary com-
ponent of functional testing but should be treated as a full fledge activity. Security
testing includes testing of functional security aspect such as testing of access
control, authentications as well as application specific risk-based testing such as
denial of services, buffer overflows. Several testing techniques have been applied in
security testing such as random testing, search-based testing, symbolic execution
and others, but random testing is most popular since it is easy to follow and
discovers a wide range of security issues. We have discussed security testing
techniques in detail in Sect. 6.

4.5 Secure Deployment and Maintenance

After successfully applying security at each phase the product should be installed in
secure environment. Software and its environment need to be monitored continu-
ously, and in case security issues are found in the product or environment, a
decision should be made whether patch is required or not [34]. Software and its
environment also need to update periodically so that they may not be affected by the
security vulnerabilities. Attackers used to exploit outdated or older version of the
software since chances of vulnerabilities are high in these cases.

5 Security Issues and Related Concerns

Insecure design and insecure implementation of an application lead to security
issues that may be exploited by an attacker. A security practitioner should know
these security issues to properly test and protect a system. Open source vulnerability
database (OSVDB) [36] reveals that applications are encountering a significant
amount of these issues periodically. Figure 2 shows occurrences of these vulner-
abilities in each quarter. Among these, XSS (Cross-site scripting) is a major issue
occurring these days. Here, in this section, we briefly describe security issues which
are included in OSVDB.

5.1 Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)

This is a typical kind of loophole through which malicious scripts are injected
through client-side script that access confidential data, content of html page may be
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rewritten by that script. This vulnerability is considered as one of the most popular
hacking techniques to exploit Web-based applications. An attacker who exploits
XSS might access cookies, session tokens and even they can execute malicious
code into other users system [37]. In past, several popular Web sites were affected
by XSS, prominently among these is recent instance of twitter that is exploited
through this vulnerability [38]. This enables someone to open third-party Web sites
in users browser just hovering mouse over a link.

5.2 SQL Injection (SQLI)

SQL injection is a vulnerability in which an attacker gained unauthorized access to
the database using malicious code that includes SQL queries. Web applications face
serious threat due to this vulnerability, and as per data of OSVDB, a large no of
applications are affected by this vulnerability [36]. It results from supplying inad-
equate user inputs that use to construct database statements. Attacker exploits by
inserting malicious script/code into an instance of SQL server/database which
eventually attempts to fetch any database information. SQLI vulnerability allows
attackers to disclose information on the system, or makes the data unavailable, and
in extreme case administrators of the database server [39].

Fig. 2 Vulnerabilities in OSVDB by quarter by type [36]
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5.3 Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)

Cross-site request forgery (CSRF) is a vulnerability in which unwanted actions are
transmitted from an authentic user on a trusted site. This attack could lead to a fund
transfer, changing of a password or purchasing an item on behalf of an authentic
user. Unlike XSS in which malicious codes are injected through infected Web site,
in CSRF, malicious codes are injected to a trusted Web site. A recent study [40]
shows that Web sites of several well-known companies are vulnerable to CSRF. An
example of CSRF vulnerability was once reported by Web site of ING DIRECT in
which an attacker could open an additional account of a registered user and sub-
sequently could transfer funds to his account [41].

5.4 Denial of Services (DoS)

Denial of services (DoS) attack, that targets service to make unavailable to intended
clients, has shown serious threat to the Internet security [42]. DoS can result from
various reasons such as application crash, data destruction, resource depletion like
memory, CPU, bandwidth and disk space depletion [43]. DoS attacks were carried
out with only little resources and thus caused a serious threat to organizations.
A more sophisticated form of DoS is distributed DoS (DDoS) where several sys-
tems may be distributed across globe is used to carry on an attack.

5.5 Buffer Overflow (BOF)

Buffer overflow is very common and easy to exploit vulnerability. This vulnera-
bility can be exploited to crash the application and in extreme case, an application
can control the program. In a classic buffer overflow vulnerability, an attacker
enters large-sized data into a relatively small-sized stack buffer, which results in
overwriting of call stack including the function’s return pointer [44]. In a more
sophisticated attack, function’s return pointer is overwritten with address of mali-
cious code. Both Web server and application server can be exploited by BOF.

5.6 File Inclusion

File inclusion vulnerability is a type of vulnerability, which permits an attacker to
attach a file on the Web server usually through a script. This occurs due to improper
validation of user inputs. Hackers use two categories of file inclusion: remote and
local file inclusion (RFI/LFI) attacks. The attack leads to sensitive information
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disclosure, DoS and execution of malicious code on the Web server/client side [45].
According to Imperva report, RFI was ranked as one of most prevalent Web
application attacks performed by hackers in 2011 [46].

6 Security Testing Approaches

Security testing is an important activity to reveal those vulnerabilities which if
exploited may harm the system. It adds quality to the product and brand value to the
company. Day-by-day increase in exploitation of software and the use of sophis-
ticated technologies are supporting attackers to succeed very much in their ill
intention. So, it is essential to properly test the software for security vulnerabilities
to protect it from attackers.

Researchers have proposed several security testing approaches in the literature to
expose security issues. Security testing can be broadly categorized into static and
dynamic depending on complexity of application and type of vulnerabilities to be
found. Static testing is carried without executing the software such as code reviews,
static analysis while dynamic testing is performed by executing the software. Here,
in this section, we discuss these broad categories of security testing approaches. We
include case studies of java programs each in category of static security testing and
dynamic security testing. These programs are tested with tool FindBugs [47], a
static analysis tool and Symbolic PathFinder [48], a concolic executor. Although
other testing techniques have been discussed here under these categories, we
applied only static analysis tool and concolic execution tool to java programs.

6.1 Static Security Testing

Static security testing automatically detects security vulnerabilities in software
without executing the programs. Some static testing methods use source code for
analysis and others use object code. Static techniques can be performed to a very
large program but it may suffer from generation of false positive, false negative or
spurious warning. Here, we are discussing main categories of static security testing
such as code review, model checking and symbolic execution. Model checking and
symbolic execution come under static code analysis techniques.

6.1.1 Code Review

Code review involves testing an application by reviewing its code. Its purpose is to
find and fix errors introduced in the initial stage of software development, and
hence, overall quality of software will be improved. Code review can be done
manually as well through automated tools. Manual code review is very
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time-consuming which needs line by line scan of code where as automated code
review scans source code automatically to check whether predefined set of best
practices have been applied or not.

6.1.2 Model Checking

Model checker automatically checks whether a given model of the system meets
given system’s specification. Specification may contain safety, security or other
requirements that may cause the system to behave abnormal. Systems are generally
modeled by finite-state machines that would act as an input for model checker along
with collection of properties generally expressed as formulas of temporal logic [49].
The model checker checks whether properties hold or violated by the system.

Model checker works in following manner. Suppose M be a model, i.e., a
state-transition graph and let p be the property in temporal logic. So the model
checking is to find all states s such that M has property p at state s. An important
tool Java Path Finder (JPF) [50] based on model checking is widely used research
tool for various different execution modes and extensions. Several testing tools
based on JPF such as Symbolic PathFinder, Exception Injector and others have
been proposed in the literature. A whole list of such methods/tools can be found on
the site of JPF.

6.1.3 Symbolic Execution

This technique generates test cases for every path by generating and solving path
condition (PC) which is actually a constraint on input symbols. Each branch point
of the program has its own path condition, and PC at higher level is the aggregation
of current branch and branches at previous level. Classical symbolic execution
internally contains two components:

• Path condition generation: Suppose a statement is given as if(cond) then S1
else S2. PC for the branch of this statement would be PC ! PC ^ cond (for true
branch) and PC ! PC ^ ¬cond (for false branch).

• Path condition solver: Path condition solver or constraint solver is used for two
purposes, first to check whether path is feasible or not, and second, to generate
the inputs for the program that satisfies these constraints. Constraint solving is
the main challenge of symbolic execution since the cost of constraint solving
dominates everything else and the reason is that constraint solving is a
NP-complete problem.

Classic symbolic execution provides sound foundation for dynamic testing such
as concolic testing. Plenty of works based on concolic testing have been proposed
in the literature. We have discussed Concolic testing in next section.
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6.1.4 Case Study

In order to demonstrate the actual working of testing tool, we consider a case study
of a java package, namely BareHTTP [51]. We have applied popular static testing
tool Findbugs [47], a static analysis tool for java code on BareHTTP package that
produces following result mention in Table 1. Findbugs takes java programs as
input and generates different types of bugs such as empty database passwords, JSP
reflected XSS vulnerability and so on.

Every Bugs found through Findbugs do not come under security issues.
A careful analysis of bug report generated for BareHTTP shows that some bugs are
generated because IO stream object is not closed. This may result in a file descriptor
leak, and in extreme case, applications may crash. Tool in discussion generates
wide list of bugs, and they are categorized under bad practices, performance issue,
dodgy code, malicious code vulnerabilities and so on. All bugs produced by
Findbugs are not actual error, and it may generates several false positives.

6.2 Dynamic Security Testing

Dynamic security testing involves testing of programs for security in its running
state. It can expose flaws or vulnerabilities that are too complicate for static analysis
to reveal. Dynamic testing exhibits real errors, but it may miss certain errors due to
missing certain paths. Dynamic testing involves using a variety of techniques in
which most popular are fuzz testing, concolic testing, search-based testing. Each
one is valuable from certain perspective such as test effectiveness, test case gen-
eration, vulnerabilities coverage. Each of these techniques is described next along
with latest research in these directions.

6.2.1 Fuzz Testing

Fuzz testing (random testing) is type of testing in which a program is bombarded
with test cases generated by another program [52]. The program that generates test
cases is called fuzz generator, which generates random, invalid or unexpected data
to test the program. Intention of fuzz testing is to crash a program to expose security
holes in the program. Early fuzz testing techniques were simple and used to gen-
erate random numbers as input for the program. Current fuzz testing techniques are
more sophisticated in nature and generate more structured input as test cases.

Table 1 Bugs found through Findbugs tool

Java package name Line of code No. of classes Total bugs found

BareHTTP 717 6 14
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Fuzz testing can be broadly divided into black box and white box fuzz testing.
Black box fuzz testing generates input without knowledge of program internals on
the other hand white box fuzz testing considers internals of the program also. As far
as coverage of fuzz testing is concern, it can uncover several security issues like
buffer overflow, memory leaks, DoS and so forth [53]. Fuzz testing process can be
better depicted through Fig. 3. This figure shows that fuzz test generator repeatedly
generates test inputs and the program gets executed with these inputs with the help
of test executor. A log is also maintained to store the fault/crash data.

Researchers have proposed a number of fuzz testing techniques such as [54–58]
to test programs for bugs that lead to program crash. Among these, popular methods
are JCrasher [55] an automated testing tool that test for undeclared runtime
exception which if executed will crash the program and CnC [56] an another
random testing method that combines static testing and automatic test generation to
find the program crash scenario.

6.2.2 Concolic Testing

Concolic testing is a type of testing that while running the program collects the path
constraints along the executed paths and these collected constraints along the path
are solved to obtain new inputs for alternative path [59]. This process is repeated till
all the coverage criteria is covered. Basically, it is an extension of classic symbolic
execution which dynamically generates inputs by solving the path constraints.

Concolic testing has been very successful in security testing since it executes
each and every path in the program and make sure that program does not contain
dark path (untested and neglected path). This testing technique automatically
detects corner cases where programmer not handled exception properly or fails to
allocate memory, which may lead to security vulnerabilities. Several methods/tools
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Fig. 3 Basic diagram of Fuzz Testing
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have been developed using concolic execution such as Cute and JCute [60],
Symbolic JPF [48] and others. These methods are very effective in security testing
of the programs since it tests all paths and hence avoid untested paths that may lead
to security vulnerabilities.

6.2.3 Search-Based Security Testing

It is an application of meta-heuristic optimizing search technique to automate a
testing task. It uses test adequacy criterion known as fitness function to automati-
cally generate test data. So the goal is to satisfy fitness function starting with an
initial input and continuously refining the inputs that maximize the satisfiability of
fitness function. Although there are several search-based algorithm that have been
applied in software security testing but genetic algorithm is most popular among
these. Figure 4 presents an overview of main tasks of genetic algorithm.

Several methods [61–64] have been developed using search-based algorithms to
test security issues such as buffer overflow, SQLI, program crashes and others. In
one of these paper [63], program crash scenario due to divide by zero exception has
been tested. In their method, the program is first transformed in such a way that the
expression that leads to crash becomes condition. Using this condition, test data are
generated using genetic algorithm.

6.2.4 Case Study

We have taken a case of program given in Listing 1 that generates uncaught divide
by zero exception. Results of uncaught or improper handled exceptions can lead to
severe security issues [63]. This may allow an attacker to cause a program crash
which will finally lead to DoS. Several instances of divide by zero exceptions have
been reported in vulnerability databases such as OSVDB [36], NVD [65]. As per
database record, 9 such cases are in 2015, while 15 cases in 2014 [36]. For instance,

Fig. 4 Overview of the main tasks of a genetic algorithm
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FFmpeg is reportedly suffering from divide by zero vulnerability in one of its
function during handling of dimensions exploitable by a context-dependent attacker
[66].

In the given program mentioned in Listing 1, divide by zero exception has not
been handled at line numbers 7 and 12 that will eventually raise uncaught excep-
tion. This program has been tested using Symbolic Java PathFinder [48]. The
symbolic Java PathFinder is developed as an extension of JPF that executes the
program on symbolic inputs. Inputs are represented as constraints generated
through conditions in the codes that are subsequently solved to generate test inputs.

1 class symexe{

2 int i , j , z ;
3 void foo( int i , int j ){
4 if ( i > j)
5 {
6 System.out.println(”i is greater than j”) ; 
7 z=i/(j−8);
8 }

9 else

10 {

11 System.out.println(”j is greater than i”) ;
12 z=j/(i−4); 
13 }
14 if (z>5)
15 System.out.println(”z is greater than limit”) ; 
16 else

17 System.out.println(”z is less than the limit”) ;
18 }

19

20 public static  void main(String[] args){

21 symexe s = new symexe(); 
22 int p,k;
23 s . foo(12,6) ;
24 }
25 }

If we will constitute Symbolic tree of the above program, then it will generate
six paths out of which two paths will generate uncaught exceptions. Symbolic
PathFinder generates the constraints of these six paths, one of them is given
below as:

(j 2 SYMINT / (i 1 SYMINT – CONST 4)) <= CONST 5 &&
(i 1 SYMINT – CONST 4) != CONST 0 && i 1 SYMINT <= j 2 SYMINT

These constraints for each path constraint are solved subsequently using different
constraint solver embedded in Symbolic Java PathFinder and finally following
results are produced:
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[ foo(54,11) ]

[ foo(92,51) ]
[ foo(86,−77)]

[(expected = java.lang.ArithmeticException.class), foo(21,8) , ##EXCEPTION## ”jav
a.lang.ArithmeticException: div by 0... ”] 
[ foo(21,8) ]

[ foo(11,54) ]
[ foo (0,0) ] 
[(expected = java.lang.ArithmeticException.class), foo(4,49) , ##EXCEPTION## ”jav
a.lang.ArithmeticException: div by 0... ”] 
[ foo(4,49) ]

In normal setup, generating values for these cases are usually difficult since a
program may have. Result of Symbolic PathFinder on the above program can be
summarized in Table 2.

Here in the above test cases, two test cases foo(21,8) and foo(4,49) generate
divide by zero exceptions. Other test cases would execute remaining paths other than
the paths that generated the exceptions. This type of testing is very effective in the
sense that it needs few number of test cases to find bugs in the program. We have
taken a case of improper handling of “divide by zero” exception and tested it using a
concolic testing tool. There are some other types of exploitable exceptions to crash a
program, such as Null Pointer exception, that have not been taken in this study.

Security testing techniques discussed in Sect. 6 are further categorized. Table 3
gives brief description of each technique including attack types it covers like BOF,
DoS and others mentioned in the table.

7 Phase Embedded Security Testing

In previous sections, we have discussed that security is not a onetime approach after
implementation but a series of activities throughout development life cycle. Like
security is phase-based activities, similar to this, we have proposed that security
testing should also be carried out from the very first stage, i.e., requirement stage till
deployment and maintenance phase.

Software security should be applied as two-layer approach. At very first, security
need to carry out throughout development life cycle and in second-layer security
testing should be embedded at each phase of SDLC. Figure 5 elaborates this
concept. At very first phase, security requirements such as security rules, standards,
policies and goals are collected and formalized. Test cases are created and analyzed

Table 2 Bugs found through symbolic PathFinder

Java program name LOC No. of test cases generated Total bugs found

DividebyzeroExample 25 7 2
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Table 3 Security testing techniques and attack type coverage

Testing techniques Description Attack type coverage

Static Code review • Audit source code for security
vulnerabilities, manually or with
tool

• Capable of pinpointing security
issues. Cost-effective but not
suited for large application

• Can be performed in parallel with
coding

All kinds of attacks,
depending on reviewers
expertise/experience

Model
checking

• Verify if a model of system meets
given security specification

• Easy to regenerate test cases in
response to changes

• Strong coupling of the tests with
requirements or design

SQLi, BOF, DoS, XSS

Symbolic
execution

• Tests programs through symbolic
input and generate test cases
through constraint solving

•Wide coverage of control paths of
program

• Unable to solve complex
constraints and ineffective in
handling of external functions

SQLi, BOF, DoS, XSS

Dynamic Fuzz testing • Testing program using huge and
random inputs

• Easy to perform
• Depth of coverage of control
paths of program but miss wide
path coverage

DoS

Search-based
security
testing

• Testing using meta-heuristic
optimizing search technique to
automate security testing

• Automatic generation of test
cases

• Works well if heuristic offers
significance guidance. It may
stuck in local optima

SQLi, BOF, DoS, XSS

Concolic
testing

• Concurrently executing one path
and generating inputs for
alternate path by negating
collected path constraints along
the executed paths

•Wide coverage of control paths of
program but may miss depth of
coverage

• Difficult to solve complex
constraints and handling of
external functions is ineffective

SQLi, BOF, DoS, XSS
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against these security requirements. In second phase, security test cases are derived
from attack scenario and security features are tested. One such attack scenario could
be finding ways of application crash. Model-based design verification is also
helpful to test secure design. During security testing at coding phase, secure coding
practices are analyzed, and static security testing is applied to detect security issues.
At testing stage, functional and non-function security issues are tested using static
or dynamic or combination of both. Finally, security testing of live environment is
carried out through testing secure configuration, environment and platform being
used. Modules delivered as patch should also be tested for security issues.
Production environment needs to be properly tested as it will ensure that the
application is protected against the real-time attacks in the live environment.

As a case study, we consider an organization that has formed software devel-
opment team to build a Web-based application. Knowing the significance of
security relating to application, the software development team made every effort to
incorporate security in the application. Security experts were involved with the
development team from initial requirement gathering phase till deployment and

Software Development Life Cycle(SDLC) 

Requirements Design Implementaion Testing Deployment and 
Maintenance 

· Security 
Guidelines 

· Security Rules and 
Regulations 

· Asset 
Identification 

· Uses Cases 
· Misuse Cases 
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Architecture and 
Design Pattern 

· Security Feature 
Design 

· Threat Modeling 
· Design Review 

· Secure Coding 
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· Code Review 
· Generating Unit 
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· Security Test 
Plans 

· Static and 
Dynamic Testing 

· Test Defect 
Review 

· Functional and 
non functional 
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· Patch Management 
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delivered as patch 
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Fig. 5 Phase embedded security testing (PEST)
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maintenance. Security testing activities were conducted throughout the develop-
ment cycle to ensure that security was built and thoroughly tested. Following
activities performed during PESC for online shopping application at each phase.

• Security Testing of Requirements: First of all collected security requirements
are modeled using misuse case. We have drawn misuse case of online shopping
application as depicted in Fig. 6. Misuse case provides useful information to
review security requirements by the domain and security experts. Below we
have shown a misuse case scenario of improper input validation that may lead to
XSS.

– Hacker enters login information
– System displays product menu
– Hacker selects most sold product
– System displays product details
– Hacker enters review with a link of malicious Web site
– Hacker logs out.

In an another example of SQLI, following test scenario has been used.

– Open Web application
– Start to browse the Web site and go to login page
– Enter Username
– Enter Password: or 1 = 1
– Check whether login has been bypassed or not.

Fig. 6 Misuse case diagram for an online shopping Web application
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Similarly, several scenarios have been created to test for malicious activities.
Security requirements can also be formalized to test the requirements auto-
matically. However, we have not formalized security requirements in this case,
but several studies have used this technique [67, 68].

• Security Testing of Design: Testing in this phase refers to exposing security
vulnerabilities that may enter into application because of design errors such as
improper error handling and weak authentication. We have modeled security
threats through threat modeling diagram that help experts to discover threats that
might enter into the system. We have included a threat model of bypass/weak
authentication threat adopted from work of Gencer Erdogan [69] as depicted in
Fig. 7. This helps experts to identify whether online shopping application suffers
from these threats or not. Similar to this threat model, several component-based
threat models have been created to test for any vulnerabilities.

• Security Testing of Coding: Security testing in this phase is done to expose any
missing secure coding practices or common vulnerabilities pattern. Security
experts walked through the whole code to get to know any security flaw or
missing secure practices. We have applied static analysis tools such as
find-security-bugs [70] to detect any known vulnerabilities. This tool can be
added as a plug-in in Findbugs, and it can be used to test for XSS, SQLi, DoS
and others in a given program. It is very effective in finding potential XSS such
as given in below code 2.

1.a
Before locking out an account
or IP address, site allows several
numbers of password attempt and
guess.

1.b
Site accepts small password(like
only digits) so it can be break
using some tries

Threat 1:
Bypass/Weakauthentication

AND

1.c
Site can be exploited using SQL
injection which can reveal user id
and password.

AND

1.c.a
User data is not properly validated
in a page of the concerned web
site

1.c.b
Not using parameterized query

Fig. 7 Threat model diagram of bypass authentication. Adapted from work of Gencer Erdogan
[69]
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<%

String taintedInput = (String)request.getAttribute(”input”); 
%>
[...]

<%= taintedInput  %>

In the above code, a potential XSS vulnerability has been found. This vulnerable
code could be exploited to execute malicious JavaScript in a client’s browser.
A list of static analysis tools can be found at site of OWASP [71].

• Security Testing in Testing Phase: After review and testing of secure coding,
next step is to apply any dynamic security testing tool to identify vulnerabilities
during running state of application. These tools find potential vulnerabilities in
applications such as input/output validation, specific application problems and
others. Dynamic security testing tool such IBM Security AppScan [72] can be
applied to uncover security issues. We have downloaded the trail version of this
tool from IBM site and tested a dummyWeb site “http://www.altoromutual.com”
for the security issues. This tool has created several test cases, and some of the
test cases are able to exploit the Web site through XSS, SQLi and other
vulnerabilities.
Similar tools based on other security testing techniques such as search-based
security testing and concolic testing have been applied in the study. A list of
such tools can be found at site of OWASP [73].

• Security Testing of Deployment and Maintenance: After deployment of
application, health checks of the application and its platform need to be perform
periodically to ensure that no new security threats have been introduced in the
system. If a system needs any updates or new patches, these should also be
properly tested for security vulnerabilities. Experts have proposed several run-
time monitoring techniques to monitor the applications at running state.
A survey of runtime monitoring techniques can be found in the work of Shahriar
and Zulkernine [74].

We have taken a live case of Virtual Freer v1.57 Web application in which very
recently SQLi vulnerability has been found. According to vulnerability laboratory
[75], an auth bypass session vulnerability has been discovered in the official Virtual
Freer v1.57 content management system (CMS). Remote attackers may exploit this
vulnerability to access administrator panel or Web user interface. The vulnerability
found in a login.php file allows remote attackers to use a 1 = 1 sql payload which
leads to bypass validation script at the login.php page. Thus results in access to the
administrator panel without a valid account.

If developers have followed the PEST approach as discussed above, then at very
early stage they might have tested this vulnerability. We have discussed how a test
scenario for the SQLi vulnerability can be created. In case if it has missed in
requirement testing, then at design phase this would have been tested using threat
model that we have shown in security testing of design.
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So the idea behind PEST is to find and fix security issues at the early stages. It
seems that these activities will impose overheads in terms of cost, but such activities
will prove to be an advantage or value assets in the long run to enable the company
having a cutting edge in the competitive market.

8 A Discussion on Industry Practices

Now a days, software is being used in almost every domain, be it entertainment,
hospitality, finance and insurance, retail or others. Attackers are targeting their IT
environment such as e-commerce, point of sale (POS) and corporate/internal net-
work. Recent study found that in year 2014, finance and insurance industries faced
57 % of their breaches in corporate/internal network and 43 % in e-commerce [17].
This clearly indicates that applications should be properly protected and tested for
security issues. As far as security of applications is concerned, Web and mobile
applications are prone to severe security flaws. According to report of Trustwave
global security [17], Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST) of Web
applications under test revealed 17,748 vulnerabilities, and 98 % of these had one
or more security vulnerabilities. Among these applications, 35 % were having
information leakage vulnerability, 20 % had XSS vulnerability beside others. This
study indicates that security incidents are increasing day by day, and among all
exposed asserts, applications are most preferred target for attackers.

In the same study, Trustwave has presented the result of security testing of
mobile applications conducted in 2014. They have found at least one vulnerability
in 95 % of mobile applications and 6.5 median number of vulnerabilities per
application. They have observed 26 % increase over 2013 in critical vulnerability.
As mobile applications are continuing to grow, attackers are concentrating more on
mobile applications. Inadequate security measures during development will lead to
severe setback for the users. So researchers are more concerned about proper
security testing of mobile applications.

Generally, security vulnerabilities are tested using application security testing
(AST) products. AST includes multiple approaches [76] such as static AST
(SAST), dynamic AST (DAST), interactive AST (IAST) that combines SAST and
DAST, and mobile AST that combines traditional SAST and DAST along with
behavioral analysis. Vendors offer these approaches as a tool or through sub-
scription service. According to study of Gartner [76], majority of enterprises are
adopting AST, but they differ on adaptation and maturity of approaches, DAST
followed by SAST is the most preferred combination, while IAST and mobile AST
are recently emerged.
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9 Industry Requirement and Future Trend

With the growing need of Web-based applications and mobile applications,
industries are more concerned about protection mechanism. As security incidents
are growing day by day, industries are looking forward to develop a comprehensive
application security testing platform. There is a need to extend the functionality of
security detection with additional functionality, namely security protection of
application. Industries are currently practicing on demand-based SaaS:Security as a
Service for SAST and DAST, and they are looking forward to support enterprise
class requirements with role-based access control (RBAC) to consolidate risk-based
reporting [76]. Industries are giving more emphasis on mobile application security
since mobile applications are revolutionizing the way industries are doing business,
and very quickly, they are connecting to wide customer. Ensuring security in
mobile applications is challenge because industries are adopting multiple languages
and platforms for their development.

On the basis of recent survey, following future trend is observed:

• Experts are looking on hybrid techniques to construct an automated exploitation
toolkit. One such hybrid technique could be symbolic execution and code
execution graph analysis with artificial intelligence (AI) techniques [52].

• Researchers are planning to combine protocol state machine with model-based
testing and also trying to introduce reverse engineering techniques for auto-
matically extracting the description of input format [77].

• Researchers are working on an emerging technology namely runtime application
self-protection (RASP) technology that offers an extension of runtime threat
detection and protection. It monitors the execution from inside of the applica-
tion, controls the application when needed and finally initiates the protection
measures [76].

• The major vendors in this market of security testing are IBM, HP, Accenture,
Cisco, McAfee, Applause, Veracode and WhiteHat Security. The global security
testing market is expected to be doubled by 2019, with an estimated compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 14.9, and North America is expected to be the
largest market for security testing services [78].

10 Conclusion

The rapid increase in the adoption of high functionality software-based applica-
tions, complexity and security threats is a reality now. Such a trend, in turn, is
bound to throw new areas of exploration with regard to testing from multiple
perspectives. Market appears to be shaping a different and inevitable role in the
form of security testing services but certainly not without pertinent issues and
challenges. A clearly specified understanding of issues and challenges is liable take
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us in the right direction and to the target effectively and efficiently. Moreover, the
present state of the art in security testing appears to be falling short of putting check
on the root cause, i.e., inherent vulnerabilities and hence assuring security. Thereby,
a framework for phase-based embedded security testing is proposed as continued
activity rather than a piecemeal and after-thought approach.

This work is useful for security practitioners to test their application for security
vulnerabilities and apply protection accordingly. This will also provide a future
direction for security testing researchers as techniques discussed here are good topic
to be worked upon specially search-based security testing and hybrid of different
techniques.

In fact security threats surrounding the financial applications have increased
exponentially and dramatically they continue to evolve. Hence, it is now essentially
needed to make software applications highly secure and reliable. Security testing is
an effort to reveal those vulnerabilities that may violate state integrity, input validity
and logic correctness along with the angle of attack vectors, which may exploit
these vulnerabilities. This minimizes risks of security breach and ensures confi-
dentiality, integrity and availability of customer transactions. Modern applications
are facing several security challenge prominently include software complexity,
third-party code and dynamic security policies. These challenges often exhibit
significant impact on applications security.

On the other hand, software is becoming highly complex, huge in size and
virtually expandable operational environments. Thus, it is harder to categorically
understand applications, difficult to diagnose the problems and test leading to the
possibilities of bugs in the system that may likely introduce security vulnerabilities.
Because of the market pressure and strict deadlines to produce and deliver software
quickly and at a lower cost, third-party code is widely used in software industry. It
is a well recognized and obvious fact that third-party code creates many security
related issues and concerns that may lead to a serious security risk for companies.
Therefore, if third-party code is being used, it must be properly and effectively
tested for security flaws. An attempt is made in this chapter to evolve such a
mechanism in order to test and assure high level of security at each phase through
PEST.

Information security policies specify a set of policies adopted by an organization
to protect its information agreed upon with its stakeholder and management. It
includes scope of the policy, information classification, management goal of
securely handling information at each class and some other. Modern systems
interact with external environment where security policies cannot be known well in
advance and applied. Thus, security policies are dynamic in nature for such cases
like for instance deciding authority of users depending on type of message received
through external environment. Therefore, a mechanism is essentially needed that
can allow security critical decisions at runtime based on dynamic observations of
the environment.

Security is one of the prime aspects of software quality due to prevailing cir-
cumstances in software industry. Software could be functionally correct yet, lacking
quality in terms of stability, security or its usability. The technology is evolving at
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incredibly faster pace and spectacularly affecting almost every domain. Therefore, it
is indispensable to realize the need and significance to identify a mechanism with
comprehensive testing capabilities that is adaptable with evolving dynamic and
heterogeneous nature of Web domain. Increasing rate of security breaches has made
security testing as a vital part of software life. Software security testing would be
instrumental for exposing possible vulnerabilities and associated threats. It provides
the assurance that application fulfills current need of security when exposed to a
malicious input. All the theories are useless until not cater better tools and tech-
niques. The practices should start right from the beginning at requirement level and
continue till the application is finally developed. It would find out vulnerabilities
just at the time when they are introduced.

Security testing automation tools need continuous updates with ever evolving and
changing technologies. This is one of the major challenges and tools that require
adequate integration under existing development workflows. Continuous monitoring
and assessment will surely safeguard the upcoming possible threats. The chapter
argues and concludes with the fact that security testing is dependent on technology.
Hence, it is now necessary to explore testing techniques that can keep track of all
possible issues while developing meticulous test design and strategies. Future
direction demands how we adapt with secure dynamic pervasive nature of Web.

In view of the current scenario and projections, a bright future appears ahead for
quality assurance and software testing domain such as automated, symbolic, formal,
phase-based security testing rather than demonstration-based conventional testing.
This in turn will be leading to dependable software components in their true spirit to
fulfill the future software requirements and secure functionalities. Software testers
need to be prepared and be ready to grab the emerging opportunities in the
multibillion dollar software security testing industry.
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Uncertainty in Software Testing

Salman Abdul Moiz

Abstract The primary objective of software development is to deliver high quality
product at low cost. Testing is inherent in each phase of development as the deliver-
ables of each phase is to be tested to produce a better quality artifact before proceeding
to the next phase of development. Software testing describes the discrepancies between
the software deliverables and the customer expectations. Software testing life cycle
covers test selection, test classification, test execution, and quality estimation. The
quality of the deliverable produced may not always be as per the expected outcome or
within a probabilistic range. The outcome of testing may be error prone and uncertain
because of inadequate techniques for estimation, selection, classification, and execu-
tion of test cases. Hence, there is a requirement tomodel uncertainties after completion
of each phase of development. Mechanisms are needed to address uncertainty in each
of the deliverables produced during software development process. The uncertainty
metrics can help in assessing the degree of uncertainty. Effective modeling techniques
for uncertainty are needed at each phase of development.

Keywords Testing � Uncertainty � Modeling uncertainty � Uncertainty principle

1 Introduction

Software development is a complex activity as it is developed for humans by
humans. Each phase of software development is dominated by human intervention
in making a decision, and hence, the errors are inevitable. The goal of software
engineering is to translate requirements into an effective system. In order to achieve
quality in software, researchers have developed several techniques to be applied to
different types of applications and different scenarios involved in. So, both
understanding evolving scenarios during execution of a complex software and
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selection of appropriate techniques for quality assurance have uncertainty factors
attributed with.

Software testing is a continuous mechanism to improve the quality from one
phase to other throughout the development of software. Hence, testing is needed for
each deliverable produced. The outcome of quality of the deliverables of each phase
is often uncertain and unpredictable and at times leads to unavoidable uncertainties.
It is observed fact that such uncertainties mostly affect the humans.

Each software engineering activity may be prone to uncertain artifact, and this
concept is generally used to conceptualize unpredictability in terms of customer’s
satisfaction, slippage of schedule, and budget and unpredictable failures in the
system. The huge gap between the stakeholders expectations and actual outcomes
motivate practitioners to adopt mechanisms to identify and manage software risks
and uncertainties.

Today’s systems are complex in nature. It is usually a combination of layers,
parts, frameworks developed by various organizations. The failure modes of each of
the element are not understood, and it is not within ones control. Systems are
expected to seamlessly work in presence of varied resources (bandwidth, power,
processing power, etc.). The mobility and disconnections characteristics may result
in variations of outcomes. The involvement of humans may result in variations in
expected outcomes. Hence, there is a need to identify, measure, and manage
uncertainty.

Uncertainty modeling approaches are expected to include probabilistic notions
of uncertainty. The sources of uncertainty depend on the software artifact being
tested. The uncertainty modeling paradigm broadly includes the following steps.
Firstly, the sources of uncertainty for the artifact being tested are listed. Secondly,
uncertainty is identified when the outcome produced by testing the quality of
artifact is neither as per expectation nor is between the expected probabilistic
outcomes. The scenarios which lead to uncertainty are analyzed such that proper
mechanisms are implemented to reduce uncertain outcomes in future.

The scope of this chapter is to ascertain the uncertainty which exists in various
phases of software testing. Since testing is needed at the end of each stage of
software development, the causes for such uncertainty varies. With this motive,
several sources of uncertainties are presented.

Uncertainty in software engineering is measured using utility curves, anecdotal
observation [1], marginal utility [2], and probabilistic assessment [3]. The
approaches used to model uncertainty include fuzzification [4], probabilistic rea-
soning [5], expert systems [6], and neural networks [7]. Each of these approaches
addresses uncertainty to specific application, software or activity.

The organization of the chapter is as follows: Section 2 formally defines
uncertainty and lists the difference between risk and uncertainty. It also presents
various types of uncertainties. The uncertainty principle is stated, and the benefits of
uncertainty modeling are presented. In Sect. 3, the sources of uncertainty are
described. Section 4 specifies uncertainty in each of the phases of testing activity.
Section 5 describes the need for prioritization of uncertainties as the primary
concern in software development activity. Section 6 describes the mechanisms
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available to model some of these uncertainties, and Sect. 7 concludes the chapter by
highlighting future scope of work.

2 Uncertainty Preliminaries

The quality of each of the deliverables produced during software developed needs
to be assessed. This is possible by testing the observed behavior with expected
outcome. To test the quality of each of the artifacts produced, a set of test cases are
needed.

A test case is represented as a triplet [I, S, O] where the set of input data given to
the system is represented by I, S is the state of the system and O is output or
outcome produced by the system (Fig. 1).

State S represents the artifacts of software development produced at the end of
each phase. Given finite input set space I and output set space O and a function f
(i) which maps a given input to output state, the test case is defined as:

Test Case ðI; S;O) : ½8i 2 I;9f ðiÞ ¼ r;where r 2 O�

The set of test cases with which the quality of a given deliverable is tested forms
test suite. In test oracle, expected outcomes are known. If the output produced by a
deliverable or an artifact is the expected one, then the state of the system is certain.

Certainty ðI; S;OÞ : 9i 2 I& o 2 O; such that f ðiÞ ¼ o½ �

Risk is when we are unaware of the outcome, but we do know the distribution of
outcomes, i.e., when the expected outcome is not known but the probability of the

Fig. 1 System under test
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outcome is known. For a given input “i,” the outcome is unknown but is expected to
be within the range or distribution of output space then it leads to risk.

Risk ðI; S;O) : ½9i 2 I; such that f ðiÞ ¼ r;where r 2 O�

Uncertainty prevails when neither the outcome nor the distribution is known.
The probability of undesired incident is known or justifiable in case of risk, whereas
in uncertainty the probability of any such event cannot be computed. For a given
input, the outcome produced is outside the output space and then it leads to
uncertainty. Uncertainty also exists when the outcome produced varies for the same
given input.

Uncertainty ðI; S;OÞ : 9i 2 I; such that f ðiÞ ¼ p;where p 62 O½ �

Robinson et al. [8] formalizes the notion of uncertainty using homomorphism
between two objects A and B. The set A represents reality, and the set B is the
model developed. If the outputs from both are not the same, then there is error in
understanding the application or error in the system developed.

Uncertainty in engineering a system may creep in during requirements engi-
neering and/or system design and development. The study of uncertainty in soft-
ware development assumes an importance in search of quality software.

2.1 Types of Uncertainty

There are two types of uncertainty as proposed by Luqi and Cooke [9]. One of the
uncertainties is to verify whether the given description is the actual specification of
the software to be produced. This forms the basis of requirement validation. Huge
amount of code generated without knowing the correctness of specifications leads
to time and cost overruns.

The second type is related to lifetime of the valid specifications. According to
Lehman [10], there are two categories of programs viz., those which are based on
given specification and are valid for ever and the one whose specification changes
over a period of time.

According to IEEE software engineering standard [11], there are two sources of
uncertainty. The first type of uncertainty arises due to the poor understanding of
problem domain. The domain experts are needed for the better understanding of
problem domain as every problem domain cannot be understood by every person.
The second type of uncertainty deals with insufficient emphasis toward maintaining
the quality of software and to understand its user needs. The end user expects a
quality product satisfying the requirements. Non-conformance of quality of artifacts
at each stage of software development may lead to uncertainty.
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2.2 Uncertainty Principle

Software development is the process of transformation of stakeholders request to a
product. Each phase of the development inherently has to deal with ambiguity,
incompleteness, or un-deterministic behaviors. Uncertainty is intrinsic in each
phase of the development, and the development process has to continue in presence
of the uncertainties.

Hardar [5, 12] states the “Maxim of Uncertainty in Software Engineering
(MUSE)” as “uncertainty is intrinsic and anticipated in software development
activities.” This is also referred as “uncertainty principle of software engineering
(UPSE).”

The benefits of modeling uncertainty are as follows:

• Uncertainty is a part of software development. If the models can consider
representation of software uncertainties, then it would be more accurate.
Effective validation of software models also helps in reducing uncertainty in
subsequent phases of development.

• The software risk management strategy is effective if the search of uncertainty is
carried out accurately. According to Gemmer [13], “It is difficult to reduce risk
without knowing the elements of uncertainty. Uncertainty is present in almost
all decisions we face.” One of the activities to minimize risk is to “systemati-
cally search for uncertainty.”

• The application of Software uncertainty modeling can improve the software
process decisions. Based on the changes in uncertainty levels, the next step of
action may be decided in each of the phases.

3 Sources of Uncertainty

Testing becomes a victim of uncertainty. Uncertainty to inputs of a software
development phase produces uncertain results. This uncertain results further being
used by subsequent phases generate more and more uncertainties to system
behavior. Uncertainty creeps in at different phases in software development and
may badly affect the software quality. Testing process needs to be aware of such
uncertainties involved in software development and corrective measures are to be
taken accordingly with an aim to improve the quality of software product. With
respect to this objective, it is expected to look for sources that contribute toward
uncertainty in software development. Some of the sources include problem domain,
software requirements and architecture, solution domain, human participation,
requirements churning, learning, cyber physical systems, mobility, and rapid
evolution.

The common source of uncertainty in problem domain [12] is from software
requirements. Software system models “real-world” problems. As uncertainty
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prevails in the real world, a system that models such problems also inherits the
uncertainties and thereby results in domain uncertainties. When the assumptions,
constraints emanating from the requirements of the system are not reflected con-
sistently in the model, it may lead to risks and uncertain outcomes. The models are
used to build the system, but as the clarity in understanding requirements can be
chaotic or stochastic, it leads to uncertainty in mapping the specifications to models.
The models built for real-time application and for safety critical systems suffer from
uncertainty characterized by approximation techniques. Models which are built on
historical data may not be validated as the structure of model may change over a
time due to the varied characteristics and dynamic changes in data set.

Uncertainty exists in stake holder’s requests and priorities. Uncertainty arises
due to difference in user’s view of the requirements and the developers view. There
could be alternative architecture solutions for a particular problem. However, if the
consequences of various alternatives is not known or cannot be decided, then it
leads to uncertainty in freezing architecture of a system [14].

The common paradigms in solution domain are Cyclical and Concurrent
Debugging. Traditionally, testing process is cyclic including two stages viz., error
finding and error correction. The process repeats until a program gets bug free. This
type of debugging is often referred as cyclical debugging [15]. Such a process is
suitable for testing of parallel programs. As concurrency is inherent in such envi-
ronments, it results in different traces of execution in every run for the same inputs.
Recreating an execution scenario is probabilistic for possibility of several alterna-
tive scenarios concurrency provides.

The cyclical debugging approach cannot be applied for concurrent programs as
the behavior of the program for the similar inputs varies when the application is
re-executed. The characteristics of concurrency increase the complexity of parallel
programs. The effort required to debug parallel programs is higher than that for
debugging sequential programs. The concurrent or parallel program does not
always result in identical outcome when they are executed with same inputs at
several instances. If one process attempt to perform a write operation on to a shared
memory location and the second process reads the same data from the same shared
space, then the outcome of later operation differs from that of former operation. This
variation is due to new or old value acquired by the process.

If the undesirable behavior or the unacceptable outcome arises as a result of
similar input, then there is a chance that the program may not be able to create the
error situation. The unintended behavior is often referred as Heisenberg’s uncer-
tainty principle [16] or Probe effect [17, 18]. Probe effect may not exist if there are
no synchronization errors. The non-determinism in concurrent programming is
because of the race condition. It is difficult to deal with such non-determinism as
program has little or no control over it. The resolution of such issues depends on
other attributes. For example, resolution of race may depend on network traffic or
on CPU’s load. The Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle states that “the presence of
an observer may affect scientific observation such that absolute confidence in
observed results is not guaranteed [12].”
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Human participation is indispensable in almost all phases of software develop-
ment. The participation of human beings introduces uncertainty and unpre-
dictability in software development. Software testing poses more challenges as
there will be more involvement of humans in each of the artifact of testing. The
knowledge and level of experience of a person varies from one another. Hence, the
uncertainty is inevitable. The quality of a deliverable may vary from one team to
another if standardized processes are not in place thereby leading to uncertainty.

As proposed by Lehman [10], the validated specification may be axiomatic or
non-axiomatic. Axiomatic specification is certain when there is a conformance with
the customer regarding the acceptability of requirements and the requirements are
validated. The non-axiomatic [19] specification may likely to change. The
requirements are not validated because of continuous change in requirements. To
deal with such uncertainties, there is a need for periodic assessment of validation of
non-axiomatic specification for the entire life of a software product.

Some of the systems developed today use machine learning [20] to realize their
functionalities. This may include several cognitive approaches to help users to solve
certain complex problems [21]. The learning based systems mostly depend on sta-
tistical observations and statistics of past leads to an outcome that is probabilistic.

The realization of cyber physical systems requires complex interactions between
software and physical elements [20], for example, security systems, medical
devices, and energy distribution. These systems can be uncertain as they rarely
capture the dynamic observations of physical environment. Incompleteness in
observing behavior of composing elements adds to uncertainty in understanding
system dynamics.

A mobile application is expected to be accessed from any place and from any
device [20]. Hence, the deployment of application varies from a simple desktop
machine to a cloud environment. This includes deployment of applications on
mobiles, iPods, and many such handheld devices. The resource availability on each
of these devices varies, and it is quiet dynamic in nature. Due to the mobility feature,
the outcome of an application may be uncertain for certain target environments.

The evolution of new systems and technologies requires that the existing sys-
tems to adapt with these changes. This induces uncertainty in terms of future state of
system, type of interfaces, architecture, platform, etc. [20].

4 Uncertainties in Testing Process

Software testing is defined as “the search for discrepancies between the outcome
produced by software versus what the user expects it to do” [22]. The process of
software testing includes planning, execution, evaluation, and quality estimation.
The outcome of testing may be uncertain if the test cases selected are not verified
for their correctness. Uncertainty is inherent in software testing but is rarely
managed. The primary reason of the uncertainty is human nature of dominance in
each activity of software testing.
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4.1 Test Planning

Testing goes hand in hand to software development. Outcome of each stage of
system development is to be tested for its correctness and consistency. Ideally based
on correct output of a phase, the next phase in software development takes place.
Each phase of a software process results in certain artifacts, and each artifact is to be
tested. This leads to development of quality software. But, the ideal case almost
does not exist in reality. Due to the uncertainties involved in its inputs and activ-
ities, the correctness of corresponding output cannot be ascertained. It can be
predicted. Thus, uncertainty creeps into software development. Based on uncer-
tainty in propositions, design and development of a system can be thought of in
different ways. Sequencing of design artifacts and execution logic are greatly
influenced by involved uncertainty factors. In order to develop quality software, test
planning is to be generated keeping in view the role of uncertainty.

As software testing is human intensive, it introduces uncertainty [5, 12]. The
uncertainty in test planning affects the effort and schedule of each artifact. This may
result in slippage of schedules and increase in cost of development.

4.2 Test Selection and Classification

Testing is inherently uncertain because only exhaustive testing guarantees confi-
dence about the correctness of results. Test selection activity has to choose finite set
of test cases from each of the artifacts. The selection of finite subset of test cases
may introduce a level of uncertainty because all the defects may not be detected
when using a finite subset.

Selection of test cases and checking for the correctness are the error prone and
ambiguous activities in software testing. As exhaustive testing is unrealistic, there is
a greater need to identify effective test cases such that system may be adequately
tested. Validation depends on fitness and the volume of test cases used. Test case
repository may contain redundant, ambiguous, vague, and unfit test cases. This may
result in overall increase in effort for software testing. Several attempts were made
to address effectiveness, selection, classification, and minimization of software test
cases [23]. The techniques for test classification and selection etc., are inadequate
and thereby testing quality diminishes due to uncertainty in proper selection of test
cases.

Fitness is defined as appropriateness to check quality of software. Measuring the
fitness of subset of test cases is a challenging task. Test case fitness depends on
several parameters. Ambiguity of fitness of test cases and their fitness parameters
have created uncertainty in classification of test cases.
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4.3 Test Execution

Test execution process refers to execution of a set of source code with respect to
given set of inputs. The system under test may include uncertainties because of
difference in outcomes of testing a system in a simulated environment with that of
live environment. Test results may vary with respect to person, timing, synchro-
nization, and other dynamical issues.

Uncertainties also emanates from the external software and hardware. According
to the report of Therac accidents [24], software error is the primary cause of various
accidents and it leads to hazards especially for the mission critical systems. The
malfunctioning of a device or hardware is caused because of unexpected outcome
of the device driver program. Correcting the errors once found could address the
safety issues in mission critical systems. If the causes of a flaw or a bug are properly
addressed, the future accidents are likely to be prevented. In this scenario, the real
cause of the malfunctioning of the devices is unknown, thereby leading to
uncertainty.

A better way to manage uncertainty in testing is to develop more sophisticated
oracles [25]. In presence of uncertainty it is difficult to find whether a test case is
successful or unsuccessful because the outcome may not be judged properly. There
will be inherent risk in test oracle if the distribution is relaxed. However, higher
relaxation of test oracle may become barrier in locating faults.

There are two parts of test oracle viz., oracle information and oracle procedure
[26]. The oracle information states the condition or statement of correct behavior.
The oracle procedure is used to verify the test execution with corresponding oracle.
The oracles captured from the formal specification may mostly reflect the intended
behavior provided the specifications are correct. Effective test oracles can be
directly used during regression testing.

Test oracles may be identified directly from the user acceptance criteria or
directly from the specifications. It actually identifies whether a system behaves
correctly as expected. The correctness of testing depends on the input set which in
turn depends on the type of system being tested. In general, there are two kinds of
systems sequential and reactive systems [26]. In sequential systems, only the
functional requirements are considered whereas in reactive systems functional and
quality requirements are judged.

4.4 Error Tracing

The major challenge in testing is the error tracing. When the outcome of testing an
artifact is ambiguous, the cause of erroneous outcome has to be traced. The errors
might have emanated from the current phase or any of the previous phases.
Effective error tracing is the mechanism that requires that the software artifacts be
interrelated so that it can be traced. This is also referred as discovery task [27].
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Software traceability is a mechanism which maintains the relationship between
one software artifacts to the other [28]. Traceability is a complex activity because of
the difficulty in relating the large volumes of interrelated data between one of the
artifact to the other.

5 Prioritization of Uncertainty

Though uncertainty permeates software development, it is usually not a first priority
[20]. However, while engineering software solutions, it has to be considered as a top
concern. This requires a paradigm shift. The following scenario describes the
implications of not considering risk as a primary concern. “Distributed Transactions”
case study is used to specify the implications of uncertainty [29].

5.1 Distributed Transactions Example

When multiple mobile host accesses shared data from a fixed host at the same time,
it may lead to concurrent access and synchronization issues. When the data item(s)
is locked by one mobile host, the other mobile has to wait till the resources are
unlocked. Consistency of data items is to be assured in presence of the inevitable
characteristics of mobile environments like disconnections and mobility.

5.2 Correctness to Utility

Correctness cannot be the end goal in uncertain environments; instead, utility is to
be considered. Utility incorporates uncertainty as it allows considering expected
outcome. The designers need to trade off the multiple characteristics sacrificing one
parameter for the other.

In the distributed transactions example, the consistency can be guaranteed by
setting a static timer value. If the transaction under execution is not completed
within the stipulated time period, it may be aborted. This helps in solving the
problem of starvation. However, this may result in restarting of transaction restarts
and wastage of uplink bandwidths. In this scenario, the uplink bandwidth wastage is
compromised for starvation issue. The utility is the execution of transaction without
starving the resources.
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5.3 Open Loop to Closed Loop

Open loop systems are traditional, i.e., once software does not give the appropriate
solution they are replaced. In closed loop, a system responds dynamically to
unexpected outcomes and changes.

In the distributed transactions example, the frequent transaction re-starts may
affect the throughput of the system. A mechanism is adopted to keep the uncom-
mitted transactions in queue such that it can be executed later. When the transaction
has not completed its execution within the specified time period, the timer value is
updated to new value dynamically by increasing it with a step factor “∂.” This will
enable transaction to be completed when it is scheduled again. The system is closed
loop because the timer value is dynamically adjusted based on decision about state
of transaction execution.

5.4 Precise to Approximate

If an expected behavior of a system is not guaranteed, then there should be
mechanisms to ensure that the system works “satisfactorily.” This leads to design of
approximate solutions.

In the distributed transactions example, time for execution is predicted using soft
computing approaches so that decision about execution of a transaction can be
taken. There is a possibility that the transaction can be completed within the time
period derived from statistical techniques. If the required time is slightly greater
than the timer, the transaction still continues execution. In this scenario, though, the
expected behavior is not guaranteed, but the transaction execution was acceptable.
A decision on allowing transaction execution depends on computing environment
at hand during execution. The uncertainty prioritization is to be made based on
context as it is shown between estimated time and time taken in reality.

6 Modeling Uncertainties

Uncertainty creeps into the software testing activity because of the failure to
measure certain characteristics of software systems and its artifacts. If these char-
acteristics are quantified, then the uncertainty can be addressed in a better way.
According to Laplante [30], uncertainty is the inability of quality measure.

Uncertainties that arise out of few characteristics of artifacts under test need to be
modeled and managed explicitly. According to Elbaum [25], the three requirements
of uncertainty handling in testing are (a) test frameworks that provides automated
support for generation of inputs from those distributions that helps in identification
of uncertainty, (b) oracles that are used to compare the expected behavior with
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computed behavior which are probabilistic, and (c) models to represent uncer-
tainties of artifacts under test which also helps in implicit uncertainty quantification.

Traditional software systems run an open loop [20]. In this, the applications are
created and deployed and will be used by the stake holders. Once the system does
not behave correctly it is replaced with new system. Uncertainty modeling is needed
for the open loop systems to save the effort needed to migrate to the new system
and/or environment. In closed loop environment, the run time behavior is contin-
uously monitored and the system improves its behavior by dynamically adopting to
it. Uncertainty can be handled by using closed loop systems as they allow system to
react rapidly to requirement changes, variation in resources, unexpected faults, etc.

Even though it is the known fact that human involvement is the common cause
for uncertainly, very few attempts have been made to model them. Risk manage-
ment has been researched over three decades with signification contributions [31,
32], but baring software dependability and software reliability models [33, 34],
uncertainty is often overlooked. The modeling and management of uncertainty is
realized using Soft Computing techniques. [35–37].

6.1 Bayesian Approach

Bayesian belief networks are used to model uncertainties in software testing [5, 12].
They are also used in validation of safety critical systems [12]. A Bayesian network
is represented as a triplet [V, E, P] in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). V is set of
vertices that represent variables (input), E is the set of edges representing causal
inferences, and P is the set of probabilities. A Bayesian network represents prob-
ability relationship among random variables.

Each edge of a DAG has an associated matrix of probabilities which depicts
cause effect relationship, i.e., how value of each variable (cause) affects the prob-
ability of each value of other variable (effect). It is basically a parent–child
relationship. It is a probabilistic model to know the effect of change in value of a
variable on the other.

Each variable Vi of a DAG and takes one value and is assigned with a vector of
probabilities labeled Belief (Vi). The probability in Belief (Vi) represents that the
variable Vi will take a particular value and directed edge (si, di) represents causal
relationship between source and target node. The causal influence is characterized
by conditional probability distribution P(di/si). The Bayesian network structure is
established in consultation with domain experts, and the probabilities of edge
matrices can be derived from statistical techniques.

For testing each artifact of software development, a prior belief of the confidence
is to be determined. The directed edge from A to B represents that B implements A.
The probabilities of correctness are determined by domain experts. The belief
vector is revised with repeated computation, and once the correctness of a value is
reached, a message is sent to its parent.
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The mathematical model provided by Bayesian approach is used for explicitly
modeling uncertainties. The graph structure in Bayesian networks corresponds to
software systems due to the modularity behavior. The belief values are associated
with artifacts, and their relationship is represented by conditional probability
matrix. The dynamic changes to software can be captured by Bayesian networks
using Bayesian updating.

It is expected that domain experts need to be involved in the entire testing
process for establishing belief and the evaluating the associated conditional prob-
ability. The challenge is to compute the belief values.

6.2 Multi-faceted Framework for Test Class Classification

Effective test case selection and classification helps in proper testing of a system.
The objective of the test selection is to select minimum number of test cases such
that the effort, costs, and uncertainties are minimized, and at the same time, the
effectiveness in testing is achieved [23].

To improve the quality of testing and to minimize the cost and effort of software
testing, multi-faceted concepts [38, 39] such as test case fitness evaluation, selec-
tion, and classification are to be treated together. Fuzzy logic is a mechanism that
helps in solving problems that gives definite outcomes from imprecise, vague, or
ambiguous information. It helps in finding a precise solution. Fuzzy logic based
multi-faceted measurement framework [23] is used in generating test cases by
filtering, prioritizing, and selection. The fuzzy synthesis evaluation algorithm
considers multiple criterions to evaluate each test case. The concurrent considera-
tion of fuzzy parameters and testing objectives results in uncertainty.

The multi-faceted measurement is used by tester to generate fitness score of test
cases. The grades are assigned to each test case based on the fitness score, and then,
the test cases are classified using final grade. The final grades assigned to test cases
are on scale of seven [40] worst, worse, bad, average, good, better, excellent.

Gaussian membership function is used to derive the relationship between the
grades and fitness parameters by assigning fitness values. Fuzzy feature weighting
mechanism is used to address uncertainty.

Multi-objective functions are used to optimize the conflicting test objectives
subject to given constraints. The goal is to find acceptable solution by selecting
subset of test cases. Test cases are generated by using a multi-objective function by
using fuzzy logic and weight assigning method [23]. The fuzzy feature weighting
approach considers several parameters which includes fitness value, weight of fit-
ness value, and frequency of parameters in particular module, total number of
parameters, and size of test case repository. These parameters vary randomly from
one application to another, and the time taken to evaluate the appropriate test cases
will be much higher. Further any minor change in the code requires all the
parameters to be reassessed. The scale of grade chosen to select test cases is to be
standardized.
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6.3 Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov Models [25] is a probabilistic state machine that can identify veiled
properties of system. Elements of HMM include set of states and outcomes rep-
resented by “S” and “O,” respectively. The total number of states and outcomes is
“n.” Whenever a state S produces a successful outcome O, the next state produces
an observation from O. Transition probability X = {xi,j} is assumed to be a constant
between all pairs of states i and j. Similarly, emission probability Y = {yi,j} rep-
resents the possibility of making observation j in state i, which is also believed to be
a constant. The states and outcomes of a system can be known but for few appli-
cations of HMM, some of the probabilities of X and Y may be unknown. The
sequence of outcomes helps in estimating the probability.

The vagueness in inferring the expected outcome is quantified by confusion
matrix. Let the system be trained to identify and classify n states and n outcomes.
The training of classifiers produces a confusion matrix [25] whose values represent
the emission probabilities.

The tester then randomly selects a subset of sample activities such that each
succeeding activity is performed with equal probability. Then, based on number of
instances of one state producing an outcome, the faults are predicted. The outcomes
may also be modeled to specify the degree of correct outcome with a precision
value. In Hidden Markov Model, estimation of emission probability is a challenge,
and when the states of a system increase, the transition probability changes.

6.4 Rough Sets

Rough sets theory is used in varied applications. It can be used to model and
measure uncertainty in applications. Its purpose is to arrive at a proper decision in
presence of uncertainty. The approach can be used in many activities of software
engineering as for some practical reasons a developer may not be certain of the end
product throughout the software development life cycle.

A Conventional set theory for managing incomplete information called Rough
set theory was introduced by Pawlak [41]. A rough set represents a function which
is used for making decisions based on multiple attributes or with an uncertain
information space. Information system development depends on many attributes
which can assume values that are uncertain. Hence, use of rough sets in dealing
with uncertainty in the development of software systems is promising.

Rough sets can be represented informally in the context of software testing as
follows:

Let E be a set specifying expected outcome(s) that an oracle determines for a
particular artifact for a given set of input test case I. The conformance of the quality
of end product or artifact in concurrence with given set of input(s) can be defined
using the following sets:
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S1 The outputs produced by testing an artifact are equivalent to the one
determined by test oracle for all input test cases

S2 None of the outputs produced by an artifact under test is equivalent to the
expected outcomes for all input test cases

S3 The outcomes produced by testing an artifact are possibly equivalent to the
output determined by the test oracles

In rough sets, terminology S1 is the lower approximation. The upper approxi-
mation is represented as the union of S1 and S3, and the difference between lower
and upper approximation represents the boundary region (S4) containing the test
cases where the output produced by testing of artifact may be approximately equal
to the expected outcome. Since the degree of acceptance of such outcomes cannot
be predicted, these test cases are uncertain with respect to the outcomes defined by
the test oracles. Rough set is one of the mathematical models to deal with uncer-
tainties [30] by making appropriate decisions.

According to Khoo [42], the data analysis in rough sets theory considers set of
objects such that the characteristics of these objects are specified using multi-valued
attributes. System behavior can be represented by attributes with multiple values.

Consider a distributed system in which transactions can be initiated by several
devices with varied configurations. Conditional attributes specify the data items
needed for execution of a particular transaction. The transaction may be completed
successfully or may be aborted. Table 1 represents the values of conditional attri-
butes and associated results for transactions. Decision attribute shows either commit
or abort of a transactions based on their conditional attributes. The decision attribute
“d” assumes value 1 for success and 0 for abort of a transaction.

The confusion is caused due to uncertainty. Confusion or chaos arises when the
result of the testing (decision) is different for the same combination of action states.

Based on the commonality of attribute values, we categorize transactions having
the same value with respect to an attribute. We call such a set as elementary set. For
the attribute {a1}, elementary sets are B1 = {r2, r6, r7} and B2 = {r1, r3, r4, r5}.
Similarly, for {a2}, elementary sets are B3 = {r3, r4, r6} and B4 = {r1, r2, r5, r7}.

Transactions (r1, r5) and (r2, r7) are identical as they produce the similar outcome
for the identical conditional attributes. We categorize such transactions as A1 = {r1,
r5}, A2 = {r2, r7}, A3 = {r3}, A4 = {r4}, and A5 = {r6}.

Table 1 Transaction status Transaction Conditional
attributes

Decision attribute (d)

a1 a2

r1 0 0 0

r2 1 0 0

r3 0 1 1

r4 0 1 0

r5 0 0 0

r6 1 1 1

r7 1 0 0
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The elementary sets formed by relevant outcome (decision) are called concepts
(C) [42]. For the decision attribute 1, C1 = {r3, r6} and for the decision attribute 0,
C2 = {r1, r2, r4, r5, r7}. Executions of transactions r3, r4 lead to confusion because in
r3, the transaction is committed and in r4 transaction is aborted for the same con-
ditions. Rough computing is applied to manage these uncertainties.

The lower and upper approximation of the output produced (decision attri-
bute = 1) is evaluated as follows.

Only, A5 = {r6} is distinguishable from others in C1 which is r3. Therefore,
lower approximation of C1 is represented as R(C1) = {r6}. Upper approximation is
specified as the union of R(C1) and those atoms which are indistinguishable. {r3, r4}
are indistinguishable in C1. Hence, the upper approximation of C1 is �R(C1) = {r3,
r4, r6}. The boundary region of C1 is defined as �RðC1Þ � RðC1Þ. Though, the
boundary region can be computed manually, but when information space grows, it
is difficult to identify the uncertainty in producing an outcome. This scalability issue
can be addressed by automating generation of decision rules when the condition
attributes are given.

The decision rules are generated using various available mechanisms viz.,
Exhaustive, LEM2, Genetic and covering algorithms [43]. LEM2 (Learning from
Example Module, Version 2) is a rule induction algorithm which uses the idea of
multiple attribute value pairs. The requirement information space is given as an
input to RSES (Rough Sets Exploration System) tool [44] to generate rules. When
the test cases are more, the outcome of the rule generation would be useful in
identifying the uncertain outcomes.

Table 1 is given as an input to RSES and LEM2 algorithm is used to generate
rules. The rules generated are as follows:

(a) IF (a2 = 0) THEN (d = 0)
(b) IF (a1 = 0) and (a2 = 1) THEN (d = 0)
(c) IF (a1 = 0) and (a2 = 1) THEN (d = 1)
(d) IF (a1 = 1) and (a2 = 1) THEN (d = 1)

The rules (b) and (c) specify the uncertain outcome. If a1 = 0 and a2 = 1, then
outcome may be d = 0 or d = 1 which is uncertain. One solution to resolve this
uncertainty is inclusion of one of the derived attribute. The uncertainty in the output
produced may depend on few characteristics which are not considered in the
information system. Table 2 specifies the modification to Table 1 by introducing a
derived attribute with an intention to resolve uncertainty.

In the distributed transaction example, the device characteristics (memory
capacity, processing speed) are introduced as an additional attribute to make an
attempt to address the uncertainty.

By introducing the derived attribute a3, the rules are again generated using
LEM2.

(a) IF (a2 = 0) THEN (d = 0)
(b) IF (a2 = 1) and (a3 = 1) THEN (d = 1)
(c) IF (a1 = 0) and (a2 = 1) and (a3 = 0) THEN (d = 0)
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Rule (c) specify that if a1 = 0, a2 = 1 and a3 = 0, then the decision parameter is
d = 0. By introducing the additional attribute, the uncertainty could be resolved.

The inability to measure few of the characteristics of the software results in
uncertainty [30]. While testing some of the real-time applications, the output pro-
duced may be different for similar inputs over a period of time. For example, the
time for execution of a particular service may be different for the same given inputs.
If additional characteristics or relevant parameters are considered, uncertainty can
be addressed. Such uncertainties can be estimated using set theoretic approach as
described below (Fig. 2).

Let U be the universal set representing quantified properties of software. Let
Pi � U represents some relevant characteristics of software or its artifact that can be
measured and is denoted as Pi. Some of knowledge of all known properties of
software or process is [Pi.

Conversely, B ¼ U � [Pi is quantified as the sum of all those properties which
are unknown about a process or software which results in uncertainty.

Table 2 Test information
space with derived attribute

Requirement request Conditional
attributes (action
states)

Decision
attribute (d)

a1 a2 a3

r1 0 0 1 0

r2 1 0 1 0

r3 0 1 1 1

r4 0 1 0 0

r5 0 0 1 0

r6 1 1 1 1

r7 1 0 1 0

Fig. 2 Quantification of
attributes of software
processes & tools [47]
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The unknown characteristics of the artifact under test can be computed using B.
The subset of such characteristics in addition to the quantified properties considered
earlier can help in reducing the uncertainty.

The challenges in managing uncertainty in rough sets with respect to software
testing are as follows.

• To predict the derived attribute, related characteristics of parameters need to be
considered which may be domain specific and may vary from one artifact to the
other. The derived attribute helps in addressing the uncertainty arising due to
variation in expected outcome of the quality requirements of a product.

• Similar concept can be extended to all the phases of development provided they
are quantified properly.

• The approach to resolve uncertainty is specific to the applications. An attempt can
be made to at least have generic guidelines for applications of certain domains.

• The concept of reduct set of rough set theory might help in answering to the
questions like “When to stop testing” as there is a possibility for reduction in the
information space.

6.5 Design Decisions Under Uncertainty

According to Frank [45], the information extracted from the models must corre-
spond to the information extracted for corresponding operations on reality.
Software design decisions are dependent on multiple goals that are difficult to
characterize, thereby leading to conflicts. The goals include the non-functional
concerns such as security, reliability, and performance of software. Classifying the
goals and evaluating the trade of each of the alternatives help in software design
decisions. To handle the complexity of the system design decisions, Emmanuel [14]
proposed the following process:

The first step is to define a multi-objective architecture decision model consisting
of design decisions, dependency constraints, model parameters, and optimization
goals. The complexity of the design increases when the number of objectives grows.

The second step is to define the cost benefit model that allows system designers
to map design decisions and satisfaction criterion to financial goals that are of
utmost importance to its customers. In reality, it is too hard to quantify them.

In the third step, design decision risk is addressed and quantified. Measures
related to net benefit can be of interest to an architect. In [14], the goal failure and
project failure risks are addressed. Finally, candidate architecture is selected based
on comparison of risks of possible other design architectures.

The design decision can be open or closed. A design decision is said to be closed
if all the architectures shortlisted agree on the option selected for a particular
decision. The design decision is said to be open, if the shortlisted architectures has
the provision of selecting alternate options. In case of having multiple objectives
playing role in making design decisions, standard methods for multi-criteria
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decision making are to be applied. However, this requires identifications of right
objectives that are relevant to system design decision and more important is their
quantifications.

Study on the impact uncertainty makes in system design is essential to evaluate
the risk involved in development of such systems.

7 Conclusion

Uncertainty in software development permeates not only in understanding the
problem and domain modeling but also exists in design and implementation. As
each artifact of software process is to be tested, there is a possibility of uncertainty
in each of these phases. Few of the sources of uncertainty are discussed. Testing
performed by considering the uncertainty might help to identify more and more
such sources. The source of uncertainty varies from one domain to another and one
model to other. Uncertainty in test planning, test selection, and test execution is
discussed. Few of the probabilistic approaches for modeling uncertainty are pre-
sented. Uncertainty metrics play a vital role in calculating the degree of error
present in deliverables. Some of the approaches for quantifying uncertainties are
presented here.

Future Directions: Software uncertainty is to be considered as a primary
concern in development of software systems. This induces a paradigm shift [20].
Each phase of software development has to model uncertainty so that uncertainty is
assessed in each phase and measures are to be taken such that it does not get
propagate to other phases. This is possible when the deliverables are tested for the
expected outcomes. Reducing uncertainty in software development cycle reduces
risks involved with deliverables.

The V model [46] is to be refined to check for uncertainty in each phase of
testing, i.e., during verification phase and finally at the validation phase.

The uncertainty metrics are needed at the requirement specification, design, and
coding phases. The metrics available in literature do not apply to all phases of
development. As uncertainty may propagate from one phase to another, there is a
need to assess propagation metrics such that the uncertainty emanating from pre-
vious phase can be considered for evaluating uncertainty in successive phases. As
uncertainty cannot be eliminated totally, the approaches to reduce uncertainty have
to be adopted dynamically in course of software development.

There is a need for richer testing frameworks which uses the distributions of
inputs such that the distributions can help in identifying the uncertainty. It will be
difficult to assess each and every discrete input for identification of uncertainty.
Hence, there is a need for devising a strategy that identifies such input distributions.
Further, the test oracles have to be stronger such that the acceptable and unac-
ceptable behaviors can be distinguished, and in case of mismatch, it can be
quantified.
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Testing uncertainty in software development as we see is an important issue. So,
this makes the need for development of tools that considers role of uncertainty in
software development.
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Abstract The ideal goal of any program logic is to develop logically correct
programs without the need for predominant debugging. Separation logic is con-
sidered to be an effective program logic for proving programs that involve pointers.
Reasoning with pointers becomes difficult especially due to the way they interfere
with the modular style of program development. For instance, often there is aliasing
arising due to several pointers to a given cell location. In such situations, any
alteration to that cell in one of the program modules may affect the values of many
syntactically unrelated expressions in other modules. In this chapter, we try to
explore these difficulties through some simple examples and introduce the notion of
separating conjunction as a tool to deal with it. We introduce separation logic as an
extension of Hoare Logic using a programming language that has four
pointer-manipulating commands. These commands perform the usual heap opera-
tions such as lookup, update, allocation and de-allocation. The new set of assertions
and axioms of separation logic are presented in a semi-formal style. Examples are
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1 Introduction

The ideal goal of any program logic is to help in developing logically correct
programs without the need for predominant debugging. Separation logic [1] is one
such Program Logic. It can be seen as an extension to standard Hoare Logic [2].
The aim of this extension is to simplify reasoning with programs that involve
low-level memory access, such as pointers.

– Reasoning with pointers becomes very difficult because of the way they interfere
with the modular style of program development.

Structured programming approaches provide the freedom to develop a large
program by splitting it into small modules. Hence, at any given time, a programmer
can only concentrate on developing a particular module against its specification. In
the absence of pointer commands, the proof of correctness of these small modules
can easily be extended to a global proof for the whole program.

– For example, consider the following specification expressed in the form of a
Hoare triple:

fx ¼ 4g x :¼ 8 fx ¼ 8g

It claims that if execution of the command x:= 8 begins in a state where x ¼ 4
is true, then it ends in a state where x ¼ 8 is true. This seems trivially true. In a
similar way, one can easily verify the validity of following specification:

fx ¼ 4 ^ y ¼ 4g x :¼ 8 fx ¼ 8 ^ y ¼ 4g

Here, the proposition y ¼ 4 should remain true in the postcondition, since the
value of variable y is not affected by the execution of command x:= 8.

– The reasoning above is an instance of a more general rule of Hoare logic, viz.
the rule of constancy

fpg c fqg
fp ^ rg c fq ^ rg

where no free variable of r is modified by c. It is easy to see how this rule follows
from the usual meaning of the assignment operator. The following sequence of state
transitions can be used to illustrate the above idea:
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However, if the program modules use data structures such as arrays, linked lists
or trees, which involve addressable memory, then extending local reasoning is not
so easy using the rule of constancy.

– For example, consider a similar specification which involves mutation of an
array element

fa½i� ¼ 4 ^ a½j� ¼ 4g a½i� :¼ 8 fa½i� ¼ 8 ^ a½j� ¼ 4g

In order to realize that the above is not a valid specification, it is enough to
consider the case when i = j. Therefore, to avoid this problem, an extra clause
i 6¼ j is needed in the precondition to make it a valid specification. To complicate
the situation even further, consider the following specification:

fa½i� ¼ 4 ^ a½j� ¼ 4 ^ a½k� ¼ 4g a½i� :¼ 8 fa½i� ¼ 8 ^ a½j� ¼ 4 ^ a½k� ¼ 4g

In this case, two more clauses, i.e., i 6¼ j and i 6¼ k are needed in the precondition
to make it a valid specification. These are the extra clauses that programmers often
forget to mention. However, these clauses are necessary since it assures that the
three propositions a½i� ¼ 4; a½j� ¼ 4 and a½k� ¼ 4 refer to mutually disjoint portions
of heap memory, and hence, mutating one will not affect the others. Thus, although
fa½i� ¼ 4g a[i]:= 8fa½i� ¼ 8g is a valid specification, applying rule of constancy
in these cases can lead us to an invalid conclusion.

These kinds of non-sharing are often assumed by programmers. However, in
classical logic non-sharing needs explicit mention, which results in a program
specification that looks clumsy.

– Separation logic deals with this difficulty by introducing a separating conjunc-
tion, P * Q, which asserts that P and Q hold for disjoint portions of addressable
memory.

– In this sense, it is closer to the programmer’s way of reasoning.

Since non-sharing is the default in separating conjunction, the above specifica-
tion can be written succinctly as:

fa½i� 7! 4 � a½j� 7! 4 � a½k� ¼ 4g a½i� :¼ 8 fa½i� 7! 8 � a½j� 7! 4 � a½k� 7! 4g

where p 7! e represents a single-cell heaplet with p as domain and e is the value
stored at the address p. Thus, the assertion a½i� 7! 4 � a½j� 7! 4 means that a½i� 7! 4
and a½j� 7! 4 holds on disjoint parts of the heap and hence i 6¼ j. Although the
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normal rule of constancy is no more valid, we have the following equivalent rule
called “frame rule”

fpg c fqg
fp � rg c fq � rg

where no variable occurring free in r is modified by c.
In this section, we have seen some specifications and their meanings in an

informal way. We need to define these notions formally, before we can discuss new
assertions and other features of separation logic more rigorously. Section 2 prepares
this background by defining a language L and introducing Hoare Logic. Section 3
introduces the new forms of assertions in separation logic. It also extends axioms of
Hoare Logic to include some new axioms for reasoning with pointers. In Sect. 4,
we describe the idea of annotated proofs and present the proof of an in-place list
reversal program using the axioms of separation logic.

2 Background

In this section, we specify a language L by defining its syntax and semantics.
A subset S of the language L is then used to introduce the axioms of Hoare Logic
for commands that do not involve pointers. We now describe the structure and
meaning of various commands in the language L:
– Skip.

Command: Skip
Meaning: The execution has no effect on the state of computation.

– Assignment.
Command: x :¼ e

Meaning: The command changes the state by assigning the value of term e to
the variable x.

– Sequencing.
Command: C1; . . .;Cn

Meaning: The commands C1; . . .;Cn are executed in that order.
– Conditional.

Command: if b thenC1elseC2

Meaning: If the boolean expression b evaluates to true in the present state, then
C1 is executed. If b evaluates to false, then C2 is executed.

– While Loop.
Command: while b doC
Meaning: If the boolean expression b evaluates to false, then nothing is done. If
b evaluates to true in the present state, then C is executed and the while
command is then repeated. Hence, C is repeatedly executed until the value of
b becomes false.
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– Allocation.
Command: x :¼ consðe1; . . .; enÞ
Meaning: The command x :¼ consðe1; . . .; enÞ reserves n consecutive cells in
the memory initialized to the values of e1; . . .; en, and saves in x the address of
the first cell. Note that, for successful execution of this command, the
addressable memory must have n uninitialized and consecutive cells available.

– Lookup.
Command: x :¼ ½e�
Meaning: It saves the value stored at location e in the variable x. Again, for the
successful execution of this command, location e must have been initialized by
some previous command of the program. Otherwise, the execution will abort.

– Mutation.
Command: ½e� :¼ e0

Meaning: The command ½e� :¼ e0 stores the value of expression e0 at the
location e. Again, for this to happen, location e must be an active cell of the
addressable memory.

– Deallocation.
Command: free (e)
Meaning: The instruction free (e) deallocates the cell at the address e. If e is
not an active cell location, then the execution of this command shall abort.

2.1 Formal Syntax

The structure of commands in the language L can also be described by the fol-
lowing abstract syntax:

where aexp and bexp stand for arithmetic and boolean expressions, respectively.
The syntax of these is as follows:
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2.2 Formal Semantics

The formal semantics of a programming language can be specified by assigning
meanings to its individual commands. A natural way of assigning meaning to a
command is by describing the effect of its execution on the state of computation.
The state of a computation can be described by its two components, store and heap.

– Store, which is sometimes called stack, contains the values of local variables.
Heap maintains the information about the contents of active cell locations in the
memory. More precisely, both of them can be viewed as partial functions of the
following form:

Heaps, Location*Int Stores, Variables*Int

– Note that the notations, cons and [-], which refer to the heap memory, are absent
in the syntax of aexp. Therefore, the evaluation of an arithmetic or boolean
expression depends only on the contents of the store at any given time. We use
the notation s ¼j e + v to assert that the expression e evaluates to v with respect to
the content of store s. For example, let s ¼ fðx; 2Þ; ðy; 4Þ; ðz; 6Þg then
s ¼j x� ðyþ zÞ + 20. For our discussion, we assume that this evaluation relation
is already defined.

Operational Semantics: We now define a transition relation, represented as
c; ðs; hÞh i�ðs0; h0Þ, between states. It asserts that, if the execution of command
c starts in a state ðs; hÞ, then it will end in the state ðs0; h0Þ. The following set of
rules, SEMANTICS-I and SEMANTICS-II, describe the operational behavior of
every command in the language L, using the transition relation �.
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SEMANTICS-I (Commands without pointers)

Skip hskip; ðs; hÞi�ðs; hÞ

Asign
s ¼j e + v

hx :¼ e; ðs; hÞi�ðs½x : v�; hÞ

Seq
hc1; iðs; hÞi�ðs0; h0Þ

hc1; c2; ðs; hÞi�hc2; ðs0; h0Þi

If � T
s ¼j e + true hc1; ðs; hÞi�ðs0; h0Þ

hif e then c1 else c2; ðs; hÞi�ðs0; h0Þ

If � F
s ¼j e + false hc2; ðs; hÞi�ðs0; h0Þ

hif e then c1 else c2; ðs; hÞi�ðs0; h0Þ

W� F
s ¼j e + false

hwhile e do c; ðs; hÞi�ðs; hÞ

W� T
s ¼j e + true hc; ðs; hÞi�ðs0; h0Þ hwhile e do c; ðs0; h0Þi�ðs00; h00Þ

hwhile e do c; ðs0; h0Þi�ðs00; h00Þ

SEMANTICS-II (Commands with pointers)

Alloc
s ¼j e1 + v1; . . .; s ¼j en + vn l; . . .; lþ n� 1 2 Locations� dom h
hx :¼ consðe1; . . .; enÞ; ðs; hÞ�ðs½x : l�; h½l : v1; . . .; lþ n� 1 : vn�Þ

Look
s ¼j e + v v 2 dom h

hx :¼ ½e�; ðs; hÞ�ðs½x : hðvÞ�; hÞ
s ¼j e + v v 62 dom h

hx :¼ ½e�; ðs; hÞi�abort

Mut
s ¼j e + v v 2 dom h s ¼j e0 + v0

h½e� :¼ e0; ðs; hÞi�ðs; h½v : v0�Þ
s ¼j e + v v 62 dom h

h½e� :¼ e0; ðs; hÞi�abort

Free
s ¼j e + v v 2 dom h

hfreeðeÞ; ðs; hÞi�ðs; heðdom h� fvgÞÞ
s ¼j e + v v 62 dom h
hfreeðeÞ; ðs; hÞ�abort

where f ½x : v� represents a function that maps x to v and all other arguments y in
the domain of f to fy. Notation f�A is used to represent the restriction of function
f to the domain A.

– An important feature of the Language L is that any attempt to refer to an
unallocated address causes the program execution to abort. For example,
consider the following sequence of commands.
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Here, an attempt to modify the content of address 11 causes the execution to
abort because this location was deallocated by the previous instruction.

2.3 Hoare Triples

The operational semantics of language L can be used to prove any valid specifi-

cation of the form hc; ðs; hÞi�� ðs0; h0Þ. However, this form of specification is not the
most useful one. Usually, we do not wish to specify programs for single states.
Instead, we would like to talk about a set of states and how the execution may
transform that set. This is possible using a Hoare triple fpgcfqg,
– Informally, it says that if the execution of program c begins in a state that

satisfies proposition p, then if the execution terminates it will end in a state that
satisfies q.

where p and q are assertions that may evaluate to either true or false in a given
state. We will use notation p½ �½ �s h, to represent the value to which p evaluates, in the
state ðs; hÞ. Therefore,

fpgcfqgholds iff8ðs; hÞ 2 States; ½½p��s h )
:ðhc; ðs; hÞi�� abortÞ ^ ð8ðs0; h0Þ 2 States; ðhc; ðs; hÞi�� ðs0; h0ÞÞ ) ½½q��s0; h0Þ:

Now, we can use Hoare triples to give rules of reasoning for every individual
command of the language L. It is sometimes also called the axiomatic semantics of
the language. These rules in a way give an alternative semantics to the commands.

Axiomatic Semantics: Consider the following set of axioms (AXIOMS-I) and
structural rules for reasoning with commands, that does not use pointers. Here,
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Q½e=x� represents the proposition Q with every free occurrence of x replaced by the
expression e;ModðcÞ represents the set of variables modified by c, and FreeðRÞ
represents the set of free variables in R.

AXIOMS-I

skip 8P : Assert; fPgskipfPg

assign fQ½e=x�gx :¼ efQg

seq
fPgc1fQg fQgc2fRg

fPgc1; c2fRg

if
fP ^ egc1fQg fP ^ :egc2fQg
fPgif e then c1else c2fQg

while
fI ^ egcfIg

fIgwhile e do cfI ^ :eg

STRUCTURAL RULES

conseq
P ) P0fP0gcfQ0gQ0 ) Q

fPgcfQg

extractE
fPgcfQg

f9x:Pgcf9x:Qg x 62 FreeðcÞ

var-sub
fPgcfQg

ðfPgcfQgÞ½E1=x1; . . .;Ek=xk�
xi 2 ModðcÞ implies
8 j 6¼ i; Ei 62 FreeðEjÞ

constancy
fPgcfQg

fP ^ RgcfQ ^ RgModðcÞ \FreeðRÞ ¼ /

– For the subset of language L, that does not use pointers, these axioms and
structural rules are known to be sound as well as complete [3] with respect to the
operational semantics.

– The benefit of using these axioms is that we can work on a more abstract level
specifying and proving program correctness in an axiomatic way without
bothering about low-level details of states.

– Note that the last four commands of the language L, which manipulate pointers,
are different from the normal variable assignment command. Their right hand
side is not an expression. Therefore, the assign rule of Hoare logic is not
applicable to them.
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Array Revisited: Now, let us go back to the same array assignment problem
which we discussed in the introduction. Let Q be the postcondition for the com-
mand a[i]:= 8, where a[i] refers to the ith element of array.

– In our language L, this is the same as the command [a+i]:= 8; however, for
convenience, we will continue with the usual notation of arrays.

The command a[i]:= 8 looks similar to the variable assignment command.
But, we cannot apply Hoare assign rule to get Q[8/aa[i]] as weakest precondition.
One should not treat a[i] as a local variable, because the assertion Q may contain
references such as a[j] that may or may not refer to a[i]. Instead, we can model
the above command as a := update(a, i, 8), where update(a,i,8) ½i� ¼
8 and update(a,i,8) ½j� ¼ a ½j� for j 6¼ i.

– The effect of executing a[i]:= v is same as assigning variable a an altogether
new array value “update (a,i,v)’’.

– In this way, a is acting like a normal variable; hence, we have the following rule
for array assignment,

array� assign fQ½updateða; i; vÞ=a�ga½i� :¼ vfQg

Let us try to prove the following specification using the above rule.
fi 6¼ j ^ a½i� ¼ 4 ^ a½j� ¼ 4g a½i� :¼ 8 fa½i� ¼ 8 ^ a½j� ¼ 4 ^ i 6¼ jg:.

LetP ¼ fi 6¼ j ^ a½i� ¼ 4 ^ a½j� ¼ 4g andQ ¼ fa½i� ¼ 8 ^ a½j� ¼ 4 ^ i 6¼ jg:

Then we have, Q [update(a,i,8)/a]

¼fupdateða; i; 8Þ½i� ¼ 8 ^ updateða; i; 8Þ½j� ¼ 4 ^ i 6¼ jg
¼f8 ¼ 8 ^ a½j� ¼ 4 ^ i 6¼ jg
¼fa½j� ¼ 4 ^ i 6¼ jg

Thus,

P ) Q½updateða; i; 8Þ=a� fQ½updateða; i; 8Þ=a�ga½i� :¼ 8 fQg
fPga½i� :¼ 8fQg

Hence, we have a correct rule for deducing valid specifications about array
assignments. However, the approach looks very clumsy.

– We still need to fill in all minute details of index disjointness in the specification.
– Moreover, it seems very artificial to interpret a local update to an array cell as a

global update to the whole array. At least, it is not the programmer’s way of
understanding an array element update.
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– The idea of separation logic is to embed the principle of such local actions in the
separating conjunction. It helps in keeping the specifications succinct by
avoiding the explicit mention of memory disjointness.

3 New Assertions and Inference Rules

In this section, we present the axioms corresponding to the pointer-manipulating
commands. The set of assertions, which we use for this purpose, goes beyond the
predicates used in Hoare logic. Following is the syntax of the new assertions:

It is important to note that the meaning of these new assertions depend on both
the store and the heap.

– emp
The heap is empty.

– e1 7! e2
The heap contains a single cell, at address e1 with contents e2.

– p1 � p2
The heap can be split into two disjoint parts in which p1 and p2 hold,
respectively.

– p1 � �p2
If the current heap is extended with a disjoint part in which p1 holds, then p2
holds for the extended heap.

For convenience, we introduce some more notations for the following assertions:

e 7!�, 9x:e 7! xwhere x is not free in e

e,!e0, e 7! e0 � true
e 7! e1; . . .; en, e 7! e1 � . . . � eþ n� 1 7! en

e,!e1; . . .; en, e,!e1 � . . . � eþ n� 1,!en
iff e 7! e1; . . .; en � true

We now consider a simple example to explore some of the interesting features of
separating conjunction. Let h1 ¼ fðsx; 1Þg and h2 ¼ fðsy; 2Þg be heaps where s is a
store such that sx 6¼ sy. Then, one can verify the following
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1: x 7! 1 � y 7! 2½ �½ �s h iff h ¼ h1:h2
2: x 7! 1 ^ x 7! 1½ �½ �s h iff h ¼ h1
3: x 7! 1 � x 7! 1½ �½ �s h iff false
4: x 7! 1 _ y 7! 2½ �½ �s h iff h ¼ h1 or h ¼ h2
5: x 7! 1 � ðx 7! 1 _ y 7! 2Þ½ �½ �s h iff h ¼ h1:h2
6: ðx 7! 1 _ y 7! 2Þ � ðx 7! 1 _ y 7! 2Þ½ �½ �s h iff h ¼ h1:h2
7: ðx 7! 1 � y 7! 2 � ðx 7! 1 _ y 7! 2Þ½ �½ �s h iff false

Assertions 2 and 3 illustrate the difference between the behavior of classical
conjunction and separating conjunction. Both the occurrences of x 7! 1 in the
assertion x 7! 1 � x 7! 1½ �½ �s h are true for the same singleton heap h1. Hence, any
heap h can never be split into two disjoint parts that satisfies x 7! 1. One can also
compare assertions 6 and 7, which look similar in structure, but have different
behaviors.

The separating conjunction obeys commutative, associative and some distribu-
tive as well as semi-distributive laws. The assertion emp behaves like a neutral
element. Most of these properties are contained in the following axiom schema.
Note the use of uni-directional implications in ðp1 ^ p2Þ � q ) ðp1 � qÞ ^ ðp2 � qÞ
and ð8x � pÞ � q ) 8x � ðp � qÞ.

p � emp , p

p1 � p2 , p2 � p1
ðp1 � p2Þ � p3 , p1 � ðp2 � p3Þ
ðp1 _ p2Þ � q , ðp1 � qÞ _ ðp2 � qÞ
ðp1 ^ p2Þ � q ) ðp1 � qÞ ^ ðp2 � qÞ
ð9x � pÞ � q , 9x � ðp � qÞwhere x is not free in q
ð8x � pÞ � q ) 8x � ðp � qÞwhere x is not free in q

New Axioms for pointers: The axioms needed to reason about pointers are
given below. There is one axiom for every individual command.

AXIOMS-II

alloc fx ¼ X ^ empgx :¼ consðe1; . . .; ekÞfx 7! e1½X=x�; . . .; ek½X=x�g

lookup fe 7! v ^ x ¼ Xgx :¼ ½e�fx ¼ v ^ e½X=x� 7! vg

mut fe 7!�g½e� :¼ e0fe 7! e0g

free fe 7!�gfree ðeÞfempg
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Allocate The first axiom, called alloc, uses variable X in its precondition to record
the value of x before the command is executed. It says that if execution
begins with empty heap and a store with x ¼ X, then it ends with
k contiguous heap cells having appropriate values

Lookup The second axiom, called lookup, again uses X to refer to the value of
x before execution. It asserts that the content of heap is unaltered. The
only change is in the store where the new value of x is modified to the
value at old location e

Mutate The third axiom, called mut, says that if e points to something
beforehand, then it points to e0 afterward. This resembles the natural
semantics of Mutation

Free The last axiom, called free, says that if e is the only allocated memory
cell before execution of the command, then in the resulting state there
will be no active cell. Note that, the singleton heap assertion is necessary
in the precondition to assure emp in the postcondition

Frame The last rule among the structural rules, called frame, says that one can
extend local specifications to include any arbitrary claims about variables
and heap segments which are not modified or mutated by c. The frame
rule can be thought as a replacement to the rule of constancy when
pointers are involved

STRUCTURAL RULES-II

conseq
P ) P0 fP0gcfQ0g Q0 ) Q

fPgcfQg

extractE
fPgcfQg

f9x:Pgcf9x:Qg x 62 FreeðcÞ

var-sub
fPgcfQg

ðfPgcfQgÞ½E1=x1; . . .;Ek=xk�
xi 2 ModðcÞ implies
8j 6¼ i; Ei 62 FreeðEjÞ

frame
fpgcfqg

fp � rgcfq � rgModðcÞ \FreeðrÞ ¼ /

– Note that the expressions are intentionally kept free from the cons and [−]
operators. The reason for this restriction is that the power of the above proof
system strongly depends upon the ability to use expressions in place of variables
in an assertion.

– In particular, a tautology should remain a valid assertion on replacing variables
with expressions.
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– If we could substitute cons ðe1; e2Þ for x in the tautology x ¼ x, we obtain
cons ðe1; e2Þ ¼ cons ðe1; e2Þ, which may not be a valid assertion if we wish to
distinguish between different addresses having the same content.

– Similarly [−] cannot be used in expressions because of the way it interacts with
separating conjunction. For example, consider substituting ½e� for x and y in the
tautology x ¼ x � y ¼ y. Clearly, ½e� ¼ ½e� � ½e� ¼ ½e� is not a valid assertion.

– Note that each axiom mentions only the portion of heap accessed by the cor-
responding command. In this sense, the axioms are local. Hence, a separate rule,
called frame rule, is needed to extend this local reasoning to a global context.

– These axioms can easily be proved to be sound with respect to the operational
semantics of the language L.

– Moreover, Yang in his thesis [4] has shown that all valid Hoare triples can be
derived using the above collection of axioms and the structural rules. In this
sense, these set of axioms and structural rules are also complete.

Derived Rules: Although the small set of rules discussed so far is complete, it is
not practical. Proving a specification using this small set of axioms often requires
extensive invocations of the structural rules. Therefore, it is good to have some
derived rules that can be applied at once in common situations. We now list some
other useful rules that can be derived from the natural semantics of the language L.
A more detailed discussion about these rules can be found in [5]. Note that x; x0 and
X are all distinct variables.

– Assignment

• Forward reasoning

fx ¼ Xgx :¼ efx ¼ e½X=x�g

• Floyd’s forward running axiom

fPgx :¼ ef9x0:x ¼ e½x0=x� ^ P½x0=x�g

– Mutation

• Global reasoning

fðe 7!�Þ � rg½e� :¼ e0fðe 7! e0Þ � rg

• Backward reasoning

fðe 7!�Þ � ððe 7! e0Þ � �pÞg½e� :¼ e0fpg
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– Free

• Global (backward) reasoning

fðe 7!�Þ � rgfree ðeÞfrg

– Allocation

• Global reasoning (forward)

frgx :¼ consðe1; . . .; ekÞf9x0:ðx 7! e1½x0=x�; . . .; ek½x0=x�Þ � r½x0=x�g

• Backward reasoning

f8x0:ðx0 7! e1; . . .; ekÞ � �p½x0=x�gx :¼ consðe1; . . .; ekÞfpg

– Lookup

• Global reasoning

f9x00:ðe 7! x00Þ � r½x=x0�gx :¼ ½e�f9x0:ðe½x0=x� 7! xÞ � r½x=x00�g

Here, x, x0 and x00 are distinct, x0 and x00 do not occur free in e, and x is not
free in r.

• Backward reasoning

f9x0:ðe 7! x0Þ � ððe 7! x0Þ � �p½x0=x�Þgx :¼ ½e�fpg

4 Annotated Proofs

Proof outlines: We have already used assertions in Hoare triples to state what is
true before and after the execution of an instruction. In a similar way, an assertion
can also be inserted between any two commands of a program to state what must be
true at that point of execution. Placing assertions in this way is also called anno-
tating the program.

For example, consider the following annotated program that swaps the value of
variable x and y using a third variable z. Note the use of X and Y to represent the
initial values of variable x and y, respectively.
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fx ¼ X ^ y ¼ Yg
z :¼ x;

fz ¼ X ^ x ¼ X ^ y ¼ Yg
x :¼ y;

fz ¼ X ^ x ¼ Y ^ y ¼ Yg
y :¼ z;

fx ¼ Y ^ y ¼ Xg

Validity of each Hoare triple in the above program can easily be checked using
axioms for assignment. Hence, one can conclude that the program satisfies its
specification.

– A program together with an assertion between each pair of statements is called a
fully annotated program.

– One can prove that a program satisfies its specification by proving the validity of
every consecutive Hoare triple which is present in its annotated version. Hence,
a fully annotated program provides a complete proof outline for the program.

Now, we consider another annotated program that involves assertions from the
separation logic. Note that the assertion ðx 7! a; oÞ � ðxþ o 7! b;�oÞ can be used to
describe a circular offset list. Here is a sequence of commands that creates such a
cyclic structure:

1 fempg
x :¼ cons ða; aÞ;

2 fx 7! a; ag
t :¼ cons ðb; bÞ;

3 fðx 7! a; aÞ � ðt 7! b; bÞg
½xþ 1� :¼ t � x;

4 fðx 7! a; t � xÞ � ðt 7! b; bÞg
½tþ 1� :¼ x� t;

5 fðx 7! a; t � xÞ � ðt 7! b; x� tÞg
6 f9o:ðx 7! a; oÞ � ðxþ o 7! b;�oÞg

The above proof outline illustrates two important points.

– First, a label is used against each assertion so that referring becomes easy in the
future discussions.

– Secondly, the adjacent assertions—e.g., here the assertions 5 and 6—mean that
the first implies the second.
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Also, note the use of * in assertion 3. It ensures that xþ 1 is different from t and
tþ 1, and hence, the assignment ½xþ 1� :¼ t � x cannot affect the t 7! b; b clause.
A similar reasoning applies to the last command as well.

Inductive definitions: When reasoning about programs which manipulate data
structures, we often need to use inductively defined predicates describing such
structures. For example, in any formal setting, if we wish to reason about the
contents of a linked list, we would like to relate it to the abstract mathematical
notion of sequences.

– Consider the following inductive definition of a predicate that describes the
content of a linked list

listrep �ði; jÞ, i ¼ j ^ emp

listrep a:aði; kÞ, i 6¼ j ^ 9j:i 7! a; j � listrep aðj; kÞ

Here, a denotes a mathematical sequence. Informally, the predicate
listrep aðx; yÞ claims that x points to a linked list segment ending at y and the
contents (head elements) of that segment are the sequence a.

– While proving programs in this section, we use x a y as an abbreviation for

listrep aðx; yÞ and ay to represent the reverse of the sequence a.

Proof of In-place list reversal: Consider the following piece of code that
performs an in-place reversal of a linked list:

fi a0 �g
= � i points to the initial linked list � =
j :¼ �;
while i 6¼ � do

ðk :¼ ½iþ 1�; ½iþ 1� :¼ j; j :¼ i; i :¼ k; Þ
= � j points to the in place reversal of the initial list pointed by i � =

fj a
y
0 Þ�g

Here, ⊠ represents the null pointer. On a careful analysis of the code, it is easy to
see that:

– At any iteration of the while loop, variables i and j point to two different list

segments having the contents a and b such that concatenating b at the end of ay
will always result in a0.

– Thus, we have the following loop invariant
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9a; b � ði a � � j b � ^ ay0 ¼ ay � b

where a0 represents the initial content of linked list pointed by variable i.
Also, note the use of separating conjunction in the loop invariant instead of the

usual classical conjunction. If there is any sharing between the lists i and j, then the
program may malfunction. The use of a classical conjunction here cannot guarantee
such non-sharing.

It is easy to see how the postcondition of the list reversal program follows from
the above loop invariant. The following sequence of specifications gives a
derivation of the postcondition assuming the loop invariant and the termination
condition i = ⊠,

8 f9a; b:ði a � � j b �Þ ^ a
y
0 ¼ ay:b ^ i ¼ �g

8a f9b:ði � � � j b �Þ ^ ay0 ¼ �y:bg
8b f9b:ði � � � j b �Þ ^ ay0 ¼ bg

8c fði � � � j a
y
0 �Þg

8d fðj a
y
0 �Þg

where the loop invariant can be verified using the following proof outline:

1 f9a; b:ði a � � j b �Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ay:b ^ i 6¼ �g
2f9a0:ði 7! a; p � p a

0
� � j b �Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ða:a0Þy:bg

k :¼ ½iþ 1�;
3 f9a0:ði 7! a; k � k a

0
� � j b �Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ða:a0Þy:bg

½iþ 1� :¼ j;

4 f9a0:ði 7! a; j � k a
0
� � j b �Þ ^ a

y
0 ¼ ða:a0Þy:bg

5 f9a0; b0:ðk a
0
� � i b

0
�Þ ^ a

y
0 ¼ ða0Þy:b0g

j :¼ i;

6 f9a0; b0:ðk a
0
� � j b

0
�Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ða0Þy:b0g

i :¼ k;

7 f9a0; b0:ði a
0
� � j b

0
�Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ða0Þy:b0g

7a f9a; b:ði a � � j b �Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ðaÞy:bg
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Moreover, the following sequence of assertions gives a detailed proof of the
implications 1 ⟹ 2 and 4 ⟹ 5:

1 f9a; b:ði a � � j b �Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ay:b ^ i 6¼ �g
1a f9a; a0; b:ði a:a

0
� � j b �Þ ^ a

y
0 ¼ ða:a0Þy:bg

1b f9a; a0; b; p:ði 7! a; p � p a
0
� � j b �Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ða:a0Þy:bg

2 f9a0:ði 7! a; p � p a
0
� � j b �Þ ^ a

y
0 ¼ ða:a0Þy:bg

4 f9a0:ði 7! a; j � k a
0
� � j b �Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ða:a0Þy:bg

4af9a0:ðk a
0
� � i 7! a; j � j b �Þ ^ a

y
0 ¼ ða:a0Þy:bg

4b f9a0:ðk a
0
� � i a:b�Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ða0Þy:a:bg

5 f9a0; b0:ðk a
0
� � i b

0
�Þ ^ ay0 ¼ ða0Þy:b0g

– Explanations:

• Most of the proof steps, especially those around a command, comprise Hoare
triples, which can easily be verified using the axioms for the corresponding
commands.

• Note the use of * instead of ^ in assertion 3. It ensures that iþ 1 is different
from k and j. Hence, an attempt to mutate the location iþ 1 does not affect

the remaining two clauses k a
0
� and j b �.

• We can obtain 1a from 1 by using definition of i a � with the fact that

i 6¼ �. Then, we unfold the definition of i a:a
0
� to obtain 1b from 1a. Finally,

instantiating 9a takes us to 2.

• 4a is a simple rearrangement of 4. Since i a:b� is a shorthand for

i 7! a; j � j b �, we can obtain 4b from 4a. Finally, we obtain 5 by gener-
alizing a:b in 4b as b0 using the existential quantifier.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we reviewed some of the important features of separation logic, that
first appeared in [1, 6, 7]. We illustrated the difficulties that arise in the reasoning
and development of modular programs due to unwanted aliasing arising due to
pointer data structures. We introduced the notion of separating conjunction as a tool
to deal with it and presented separation logic as an extension to Hoare Logic using a
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programming language with four essential pointer-manipulating commands. These
commands performed heap operations such as lookup, update, allocation, and
de-allocation. The new set of assertions and axioms of separation logic were pre-
sented, and examples were given to illustrate the unique features of these new
assertions and axioms. Using the axioms of separation logic, we also saw illus-
trations of proofs of some real and non-trivial programs such as in-place list reversal
programs.

The key idea of separating conjunction was inspired by Burstall’s [8] “distinct
non-repeating tree systems’’. It is based on the idea of organizing assertions to
localize the effect of a mutation. The separating conjunction gives us a succinct and
more intuitive way to describe memory disjointness when pointers are involved.
However, it is not the only possible way. One can see [9] for references and other
papers on proving pointer programs using standard Hoare Logic.

In this paper, we considered simple data structures to illustrate the power of
separation logic. A more elaborate discussion with a variety of data structures can
be found in [1, 5]. Reasoning becomes difficult when data structures use more
sharing. In this direction, one can refer Yang’s proof [10] of the Schorr-Waite graph
marking algorithm.

We did not talk much about the proof theory behind separation logic. For a
detailed discussion on the soundness and completeness results, one can refer [4,
11]. The soundness results for most of the derived rules, presented in this paper, can
also be found in [5].

Finally, it should be noted that the challenge here was to present a formalism that
captured certain key intuitions embodied in the informal local reasoning employed
by astute programmers. Programmers often assume non-sharing between data
structures, which needs explicit mention when using standard techniques such as
Hoare Logic. On the other hand, memory disjointness is default in the separating
conjunction. Hence, separation logic gives us a more natural and concise way to
model a programmer’s reasoning.
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mDSM: A Transformative Approach
to Enterprise Software Systems Evolution

David Threm, Liguo Yu, S.D. Sudarsan and Srini Ramaswamy

Abstract The engineering of enterprise software systems suffers from an inherent
lack of creativity and innovation and is often left to user-centric incremental
changes that are not often disruptive enough for business needs. A design-driven
approach to systems creates opportunities for transformative evolution of such
systems that are both immediate and futuristic in their impact. Software systems
stability can be maintained and monitored during evolution utilizing
architectural-level, program-level, and information-level stability metrics. Despite
increasing complexities involved in the design, development, and testing of such
large-scale software systems, they are often predicated by simple techniques for
decomposition, generalization, and specification. However, as always they are
much more difficult to merge back together in order to rationalize the entire
architecture for the levels of confidence necessary during testing, deployment, and
commissioning of these systems. mDSM, an extension to Design Structure Matrix
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(DSM) approach to software systems design and testing, is a methodology devel-
oped by the authors to address design-driven rationalization of such complex
software system architectures.

Keywords Software testing � Software design � Stability � Architecture �
Evolution � Rationalization

1 Introduction

From a very early age, we are taught to break apart problems, to fragment the world. This
apparently makes complex tasks and subjects more manageable, but we pay a hidden,
enormous price… after a while, we give up trying to see the whole altogether - Senge

Design-driven innovation is the radical innovation of meaning [1]. Radical
innovation of meaning is how quickly the technology is capable of change.
User-driven, incremental change is simply not disruptive enough for many orga-
nizations. The Software Design and Test communities need tools that allow them to
be disruptive, while not losing sight of the bigger picture; we have to be able to see
the forest through the trees. As the quote above by Senge implies [2], we are very
good at the decomposition, or breaking apart, of systems, but we tend to lose our
vision of how design and testing of systems impacts the big picture. If software
systems are to be truly disruptive, innovative, transformational, and market-place
differentiators, we have to be able to quickly rationalize architectural-, program- and
information-level artifacts of systems in the design and test phases of software
development life cycle without losing the larger picture.

Current approaches to measuring software design and testing quality in
large-scale software systems heavily rely on metrics. Established metrics calculate
burn down rates based on bug types, classes, design issues, severity, and similar
classifications. However, these classifications do not focus on whether the software
system performs with improved stability over time or how systems or subsystems
changes impact design and testing rationalization.

The mDSM, a metrics-based extension to the DSM, allows us to retain the larger
picture. By utilizing the mDSM with evolutionary stability metrics, we can retain
our view of a software system in its entirety without losing sight of how the
modules, units, subsystems, or components interact. We can use evolutionary sta-
bility metrics to evaluate a software system’s evolution at the lowest level, and the
software system can still be rationalized in totality.

While the importance of systems rationalization is tantamount, we cannot
underestimate the importance of scalability and agility to overall design and testing.
From a scalability perspective, we have to be able to create or evolve systems that
are capable of acquiring or divesting other systems. Scalable systems are capable of
scaling up and down, whatever the organization or the customers require. Agility
plays a role in just being “good enough” and flexible to organizational needs. The
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software system needs to adapt, but only at the appropriate amount for timeliness
and completeness of solution.

This chapter is arranged as follows: Sect. 2—Background concepts on software
design, testing, interaction of design and testing, software stability, and the design
structure matrix (DSM); Sect. 3—mDSM and Evolutionary stability; Sect. 4—Case
Studies; Sect. 5—Advantages of mDSM and Design and Testing Rationalization;
and Sect. 6—Summary and Conclusions.

2 Background Concepts

2.1 Software Design

Software design is the process that transforms a specification into a structure
suitable for implementation [3]. The two major stages of software design are
architectural design and detailed design [4]. In the architectural design stage, the
system is decomposed into a unit-, module- or component-based systems model.
The detailed design phase utilizes the artifacts created by the architectural design
phase to create a procedural representation of the system.

Architectural design techniques are further broken down to process-oriented
design and data-oriented design techniques [4]. Process-oriented techniques focus
on functional decomposition and structural software architecture. Data-oriented
techniques focus on data structure and flow.

Detailed design techniques include graphical representation techniques and
language representation techniques [4]. Graphical representation techniques include
graphs and flowcharts. Language representation techniques include program
description languages, PDLs.

Unified Modeling Language (UML), a model-driven architecture (MDA), is a
software design methodology that can be either proprietary or open source [5].
UML models can be static or structural view as well as dynamic view of the
systems behavior. The UML methodology tends to blur the lines between archi-
tectural and detail design stages. Traditional development processes are also
impacted, since many models can also generate the source code base of a software
system. While UML may be viewed as the ideal, its use in software development
practice has been questioned. UML in practical use is simply used for modeling
purposes [6].

As Yu, Threm, and Ramaswamy noted in [7], well-designed software systems
exhibit high cohesion or interaction within a module and low coupling between
modules. Figure 1 accurately depicts a software system with high cohesion within
components and low coupling between larger component systems. A software
system is made up of components: C1, C2, and C3 and exhibits low coupling and
contain subcomponents C11–C32, which exhibit high cohesion within their
respective components.
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2.2 Software Testing

Software testing is a verification and validation technique that ensures software is
developed to meet both its specification and its users’ needs [3]. Simply stated,
software testing is used to ensure software quality. The four generally accepted
testing methods during the software development life cycle are summarized in
Table 1. Defects and errors are expected to be detected during unit, integration, and
system testing. Acceptance testing, often referred to as user acceptance testing
(UAT), is about building stakeholder and user confidence [8].

Testing techniques include functional or “black box” testing and structural or
“white box” testing. Functional testing focuses on the external behavior of the
software under test. Functional, “black box”, testing is based on the requirements or
design specification of the software being tested. Structural, “white box”, testing
focuses on internal structure of the software under test. Test cases designed for
structural testing are selected based on the implementation of the software and are
designed to execute branches, statements, nodes, or paths [8].

Analysis techniques in testing for determining software quality are either static
or dynamic. Static analysis does not include the actual execution of the software
being tested. Static analysis techniques are code review, code inspection, and model
inspection. Dynamic analysis utilizes real data and real execution, including real

Fig. 1 High cohesion and
low coupling

Table 1 Testing methods

Testing method Scope Description

Unit Unit, module, component Test of basic unit of software

Integration 2 or more software units Interfaces between components

System Entire system End-to-end system testing

Acceptance Entire system, module User acceptance and confidence
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execution through simulation, of the software being tested. Dynamic analysis
techniques can include testing procedures, work instructions, and input of synthetic
or real inputs.

2.3 Design and Testing

Designing the tests for a software system is different from testing the design of a
software system. Designing test scenarios for a software systems test generally
include unit testing, integration testing, system testing, system load testing, and
user-defined test cases. Testing the design of a system may include similar tests but
generally focuses on usability-related aspects of the system. Designing test sce-
narios can happen in parallel in both design and development phases.

Testing, development, and design are not necessarily independent activities. The
lines between which techniques are specific to design, testing, and development are
starting to blur. In theAgilemethodology, test-driven development (TDD) incorporates
refactoring and test-first development (TFD). Refactoring is making small and incre-
mental change to the design or code without impact on the external behavior of a
software system. TFD is the development of a test scenario and writing the code so that
the code meets the minimal pass criteria of the test scenario.

2.4 Software Stability

Software evolutionary stability has long been considered an important issue in
software engineering research and practice. It is commonly agreed on that software
evolutionary stability affects software quality [9]. Specifically, if more frequent and
dramatic changes are made to the software product, the likelihood is more errors
will be introduced into the code, and accordingly, the original modular design will
be compromised and the system will become more difficult to maintain [10].
Therefore, preventing frequent and dramatic changes can lead to higher quality
software products. For example, Menzies et al. [11] presented research using the
stochastic stability method to avoid drastic software changes.

Component-based software engineering and software product line technology
seek to identify and design stable software artifacts, so they can be reused with little
or no modifications [12]. For example, Dantas [13] outlined their research plans to
define a set of composition-driven metrics to maximize reuse and stability of
software modules; Figueiredo et al. [14] studied the evolution of two software
product lines, where they analyzed various factors that can affect software stability,
including modularity, change propagation, and feature dependency.

Another line of research is to model software stability. Fayad and Altman
described a Software Stability Model (SSM) that is used to rearrange relationships
between software components in order to accomplish design stability [15, 16].
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Their approach is applied to software product lines [17], where the SSM could
bring multiple benefits to software architecture, design, and development. The SSM
is shown to be significantly better than the existing approaches, but the evaluation
criteria are not defined. In other research, Xavier and Naganathan [18] presented a
two-dimensional probabilistic model based on random processes to enhance the
stability of enterprise computing applications. Their model enables software sys-
tems to easily accommodate changes in business policies [19].

Other work in this area includes the identification of stable and unstable software
components. Grosser et al. [20] utilized case-based reasoning (CBS) methods to
predict stability in object-oriented (OO) software. Bevan and Whitehead [21] used
configuration history to locate unstable software components. Wang et al. [22]
presented a stability-based component identification method to support
coarse-grained component identification and design. Hamza applied the formal
concept analysis (FCA) method to identify evolutionary stable components [23].

2.4.1 The Measurement of Stability

There are basically two ways to measure software stability. One way is to analyze a
single program and generate its stability metrics based on interdependencies between
software modules [24, 25]. These stability metrics reflect the degree of probability
that changes made to other modules could require corresponding changes to this
module. If a software product has weak dependencies between components, the
software is more stable, i.e., change propagation is less likely to happen.

Another way to measure software stability is based on software evolution his-
tory, which is why it is also called evolutionary stability. Stability is then repre-
sented by differences between two versions of an evolving software product. To
measure the differences between two versions of an evolving software product,
architecture-level metrics and program-level metrics have been used, which are
described below.

Using architecture-level metrics, Nakamura and Basili [26] studied the differ-
ences between versions of the same program. In their research, graph kernel theory
is used to represent software structure. Comparing the graph difference can provide
insight into the version difference. If two systems have different structures, their
measurements will always be different. However, architecture-level metrics work
best for measuring the stability of an entire software product at the architectural
level, but is not readily applicable to measuring the stability of a single component
at the source code level.

Using program-level metrics, Kelly [27] introduced the concept of version
distance, which measures the differences/similarities between different versions of a
software product. In a similar research, Yu and Ramaswamy [28] introduced the
concept of structural distance and source code distance. In both of these studies,
program-level metrics, such as the number of lines of code, the number of variables,
the number of common blocks, and the number of modules, are used as the
underlying measures for version distance.
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To our knowledge, software evolutionary stability has not been formally mea-
sured with information-level metrics based on Kolmogorov complexity. This
chapter intends to fill this research gap, i.e., using the normalized compression
distance (NCD) between two versions of an evolving software product to measure
software evolutionary stability.

2.4.2 Kolmogorov Complexity and Normalized Compression Distance

In algorithmic information theory, the Kolmogorov complexity of an object, such as
a string (a piece of text), is the length of the string’s shortest description in some
fixed universal description language [29]. The Kolmogorov complexity of a binary
string x can be represented by KðxÞ denoting the shortest length of string x de-
scribed using a universal language.

Based on Kolmogorov complexity, Bennett et al. [30] defined information dis-
tance between two binary strings x and y as the following.

Eðx; yÞ ¼ max ðKðxjyÞ;KðyjxÞf g ð1Þ

In Eq. 1,KðxjyÞ denotes the conditional Kolmogorov complexity of string x given
string y. Eðx; yÞ measures the absolute distance between two strings x and y and thus
does not reflect the relative difference between the two strings. Li et al. [31] then
defined normalized information distance between two binary strings x and y.

dðx; yÞ ¼ max ðKðxjyÞ;KðyjxÞf g
max KðxÞ; kðyÞf g ð2Þ

Equation 2 is based on Kolmogorov complexity, which is non-computable in
practice. To make the information distance more practical to use, Li et al. [31]
further substituted Kolmogorov complexity KðxÞ of a string x with the optimal
compressed length CðxÞ of string x. The NCD between two binary strings x and y is
then defined [31].

NCDðx; yÞ ¼ CðxyÞ �min ðCðxÞ;CðyÞf g
max CðxÞ;CðyÞf g ð3Þ

In Eq. 3, xy denotes the concatenation of strings x and y. The NCD has been
applied in many fields such as construction of phylogeny trees, music clustering,
handwriting recognition, and distinguishing images [32, 33].

Arbuckle et al. [34] are the first to apply NCD in software evolution field. In his
series of publications, Arbuckle demonstrated how NCD could be used to visualize
software changes [35] and study software evolution [36–38]. Arbuckle’s research
inspired the work presented in this chapter, i.e., using normalized distance to
measure software evolutionary stability.
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2.5 Design Structure Matrix

As the size of a project or a process increases, so does the complexity of the system
as a whole. When a system reaches a certain size or complexity, it becomes more
difficult to see how the system functions as a whole. The DSM was created to
specifically address this problem. The decomposition of a large or complex system
into less complex, smaller subsystems allows one to break down the problem into
smaller and more approachable components. A term coined in the 1970s by Don
Steward [39], the DSM’s purpose is to give a compact view of an otherwise
complicated system.

A DSM will take a complex system and break it down into three basic steps.
First, the whole system will be broken down into subsystems of similar parts. Each
one of these parts should be easier to address, and each part should almost always
function autonomously, not strongly influenced by or heavily reliant on other
subsystems. The next step is to pinpoint all of the existing relationships between
subsystems and how they interact. This will systematically show how the entire
system works as a whole, broken down into steps. The third and final step includes
noting all external outputs and inputs used to drive the system. Annotation of how
each impacts the system is vital in order to understand how the system works and
how it is affected by outside forces.

The DSM could break the entity up even further, taking subsystems and
breaking them down into specific elements. From those elements, the system can be
broken down further into system chunks. These chunks are then assigned to either
different individuals or different teams, based on the specificity of the chunk and the
skill set of the party assigned to it. Breaking the system down in such a way creates
a skeleton and defines its architecture. It also divides the work load. The matrix
itself is a square matrix with rows and columns for each of the elements in the
system. The following DSM, Fig. 2, illustrates a simplified example.

The matrix shows us the dependencies of each element in the system. Reading
the matrix by row reveals each element that the chosen row provides to. For
example, element B provides to the elements A, C, D, and F. Reading the individual
columns will give you what each element depends on. Reading the column for
element C, it is clear that the element depends on B, E, and F.

Fig. 2 DSM simplified example
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Furthermore, the DSM can be broken up into two different subsets based on
linearity. These two different kinds of DSM are known as the static DSM and the
time-based DSM. From there, each category can be broken down further into two
more applications of DSM. The static DSM can be defined as either
component-based (architectural) or team-based (organizational), while the
time-based DSM can be broken down into either activity-based (schedule) or
parameter-based (low-level schedule). Figure 3 graphically represents the break-
down of the DSM. Each subcategory and application will be explained in further
detail in the following sections.

2.5.1 Static DSM

A static DSM represents a system not as it progresses through time but as an
unchanging entity. This implies that all of the components of a static DSM coexist.
Since no single component receives chronological precedence in the system, these
systems can be identified through a process known as clustering algorithms. Next,
the static DSM can be branched into two different types as follows.

2.5.2 Component-Based DSM

Component-based DSM is also known as system architecture DSM or product DSM
[39]. In a component-based DSM, the entity is broken down into components and/or
subsystems of components as well as the specific relationships each component
shares. While the architectural decomposition of a system, like any DSM, goes
through the three steps, the component-based approach facilitates both systemization
and innovation, which cannot be said for every instance of the DSM [40].

Fig. 3 DSM taxonomy (adapted from [40])
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In a component-based DSM, the tallies or marks are often replaced by a negative
or positive integer. This integer represents the level of importance of the relation-
ship at hand. Table 2 provides an example of how a quantification system could
look. Similar techniques have been successfully used in many approaches that
integrate decision-based techniques to quantify decision choices [41]. Figure 4
shows a rudimentary component-based DSM, and Fig. 5 shows an optimized
component-based DSM.

By plotting these out on both the columns and rows, we can see the relationship
between each individual piece. This may be a rather rudimentary example, but it
illustrates how a complex system would look broken down as a component-based
DSM in a very simplified way.

Table 2 Quantification scheme for scaling

Required +2 Necessary for functionality

Desired +1 Beneficial, but not necessary for functionality

Indifferent 0 No effect on functionality

Undesired −1 Causes negative effects to functionality but does not prevent it

Detrimental −2 Must be prevented to achieve functionality

A B C D E F

22AA

B B

C 2 C 2 2

D2D

EE

F22F

Fig. 4 Rudimentary component-based DSM

A C F D E B

A A 2 2

C 2 B 2

F 2 2 C 2

D2D

EE

FB

Fig. 5 Optimized component-based DSM
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2.5.3 Team-Based DSM

Instead of components, the team-based DSM is organized based on the people or
teams and their interaction. This is very similar to the component-based approach
with the added layer of teams. In essence, a team-based DSM can be looked at as a
component-based DSM with an extra assignment layer where responsibilities are
distributed based on the skill set and ability of each team.

Taking sections of a component-based DSM and highlighting the different areas
of responsibility give insight as to how the workload is divided. Overlapping areas
of the workload show where multiple teams may have to coexist in regard to
responsibility. These areas should be chosen based on the dependency of compo-
nents. Thus, the ordering of component along the axis should be based on the
groupings of team responsibility with highly dependent components toward the
edge of each team’s area of responsibility, similar to a Venn diagram.

In Fig. 6, this is illustrated. Two different teams are used to split the responsi-
bility of the elements while both teams share the responsibility of elements F and C,
which are dependent of each other.

2.5.4 Time-Based DSM

In a time-based DSM, the ordering of the rows and columns coincides with the flow
of time. Activities are marked as either upstream or downstream.

2.5.5 Activity-Based

This type of DSM is appropriate when a system is built on a group of activities with
a specific schedule. The matrix is then designed chronologically by order of the

A C F D E B

A A 2 2

C 2 B 2

F 2 2 C 2

D2D

EE

FB

Fig. 6 Team-based DSM
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activity. This makes more sense with a time-sensitive project or process and is why
this DSM is also referred to as process based.

One can visualize what the DSM would look like based on the previous
exemplar DSMs. The difference lies in the elements. Now elements are replaced
with time-sensitive processes that take chronological precedence from one another.
In that sense, the processes are automatically grouped by dependence since a
process depends most likely on the feedback, or the previous process. The goal of
creating the DSM and analyzing the process is typically to reduce duration.

2.5.6 Parameter-Based

When the modeling of a system is based on low-level relationships between design
decisions and parameters; this (parameter-based DSM) is used [42]. This is, in some
ways, a further breakdown of the activity-based DSM. The difference between
activity-based and parameter-based analysis is another dimension. Not only does
the parameter-based DSM take chronology into consideration, it also accounts for
multiple variable differences. Parameter-based analysis factors in different inputs to
compare various outcomes.

Overall, each type of DSM produces similar results. It is a way to simplify
otherwise extremely intricate systems or processes. Problems such as dependencies,
time constraints, and variables can be observed through a dissection of systems in
order to plan issue and risk mitigation. Table 3 illustrates the different types of
DSM.

Table 3 DSM list and usages [42]

DSM Type Representation Applications Integration
analysis

Component-based Components in a
product architecture
and their relationships

System architecting,
engineering, design.

Clustering

Team-based Individuals, groups,
teams and their
relationships

Organization design,
interface management

Clustering

Activity-based Activities in a process
and inputs/outputs

Project scheduling, activity
sequencing, cycle time
reduction, risk reduction

Sequencing

Parameter-based Design parameters and
their relationships

Low-level process
sequencing and integration

Sequencing
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3 Evolutionary Stability and the mDSM Methodology

In this section, we introduce evolutionary stability metrics for software systems and
the mDSM Methodology.

3.1 Software Evolutionary Stability Metrics

To discuss evolutionary stability, it is necessary to measure the difference between
two versions of an evolving software artifact. As described before, program-level
measures have been used to measure the distance between evolving software
components [27, 8]. In this chapter, NCD is used to study the difference between
two versions of a software artifact.

(Definition)Version distance: Let m and n be the two versions of a software
artifact. The version distance between m and n is defined to be
VDðm; nÞ ¼ NCDðSm; SnÞ, where Sm and Sn are the binary string representations of
the source code of m and n, respectively.

In the definition of version distance, m and n can be single files, which will be
easily converted to single strings, or they can contain multiple files, which can be
merged (concatenated) as single strings. It should be noted that although the formal
definition of version distance is new in this paper, it has been implicitly used in
Arbuckle’s studies [33–37]. Version distance VD(m, n) between versions m and
n could fall in the range of [0, 1], where 0 means the two versions are exactly same
and 1 indicates the two versions have the maximum possible difference.

Considering the evolution of a software program shown in Fig. 7 (each box
represents one version/release—arrows represent the dependencies between ver-
sions and each row represents one branch), it is not a trivial task to measure the
evolutionary stability of this product. On one hand, this program contains many
branches and many versions. On the other hand, software stability is an empirical
observation; it is directly dependent on the length of the observation period. To
simplify the problem, we introduce several metrics to measure the evolutionary
stability of a product with respect to different concerns instead of presenting a single
evolutionary stability metric for the whole product.

(Definition) Version stability: Given one version of a software artifact (say m),
its version stability VSðmÞ is defined as 1 minus the average version distance
between version m and other subsequent p versions (n1, n2, …, np), which are
directly or indirectly evolved from m and released in a given period of time.

VSðmÞ ¼ 1�
Xp

i¼1

VDðm; niÞ=p ð4Þ

If we consider the evolution of a software product as a tree structure, in the
definition of version stability, version m will be considered as the ancestor of its
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subsequent versions. Consider the stability of Version 1.1 in Fig. 7. Assume within
one year after the release of Version 1.1, two subsequent versions based on 1.1 are
released: 1.5 and 1.8. The stability of Version 1.1 in this period can be calculated as

VSð1:1Þ ¼ 1� VDð1:1; 1:5ÞþVDð1:1; 1:8Þð Þ=2:

The concept of version distance has a reverse relation with the general concept of
software stability, where long distance means low stability and short distance means
high stability. This relation is reflected in Eq. 4. The value of version stability could
then fall in the range of [0, 1], where 0 means the lowest stability and 1 means the
highest stability.

(Definition) Inter-Component Version stability: Given one version of a
software artifact may have multiple interacting software components (say c), the
inter-component version stability ICVSðcÞ is defined as the average version stability
among an interacting software artifacts’ components mci and other subsequent
p components ðc1; c2; . . .; cpÞ.

ICVSðcÞ ¼
Xp

i¼1

VSðmciÞ=p ð5Þ

The value of inter-component version stability is in the range of [0, 1], where 0
means the lowest stability and 1 means the highest stability among interacting
components.

(Definition) Branch stability: Given one branch (say b) of a software artifact
that has released p versions in a given period of time, its branch stability BSðbÞ in

Fig. 7 The evolution of a software program
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this period is defined as 1 minus the average version distance between every two
releases in p.

BSðbÞ ¼ 1�
X

m2p

X

n2p;n 6¼m

VDðm; nÞ=C2
p ð6Þ

Consider the stability of Branch 2.0 in Fig. 7, which contains 3 versions (re-
leases). According to Eq. 6, its stability can be calculated as
BSð2:0Þ ¼ 1� VDð2:0; 2:4ÞþVDð2:0; 2:9ÞþVDð2:4; 2:9Þð Þ=3. In our definition
of branch stability, we measure the distance between every two releases instead of
the distance between two consecutive releases. Our definition captures the evolution
of the entire branch as a whole. The version distance between every pair of con-
secutive releases can be small, but the earlier release and later release can be
dramatically different if every change is performed on different parts of the artifact.

(Definition) Structure stability: Given an artifact (say a) of a software product
that has p major releases in a given period of time, its structure stability SSðaÞ in
this period is defined as 1 minus the average version distance between every two
major releases in p.

SSðaÞ ¼ 1�
X

m2p

X

n2p;n 6¼m

VDðm; nÞ=C2
p ð7Þ

In the definition of structure stability, major releases refer to those versions that
experienced dramatic changes comparing with their previous versions. For example
in Fig. 7, Versions 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 can be considered as major releases in a
specified period. The assumption behind this definition is that major releases most
likely will include some structure changes.

(Definition) Aggregate stability: Given an artifact (say a) of a software product
that has released p versions in a given period of time, its aggregate stability ASðaÞ
in this period is defined as 1 minus the average version distance between every two
releases in p.

ASðaÞ ¼ 1�
X

m2p

X

n2p;n 6¼m

VDðm; nÞ=C2
p ð8Þ

Aggregate stability measures the entire evolution of the artifact. The computing
process might be expensive and time-consuming. It might be a feasible metric for a
product with small number of releases, however, if a system contains too many
versions, such as Linux with over 700 releases, structure stability is a better sub-
stitute for aggregate stability.

To make these definitions more understandable, we make the following remarks.
First, the above definitions are applicable to any software artifacts that can be
documented as pieces of text or strings, such as source code, requirement
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specification, testing results, and design specification. Second, there is no limitation
on the size of the software artifact. It can be a single component, across multiple
components, a file or the whole system, as long as it is computationally feasible.

3.2 mDSM Methodology

A component-based DSM is extended to realize the metrics-based DSM (mDSM).
The mDSM methodology follows: (i) decomposition of the system into elements,
subsystems, or components, (ii) documentation and understanding the interaction
and integration of the elements, expressed as semantic rules, (iii) calculate the
evolutionary stability of the component(s), (iv) lay out the square mDSM with
components labeling rows and columns, grouped by subsystems or modules and
represent the interactions using evolutionary stability values of selected metric in
the mDSM cells, displaying the DSM, and (v) analysis of potential reintegration
points clustering or integration analysis [39, 40]. In the process of decomposing the
elements (modules or subsystems), the elements will also be defined. The defini-
tions are presented to clarify their use within the system and to promote greater
understanding of complex systems relationships. Defining elements will also assist
in the documentation and understanding of the element interactions.

3.2.1 Decomposition and Modularization of the Software System

Decomposition of the software system is simply the breaking down or factoring the
software system into smaller and more manageable elements, subsystems, units,
modules, or components. This is the first step in the mDSM process and will be
clearly shown in Sect. 4. Modularization is a beneficial technique for reducing
interdependencies among components of system [43]. Removing unnecessary
dependencies and systems redundancy is critical to an efficiently running system.
The mDSM can reduce unnecessary dependencies through effective cluster analy-
sis, by the reordering of rows and columns in the matrix [40].

3.2.2 Decompose the Software System into Semantic Rules

Step 2 in the development of the mDSM is to identify and document the interaction
and integration of the subsystems or components. Understanding the direct inter-
actions, or dependencies, among systems elements or subsystems is essential to
developing a complete mDSM. There are two distinct types of direct data flow
interactions, dependencies, in mDSM: inputs and outputs. Inputs are traditionally
annotated by an “X” in a standard DSM at the row and column input pairing at the
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end of each rule. Outputs are traditionally annotated by an “X” in a standard DSM
at the column and row output pairing at the end of each rule. Defining inputs and
outputs allows for the establishment of semantic rules to describe the systems
interactions to be mapped within the mDSM.

3.2.3 Calculate the Evolutionary Stability Metric

We recommend using an evolutionary stability metric suitable to the mDSM that
evaluates the dependencies, or the interactions across the components. As version
stability is extended to inter-component version stability for this purpose of the
mDSM: the same could be accomplished with branch stability, structural stability,
and aggregate stability. The mDSM in this chapter will utilize inter-component
version stability as the metric.

3.2.4 Display the mDSM

The mDSM is built off the decomposition of the system. The mDSM is populated
by utilizing the semantic rules that define the systems interactions, established in
Sect. 4.2. The original DSM convention is In Rows (IR) notation which places
inputs in rows and outputs in columns [39]. The same IR convention is used for the
mDSM, yet in the place of a traditional “X” notation or simple quantification
scheme, a value for the selected evolutionary stability metric will be used.

3.2.5 Clustering

Clustering can be performed via distance penalty algorithms [44] or inspection of
any mDSM. Often, software systems are already componentized or modularized.
Clustering can provide opportunities for improvement and optimization in testing
and design.

3.2.6 mDSM Utilizing Evolutionary Stability Metrics

The mDSM utilizing evolutionary stability metrics will render as a matrix con-
taining a value between [0, 1]. 0 pertains to low evolutionary stability and 1 is high
evolutionary stability. Figure 8 shows a simple mDSM, where A through F are a
systems module and the values, across direct information-level interactions, are the
inter-component version stability of the interactions. Each module is annotated on
the row and column levels.
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4 Case Studies

The Apache Ant and Apache HTTP studies are to introduce a method of mea-
surement of software evolutionary stability utilizing information-level metrics
based upon Kolmogorov complexity. These open-source systems case studies in
Sects. 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 to establish the feasibility and methodology of computation
are critical to the refinement of the mDSM. The closed-source system case study in
Sect. 4.2 builds upon the use of the evolutionary stability metrics applying to a
much more complex system. The mDSM provides a holistic view of a complex
systems evolutionary stability.

4.1 Apache Ant and HTTP with Evolutionary Stability
Metrics

In this chapter, we measure the evolutionary stability of two open-source products,
Apache Ant and Apache HTTP. All available source files were downloaded from
the Apache Software Foundation [38]. The general information about these two
products is summarized in Table 4. For each release (version), all the source code
files are concatenated to create a single text file (string). The program used to
measure the NCD between two files is implemented using C++ with the 7-Zip
compressor [39] in the Windows environment.

In the remainder of this section, we report the results of our studies on various
metrics of software evolutionary stability of Apache Ant and Apache HTTP.

A B C D E F

A A

B B

C .78 C

D .91 D .55

E E

F F

Fig. 8 Example mDSM
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4.1.1 Apache Ant

Figure 9 illustrates the evolution tree of Apache Ant. It is worth noting that in
Branches 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, there is only one release in each of them.

To study version stability according to our definition, there must be some
subsequent releases based on this version. In the case of Apache Ant, we used the
time frame of two subsequent releases to calculate the version stability. Eight out of
the 21 releases satisfy the time frame requirement. Their version stability is shown
in Table 5. It can be seen that in our study period, the most stable version is 1.6.3,

Table 4 Summary of Apache Ant and Apache HTTP (up to September 2011)

Ant HTTP

Category Build automation tool Web server

Language Java C

Source code file *.java *.c, *.h

Initial release 2000 1995

Number of branches 8 5

Total releases 21 84

Fig. 9 The evolution tree of Apache Ant
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which has version stability 0.998; the most unstable version is 1.6.1, which has
version stability 0.914. These values can be interpreted as the following: From
Version 1.6.3 to Versions 1.6.4 and 1.6.5, 99.8 % of the source code remains
unchanged; From Version 1.6.1 to Versions 1.6.2 and 1.6.3, 91.4 % of the source
code remains unchanged.

The measurement of version stability is expected to decrease with the increase of
evolution time frame. This observation is illustrated in Fig. 10, where the evolution
stabilities of Versions 1.5.0, 1.6.0, and 1.6.1 are measured with different time
frames. Figure 10 further indicates that software evolution stability is a
time-dependent concept. We can only measure a software product’s evolutionary
stability within a certain time period. There is no absolute measurement of a pro-
duct’s evolutionary stability.

From Fig. 9, we can see that the two longest evolved branches in Ant are 1.5 and
1.6. To see which of these two branches is relatively stable, we calculate their
branch stability. The result shown in Table 6 illustrates that Branch 1.5 is relatively
more stable than Branch 1.6. The result is the same if we compare all five releases

Fig. 10 Version stability
calculated with different
evolution time frames

Table 5 Version stability of selected Ant releases

Version 1.5.0 1.5.1 1.5.2 1.6.0 1.6.1 1.6.2 1.6.3 1.8.0

Subsequent releases used in
the measurement

1.5.1
1.5.2

1.5.2
1.5.3

1.5.3
1.5.4

1.6.1
1.6.2

1.6.2
1.6.3

1.6.3
1.6.4

1.6.4
1.6.5

1.8.1
1.8.2

Version stability 0.956 0.933 0.994 0.932 0.914 0.924 0.998 0.976

Table 6 Branch stability of Ant 1.5 and 1.6

Branch 1.5 1.6 1.6

Versions used in the calculation All 5 releases First 5 releases All 6 releases

Branch stability 0.953 0.912 0.918
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of Branch 1.5 with (a) the first five releases of Branch 1.6 and with (b) the total six
releases of Branch 1.6. Our definition of branch stability (Eq. 6) is based on the
measurement of version distance of every pair of releases in each branch. Therefore,
it reflects the stability of the entire branch as a whole.

4.1.2 Apache HTTP

Figure 11 illustrates the evolution tree of Apache HTTP. There are five branches
and total 84 releases.

Because Branches 1.3, 2.0, and 2.2 have more releases than other branches (2.1
and 2.3), they are selected to study the general trend of version distance. Figure 12
shows the version distance between the first release and its subsequent releases, and
the last release and its previous releases in Branches 1.3, 2.0, and 2.2. It can be seen
that major changes appear in the earlier releases while minor changes appear in the
latter releases, which are reflected by the growth trend of version distances, i.e., the
version distance becomes more stable with the increasing of time.

To further verify our observations, version stability of selected releases is studied
and the result is shown in Fig. 13. The version stability of these releases is calculated
using the subsequent 10-release time frame. It can be seen in all three branches, with
the selected versions, that with revision versions become more stable over time.

Figure 14 illustrates the branch stability of the five branches of
Apache HTTP. Two measures of branch stability are calculated: (1) using all
releases in each branch and (2) using the first five releases in each branch. The latter
case is in accordance with the total number releases in Branch 2.1. It can be seen

Fig. 11 The evolution tree of Apache HTTP
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that Branch 2.2 is most stable in the first five releases while Branch 2.1 is most
stable for all the releases. Branch 1.3 is most unstable in both the two
measurements.

4.1.3 Comparing Apache Ant and Apache HTTP

We studied the version stability and branch stability of Apache Ant and
Apache HTTP in the previous two subsections. In this subsection, we compare the
structure stability and aggregate stability of these two products.

Fig. 12 Version distance between the first release and its subsequent releases and the last release
and its previous releases in Branches a 1.3; b 2.0; and c 2.2
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Figures 15 and 16 show the heat map of version distance between major releases
of Apache Ant and Apache HTTP, respectively. Some long version distances are
found between earlier releases and later releases in Apache Ant. Table 7 further
shows that Apache HTTP is structurally more stable than Apache Ant.

Fig. 13 Version stability of
selected releases in Branches
a 1.3; b 2.0; and c 2.2
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The aggregate stability in Table 7 also shows that Apache HTTP is a bit more
stable than Apache Ant despite the fact that Apache HTTP has more releases than
Apache Ant.

Fig. 14 Branch stability of Apache HTTP

Fig. 15 Heat map of version distances between major releases of Apache Ant
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4.2 Enterprise Study with mDSM

We performed a case study on the enterprise resource planning (ERP) system of a
multi-national conglomerate with diverse product lines in defense, aerospace, and
commercial with a combined total of approximately 40,000 employees and 12
billion dollars in annual net revenue. The organization has unsuccessfully attempted
to replace their ERP, in whole, once every five years or in parts (replacement of a
sub-system), every two years for the last 10 years. While multiple factors play into
these system implementation failures, common factors exist: the lack of stakeholder
understanding of systems interactions, how those interactions impact other systems
in the system of systems, and by how the systems stakeholders define successful
outcomes across systems metrics. Regardless of the number of consultants and

Fig. 16 Heat map of version distance between major releases of Apache HTTP

Table 7 Structure stability
and aggregate stability of
Apache Ant and
Apache HTTP [46, 47]

Ant HTTP

Number of major releases 8 5

Number of releases 21 84

Structure stability 0.270 0.403

Aggregate stability 0.441 0.470
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toolsets used, the stakeholders did not accurately assess the complexities of their
systems. A new tool is needed to rationalize and aide future architectural decisions.

This particular complex software system was chosen for case study for three
reasons: The system meets the definition of a complex system, the number of
system implementation failures, and the author’s ability to study and access the
system of systems. The systems interactions of interest for this study are data flow
interactions. The data flow interactions are of particular interest because the orga-
nization is managed via these data flow interactions. A system within the system
either inputs data to a subsystem or outputs data to a subsystem.

The ERP system of this organization is modular: loosely coupled between
modules and highly cohesive within modules. The technological landscape is very
diverse—it includes DB2 on IBM i-Series (AS400), Microsoft SQL Server on
Microsoft Windows, and Oracle on Unix. Users interact with the data through Java
and .Net web applications, dumb terminals (green screen), and various reporting
technologies. While this case study’s subject is ERP, the same process is applicable
to any system: natural or artificial. The metrics chosen and the interactions explored
would merely be defined to the systems requirements.

ERP systems are complex software systems that support organizations. ERP
systems support organizations functional areas such as operations, engineering,
finance, human resources, and trade compliance. ERP system implementations are
difficult, costly, and prone to failure. High-profile ERP implementation failures are
well documented across multiple industries [1, 4]. This highlights the need for the
rationalization of software systems during design and testing.

4.2.1 Case ERP Decomposition

The case study ERP is made up of operations, engineering, trade compliance,
finance, human resources (HR), and customer relationship management
(CRM) systems. (i) Operations. The operations, or supply chain, system can be
decomposed into the following systems: (a) capacity planning—utilization of
machines, people, and bottleneck avoidance, (b) inventory management—manag-
ing raw materials through finished goods, (c) manufacturing execution systems
(MES)—tracking materials and labor for overall cost of production, work
instructions, machine interactions (programmable logic controllers, PLCs), and
quality tracking, (d) master planning/forecasting—business development forecast
allows planning for resources, materials, timing, and planned orders, (e) materials
resource planning (MRP)—generates all material needs in the form of requisitions
or purchase orders for actual customer orders (firm) and planned orders, (f) order
processing—all actual customer (firm) orders, (g) procurement—purchasing
materials or services, (h) production scheduling—daily production schedule for the
manufacturing floor, (i) receiving—receipt of shipments, (j) shipping—final
inspection and generation of invoice, shipping of product. (ii) Engineering. The
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engineering system is decomposed into the following systems: (a) computer-aided
design (CAD)—design and product drawings, (b) revision control—changes to any
specification in product or projects, (c) product life cycle management (PLM)—life
cycle of the product from order to ship, engineering drawings, and specifications.
(iii) Trade Compliance. The trade compliance system has no sub-systems. Trade
compliance is responsible for regulation of vendors and vetting of customers prior
to shipment. (iv) Finance. The finance system can be decomposed into the fol-
lowing systems: (a) accounts payable (AP)—tracks and pays invoices, (b) accounts
receivable (AR)—cash collection against shipping invoices, (c) earned value
management (EVM)—calculates the progress of a product or service against a
project plan, (d) fixed assets (FA)—tracks depreciable assets, (e) general ledger
(GL)—tracks all financial transactions, (f) payroll—payment for labor, (g) pro-
ject/cost accounting—tracks actual costs to a project, important in cost plus con-
tracts, (h) timekeeping—labor tracking. (iv) Human Resources (HR). The human
resources system is made up of the following systems: (a) benefits—management of
benefit providers and employee benefits, (b) learning management system (LMS),
(c) skills matrix—skill sets of employees across the organization, (d) succession
planning—development and plan for future organizational leadership. (v)
Customer Relationship Management (CRM). The customer relationship man-
agement system is utilized by business development to manage sales and customer
service. This system is not broken down into any sub-systems. The semantic rules
in Table 8 are broken down by row, column pairings within the mDSM matrix. For
example, semantic rule 1, capacity planning inputs into FA (r:1, c:18), is annotated
in row 1, column 18 of the mDSM matrix.

4.2.2 Calculate the Inter-component Version Stability

Figure 17 shows the major revisions evolution tree of the case ERP over the last
10 years. In order to extract and infer additional information from each component
interaction, we calculate the inter-component version stability (Eq. 5) of each
inter-component interaction. As in Sect. 4.1, we again utilize a program to measure
the NCD between two component files as implemented using C++ with the 7-Zip
compressor [39] in the Windows environment. For example, using semantic rule
number 1, we calculate the version stability of row 1, column 18, capacity planning
(CP) and the version stability of FA, using Eq. 4. The results of VS of CP and VS
of FA are then calculated with Eq. 5. Therefore, using Eq. 4, VS of CP
(11.0.2.0) = 1 − (VD(11.0.2.0, 11.0.3.2) + VD(11.0.2.0, 11.1.1.2))/2 and VS of
FA(11.0.2.0) = 1 − (VD(11.0.2.0, 11.0.3.2) + VD(11.0.2.0, 11.1.1.2))/2. Using
Eq. 5, VS of CP(11.0.2.0) + VS of FA(11.0.2.0)/2 gives us the inter-component
version stability of capacity planning and fixed assets components. The result is a
number between [0, 1] with 0 exhibiting the lowest stability and 1 being stable. This
is calculated for every interaction within the mDSM.
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Table 8 Semantic rules

1. Capacity Planning inputs into Fixed Assets
(r:1, c:18)

25. Shipping outputs to Order Processing
(c:10, r:6)

2. Capacity Planning inputs into Time Keeping
(r:1, c:19)

26. Order Processing inputs into Shipping
(r:6, c:10)

3. Manufacturing Execution Systems inputs
into Order Processing (r:3, c:6)

27. Order Processing outputs to Shipping
(c:6, r:10)

4. Manufacturing Execution Systems inputs
into Inventory Mgmt (r:3, c:2)

28. Inventory management inputs into
Shipping (r:2, c:10)

5. Master Planning/Forecasting inputs into
Order Processing (r:4, c:6)

29. Inventory Management outputs to
Shipping (c:2, r:10)

6. Master Planning/Forecasting inputs into
Capacity Planning (r:4, c:1)

30. Inventory Management outputs to GL
(c:2, r:19)

7. Master Planning/Forecasting inputs into
Inventory Management (r:4, c:2)

31. Receiving inputs into Inventory
Management (r:9, c:2)

8. Material Resource Planning inputs into
Inventory Management (r:5, c:1)

32. Receiving inputs into Procurement (r:9,
c:7)

9. Material Resource Planning inputs into
Order Processing (r:5, c:6)

33. Receiving outputs to Inventory
Management (c:9, r:2)

10. Material Resource Planning inputs into
Procurement (r:5, c:7)

34. Receiving outputs to Accounts Payable
(c:9, r:16)

11. Order Processing inputs into Capacity
Planning (r:6, c:1)

35. Accounts Payable inputs into GL (r:15,
c:19)

12. Order Processing inputs into Trade
Compliance (r:6, c:14)

36. Accounts Payable outputs to GL (c:15,
r:19)

13. Procurement inputs into Material Resource
Planning (r:7, c:5)

37. Accounts Receivable inputs into GL
(r:16, c:19)

14. Procurement inputs into Trade Compliance
(r:7, c:14)

38. Accounts Receivable outputs to GL
(c:16, r:19)

15. Procurement outputs to GL (c:7, r:19) 39. Benefits outputs to Payroll (c:23, r:20)

16. Production Scheduling inputs into Capacity
Planning (r:8, c:1)

40. Timekeeping outputs to Payroll (c:22,
r:20)

17. Production Scheduling inputs into Order
Processing (r:8, c:6)

41. Payroll inputs into Time Keeping (r:20,
c:22)

18. Production Scheduling inputs into
Inventory Management (r:8, c:2)

42. Payroll outputs to GL (c:20, r:19)

19. Production Scheduling inputs into
Timekeeping (r:8, c:22)

43. Computer Aided Design inputs into
PLM (r:11, c:12)

20. Shipping inputs into Inventory
Management (r:10, c:2)

44. Computer Aided Design outputs to PLM
(c:11, r:12)

21. Shipping inputs into Order Processing
(r:10, c:6)

45. Revision Control inputs into PLM (r:13,
c:12)

22. Shipping inputs into Trade Compliance
(r:10, c:6)

46. Revision Control outputs to PLM (c:13,
r:12)

(continued)
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4.2.3 Render the Case ERP mDSM

The Case ERP mDSM is rendered by placing the calculated inter-component
evolutionary stability value on every direct dependency within the software system.
Once rendered, we can inspect the stability of the interactions of the software
system. The case ERP mDSM is shown in Fig. 18.

Table 8 (continued)

23. Shipping outputs to Inventory Management
(c:10, r:2)

47. Skills Matrix inputs into Learning
Management System (r:25, c:24)

24. Shipping outputs to Account Receivables
(c:10, r:16)

48. Succession Planning inputs into Skills
Matrix (r:26, c:25)

Fig. 17 The evolution tree of case ERP

Fig. 18 mDSM of case ERP
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4.3 Results of mDSM Using Evolutionary Stability Metric

Overall, the case ERP is very stable as realized in the mDSM in Fig. 18. The use of
the evolutionary stability metric, inter-component version stability, in the mDSM
provides information for where we should focus design and testing efforts. The
evolutionary stability of components within the operations module is very high.
This is the result of manufacturing processes that have not changed in nearly
20 years. The case ERPs high level of stability may explain the difficulty of
replacing the overall ERP. Following, we will examine the less stable interactions.

Examining column 14, showing the interaction of the trade compliance com-
ponents interaction with order processing at row 6, procurement at row 7, and
shipping at row 10, exhibits low evolutionary stability over the last 10 years of the
systems evolution. The trade compliance component interaction with above-stated
components is where systems design and testing efforts should be focused.
Compliance in trade had become a very important issue for the organization, and
efforts were made to address new trade regulations, automate compliance, and to
avoid fines from the US government. That led to multiple changes in the trade
compliance component and to instability with highly evolved system components
in the operations module.

In rows 11 and 12, CAD and PLM, respectively, we find a lower than average
evolutionary stability. Again, a place where design and testing should focus.
As CAD programs were upgraded over the last 10 years, the requirements of the
data captured from the CAD drawings were expanded and required structural
changes at both the application and data interaction level.

In row 20, the Payroll component, we see lower than average evolutionary
stability with the timekeeping and benefits components. Nearly continuous design,
development, and testing efforts take place to manage the interaction among these
components. Yearly changes to benefits providers and worldwide tax law changes
contribute to the lack of stability in these components.

4.4 Impacts to Design and Testing

4.4.1 Abstraction

Abstraction in software systems engineering is the technique of removing the
complexity from the intricate details out of the design or testing of a system.
Software system testers, designers, and stakeholders have very little need to
understand the system at the level of detail of a systems developer or even systems
architect. The mDSM utilizing evolutionary stability allows for abstraction: it
provides a high-level view of the system that allows understanding and rational-
ization of the software system as whole without knowing the lower level details.
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Abstraction also provides a clear view of potential integration and interface issues
that can drive testing and design decisions.

4.4.2 Traceability

Traceability refers to how changes to one artifact impact other artifacts and
therefore set in motion a cascade of changes [43]. Understanding downstream
impact is important to future state systems and change management, especially
when understanding impact of systems replacement. The mDSM provides devel-
opers, testers, designers, and stakeholders with the knowledge of how systems
control will be impacted and upfront knowledge to potential downstream system
impacts.

4.4.3 Optimization

The mDSM provides a matrix view that can be optimized through clustering. The
case ERP is pre-clustered by its higher level modules. Optimization of effort for
testing and design are keys in this case. The mDSM utilizing an evolutionary
stability metric provides clarity to where development, testing, and design efforts
must be focused.

4.4.4 Boundaries

Viewing the lower triangular of the mDSM, we expect to see higher values for
evolutionary stability. On the lower triangular, we expect to see generally lower
values of evolutionary stability. The expectation for this in the case ERP is that the
system in its entirety is highly evolutionarily stable and very modular. We expect
high cohesion within in the higher level modules of operations, engineering, trade
compliance, finance, human resources, and CRM. And loose coupling between the
higher level modules. High stability in the highly cohesive lower triangular and
lower stability in the loosely coupled upper triangular.

4.4.5 Requirements of Modeling

The mDSM methodology utilizing evolutionary stability provides the software
tester or designer a mechanism for decomposing modeling requirements to software
components. This componentization provides an opportunity for the tester or
designer to distill modeling requirements to an easily consumable matrix. The
model itself provides direction for testing and design requirements. Model-based
approaches provide a systematic way to identify requirements issues [45].
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4.4.6 Model Validation

Model-based approaches are able to detect design and testing defects [45].
Therefore, allowing testers and designers the ability to validate the model. Given
the use of the mDSM with the case ERP, we can quickly determine impacts to
model. The mDSM provides a simple view of a complex software system. A way to
quickly validate that the software system will meet desired criteria and where
design and testing should focus.

5 Advantages of mDSM for Design and Testing
Rationalization

Testing software and designing software without any iteration are challenges yet to
be won! Bugs and issues are reported from software that is in use all the time.
Software evolves with the aim to fix bugs, identify issues, and to add additional
features. mDSM approach offers a meaningful way to optimize the number of test
cases while fixing bugs and issues. In fact, one can even quantify the required
number of test cases in most cases.

As stated earlier, the first step in mDSM is to decompose software components.
The evolutionary metrics will highlight dependencies or interaction among com-
ponents. Stated in another way, evolutionary metrics will outline the coupling and
cohesion between components. The same can be extended to component-based
DSM as well. If components are loosely coupled and autonomous, then testing
should focus on “black box” approach, as the functionality of the component in
terms of input and output remain unchanged. Once the approach is confined to
black box testing, then test cases relevant to the component that has evolved or
changed alone need to be executed. As mentioned earlier, one can apply appropriate
techniques to quantify and identify the relationship between software evolution and
test cases that need to be executed.

Just in case if the software evolution results in additional features or enhance-
ments to functionality, then only test cases to test the additional or “delta” func-
tionality need to be executed. If this results in any change to the interaction matrix,
then test cases as appropriate need to be executed as well.

From a management point of view, version stability defined by mDSM approach
provides a rule of thumb to decide on the effort estimation for testing. Version
stability score and test efforts are inversely proportional with mDSM. The higher
the version stability score, the lower the test efforts needed. Since our version
stability metric identifies the percentage of source code that changed between
versions, the less changes in source code must result in lower test efforts. This
provides an excellent insight since it is not uncommon to find case studies where all
test cases of a module are run if any change is made to the module in question and
very little attention, if any, is addressed to the amount of change and its impact.
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5.1 Evolutionary Stability Across Generations

The mDSM utilizing evolutionary stability provides a means to provide a holistic
view across generations of software systems. This allows for the examination of a
software systems adaptability over time and versions providing areas of focus for
software systems designers and testers. The insight into adaptability is that the more
evolutionarily stable a software system component is the less likely the system will
be able to quickly adapt to change. Testers, designers, and developers need to take
this into account when rapid software changes are required.

5.2 Modularization of Model

The mDSM provides the methodology to quickly decompose and modularize a
software system. Individual component interaction can be mathematically realized
to understand the stability or instability of a software components interaction
without losing the view of the entire system. This view influences scenario-based
simulation and testing, allowing for greater impact examination. Impact examina-
tion directs additional testing and design efforts.

5.3 Rationalization of Design and Test Scenarios

Rationalization of design and test scenarios can be realized through the mDSM
model without making changes to the software system. Change impacts can be
viewed through the model. We can easily validate and rationalize design and test
scenarios based upon interactions with low stability. This provides direction for
where test and design utilization should be focused.

5.4 Baseline or Benchmarking for Design and Testing

The mDSM model can be utilized as a baseline or benchmark to establish future
design feasibility and benchmark testing. In relation to evolutionary stability, we
can use the benchmark that provides the greatest stability, exhibiting less bugs, and
having a high quality. New versions could be viewed as a modification to the
benchmark. As such, we could reduce potential of regression faults and perform
benchmark and comparative testing. Benchmarking and comparative testing with
the mDSM improve the effectiveness of testing.
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5.5 Innovation Through Rationalization

If we can quickly rationalize a software system and address interactions that exhibit
low evolutionary stability the greater our ability to advance software to market. In
order to be innovative, transformational, and disruptive, we must be able to quickly
rationalize architectural and informational level decisions. By zeroing in on prob-
lem areas, we can pinpoint where testing and design efforts should be focused.

6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied software evolutionary stability based on Kolmogorov
complexity and NCD and the mDSM based upon the extension of the DSM
methodology. We introduced and defined several metrics to measure the evolu-
tionary stability of evolving software artifacts and how they could be applied to a
closed-source software system with the mDSM. We performed case studies on two
open-source products, Apache HTTP and Apache Ant, and one closed-source ERP
which showed that information-level evolutionary stability metrics and the mDSM
can provide additional tools for software evolutionary stability measurement and
the rationalization of software systems testing and design decisions

Software evolutionary stability is an important measurement for testing and
design rationalization. No single metric is expected to be universally applicable to
all software artifacts. The combination of architecture-level visualization of systems
with the mDSM and information-level metrics assists in monitoring the software
evolution process, identifying stable or unstable software artifacts, rationalization of
testing and design focus, systems architectural rationalization and provides a means
to be more competitive, disruptive, and innovative in the market place.

mDSM helps software development teams to identify appropriate test method-
ology viz. black box versus white box, as well as, the number and type of test cases
to be executed as software evolves through its metrics such as version stability and
NCD. By overlaying the mDSM to tune traditional testing mechanisms over
multiple versions of software releases provides the opportunity for development
projects to adopt a repeatable metrics-based approach to software quality. Table 9
provides a comparison of evolutionary stability metrics, and Table 10 provides a
summary of analysis techniques for testing and design that can be made with the
mDSM.

6.1 Future Work

Future work would include utilizing the mDSM with evolutionary stability for
establishing baselines for design, testing, development, and deployment.
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Table 9 Comparisons of evolutionary stability metrics

Authors Reference Type Strength Weakness

Nakamura
and Basili

[26] Architecture
level

Capable of capturing
the big picture:
architecture evolution

Not suitable for
measuring single
module evolution

Kelly [27] Program
level

Unified metrics suite;
easy to understand by
human being

Only applicable to
source code and might
be biased due to the fact
that single measure is
used in a metric

Yu and
Ramaswamy

[28] Program
level

Combination of
measures are used
together in a metric to
reduce bias introduced
by a single measure

Only applicable to
measuring the evolution
of source code, not
applicable to other
artifacts, such as
specification and design

Yu and
Threm

This
chapter

Information
level

Applicable to
measuring the evolution
of any software
artifacts, not limited to
source code

Not easy to comprehend
by human being, due to
the fact that the
measurement is
performed at the binary
level

Table 10 mDSM summary

Applied area Type mDSM

Architecture description and analysis Dependencies X

Inter-component dependencies X

Integration points X

Interfaces X

Accepts multiple variables (metrics) X

Accepts parameterized variables X

Interaction between metrics X

Description of component-based system X

Application level analysis Problem determination X

Change impact analysis Change prediction X

Evolutionary stability X

Requirement change impact X

Modularization Undesired dependency removal X

Quality Prediction of defects and failures X

Traceability and feature analysis Link requirements analysis and design X

Feature location and analysis X
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Exploration of the mDSM with alternative metrics and different levels of abstrac-
tion. Additional work around the combination and complement of information-level
metrics to architectural-level and program-level metrics will be also be explored.
Determining impact dependent on audience: user, developer, designer, or tester.
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Testing as a Service

Pankhuri Mishra and Neeraj Tripathi

Abstract Testing as a Service (TaaS) [1] is gaining acceptance in software engi-
neering industry for it finds outsourcing of testing a viable option for both, adhering
to software production timeline and making testing cost-effective while not making
compromise in product quality. In consequence, few companies have started
offering tools automating TaaS process. This chapter highlights on this upcoming
concept and presents a generic model explaining the steps involved in TaaS. It also
explains use of cloud technology for TaaS implementation. This aims at effective
utilization of resources while delivering a testing service. In addition, a pricing
model for test outsourcing is proposed.
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1 Introduction

Software [2] is a set of machine-readable instructions to perform specific opera-
tions. With various devices so embedded in our lives, we are more dependent on
software than ever before. From the alarm clock that wakes us up, transport that
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helps us commute, ATMs for money withdrawal, smart phones for communication
to television for entertainment, almost everything runs on the software.

Software plays such an important role in our life, so it is of utmost importance to
ensure software quality. Testing is the process of verifying the quality of any
product. Let us consider an example from the textile industry. While buying
clothes, we expect them to be durable, have appropriate size and long-lasting color.
Before selling a cloth, it is the seller’s responsibility to test these basic features of
the cloth or in short, the seller is responsible for the quality of the cloth.

Software testing is the process where software engineers must assure the quality
and correctness of any software before selling it to the customers. Any compromise
in software testing can cause huge monetary loss, sometimes even loss of human
lives; e.g., In Scotland, a Chinook helicopter crashed due to a software defect and
all 29 passengers got killed [3]. Arianne-5 rocket was set to deliver a payload of
satellites into Earth’s orbit, but a software defect caused 27 seconds delay and
eventually resulted in the mission failure. More than 370 million dollars were lost
in this mission [4]. A study by the National Institute of Standards and Technology,
USA, found that every year software defects cost the US economy $59.5 billion [5].
To elaborate software testing, let us consider a flight-booking portal. It is the portal
owner’s responsibility to ensure correctness of the information on the portal.

Each software development company hires, especially skilled testers for testing
products. Testing is about 25 % of software life cycle [6]. It is the tester’s
responsibility to

1. Set up the test environment by positioning the right set of machines. For
example, for the flight-booking portal, we need various devices like laptop,
tablet, and mobile of various screen sizes to make sure user interfaces (UI) work
for all the devices.

2. Write expected behavior for various features and tests to verify. This phase is
termed as creating a test plan. For the flight-booking portal, we ensure that all
the flight information including seat availability is correct. Based on given
information, a test plan should cover test cases to verify all the functionalities
the portal provides.

3. Once a product is ready, it has to be tested under various setups and environ-
ments. For the flight-booking portal, we need to test its usability, scalability, and
performance on various device setups.

Software testing can be of various types [7], a tester mainly considers following
testing types while creating test plans:

1. Functional Testing—Test the software output and verify whether it is the same
as mentioned in the requirements specification.

2. Integration testing—Test various software modules to verify combined func-
tionality after integration. For the flight-booking portal, we have various mod-
ules like portal UI to display the flight information and database to store flight
information. It is important to verify that the information displayed on the portal
is same as that stored in the database.
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3. Sanity testing—In sanity testing, we test just the basic feature and ignore the
secondary features. Sanity testing is the subset of functional testing and we
perform sanity testing, when we do not have enough time for complete testing.
For flight-booking portal, displaying correct flight name and seat availability are
primary features. In sanity testing, we might overlook if some flights are missing
from the portal but there should be no wrong information.

4. Regression testing—Test the complete product after modification of a module.
For a flight-booking portal, it is important to ensure that addition of information
like adding a new flight detail or modification to a module should not risk the
correctness of the portal.

5. Load/Stress testing—Test under heavy loads to determine at what point the
system’s response time degrades or fails. This is accomplished by making a
system respond to both fast evolving data stream and large volume of data as
inputs. Incase of a flight-booking portal, at any point of time, if thousands of
users are trying to book flights, the portal should be able to handle them with
reasonable response time.

6. Usability testing—To test whether a new user can use the software easily. The
product should have help or tips whenever needed. A flight-booking portal
needs to have help and warning notes wherever needed.

As discussed above, in traditional testing model, testers set up a testing envi-
ronment, create test plans, and execute the test plans. We discussed various testing
types. Overall, the model looks promising. However, the traditional testing model
has a few challenges such as:

1. High cost: Usually, the cost associated with building test expertise, buying or
creating best automation tools, and maintaining test infra is very high especially
for small and medium businesses. Moreover, we do not use test resources during
complete software product life cycle. At times, we do not perform any testing
but need to invest in the test infrastructure maintenance cost. For a
flight-booking portal, we do not need the testing devices all the time, but the
maintenance associated with them is a recurring cost.

2. Lack of Resource flexibility: Traditional models do not allow to staff up testing
experts quickly when needed and release when not required. There are certain
testing experts that software companies need during stress testing, but may not
need for other testing types. As a result, you will have to hire a person per-
manently for limited work. In case of a flight-booking portal, you might want to
test it against security threats and hacks and need to hire specialized testers to
perform security testing. These testers are helpful only after the product is ready.

3. Expense for Advanced Test Environments: Advanced tools, latest devices,
and platforms need frequent updates and are expensive. In case of a
flight-booking portal, with new devices and versions releasing almost every
month, it becomes a bottleneck to have all the latest devices in-house for testing
purpose.
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4. Lack of specialized test expertise: There is a lack of specialized testers. Testers
may need a good amount of ramp-up time for different testing tools and tech-
nologies. Similarly, testers actively working on security domain have the
knowledge of the latest security threats and possible future attacks. The chal-
lenge is to hire these testers for small yet very significant part of testing.

5. Absence of fully Automated Testing: With a growing business, it becomes
difficult to supply a fully managed and automated testing. Usually, managing
manual testing for the large applications becomes more error prone. For a
flight-booking portal, manual UI verification on all the possible devices,
including laptops, tablets, and mobiles is very difficult.

Looking at the best practices and challenges of the traditional testing model
mentioned above, is there a way to continue getting the benefits of the traditional
testing model and transfer the challenges to someone else experienced in that field?

For example, a cloth manufacturer can focus on manufacturing and hire an
external agency to verify the cloth quality. In this way, manufacturers can create a
variety of clothes and the external agency that primarily works on ensuring the cloth
quality can provide the quality assurance.

With respect to the flight-booking example, a company can let developers focus
on building better UI and efficient databases and hire an external agency to verify
the quality of the portal. Also, such agencies can share the devices and testers
available among them and get a better return on investment (ROI).

Testing as a service (TaaS) is a model for outsourcing testing responsibilities to
external and specialized providers. Typically, product owners or the service con-
sumers do some testing in-house that require code knowledge and they require
external expertise in other related areas. Testing requirements become complex with
growing applications. The cost of automation tools and the skilled testers can be
expensive. TaaS becomes a good business case because it gives a good ROI for
optimal usage of skilled resources and tools for testing.

In this chapter, we cover basic concepts on TaaS and its advantages and limi-
tations in detail. Section 2 presents TaaS architecture and Sect. 3 proposes a
framework that enables TaaS. Section 4 gives an imprint of its behavior through an
example. Section 5 proposes TaaS pricing model. The section gives details on how
to measure the efforts and cost for TaaS. Section 6 deals with TaaS on cloud. It
talks about key participants and advantages of TaaS on cloud. The section presents
a strategy for making TaaS working on cloud. The chapter ends in the next section
with a concluding remark.

2 Testing as a Service

“As a Service” solutions are becoming popular as these enable better ROI without
infrastructure investments. In testing, advanced testing efforts require expertise,
large amount of resources, and expensive testing tools. Pay-per-use models allow
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software companies to get what they need and when they need it. As a result, TaaS
solutions are becoming increasingly popular. Let us understand what makes TaaS
delivering a testing service. In this context, next we present an infrastructure that
enables to deliver TaaS.

2.1 TaaS Architecture

TaaS is a service provider and consumer interaction-based model. Service con-
sumer places a request to provider and provider fulfills the request. Priorities are
typically easy user interface, data security, and service availability and most
importantly cost. Figure 1 shows the TaaS architecture.

Let us look at each of these components in detail to understand the components
and the interaction better.

2.1.1 Service Provider

A service provider provides testing services to any company. The key services
include test consultation, planning, automation, execution, and management.
Figure 2 illustrates the responsibilities of a service provider.

Some of the key driving objectives while planning the testing strategy are:

1. Quality: A number of users, at times millions, interact with the applications or
products. With such high usage and dependency on the data correctness, quality

Fig. 1 TaaS architecture
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is the top priority. Service providers create real-world environments to test
applications. Quality is the key objective for any TaaS provider.

2. Efficiency: Service providers focus on reducing cost by centralized testing, tools
optimization, and overall resource effectiveness. This results in faster testing and
early identification of issues.

3. Revenue: Service providers focus on building expertise in-house. This helps to
generate more revenues and expand the testing domains.

Figure 3 shows the responsibilities of a service provider.
Time invested in planning helps in a long way. It avoids any confusion later

between the service provider and the consumer. The service provider needs to take
care of following factors while planning.

1. Identify all the platforms on which the product is applicable.
2. Document the business and functional requirements.
3. Evaluate testing efforts.
4. Plan for revising testing efforts on regular interval.
5. Plan a postmortem meeting after every release.

Fig. 2 Responsibilities of a service provider

Fig. 3 Responsibilities of a
service provider
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6. Identify the effective communication mechanism. For example, communicate
bugs or issues through e-mails.

2.1.2 Service Consumer

A service consumer uses the outsourcing model to get a service and pay for it
accordingly [8]. Automated regression testing, security testing, performance testing,
monitoring and testing of cloud-based applications, and testing of major ERP
software such as SAP are most suited candidates for TaaS model since they require
expertise and infrastructure. TaaS is also a promising solution for smaller business
houses, who do not have the resources to invest in testing skills and want to focus
entirely on product development.

When a service consumer moves to TaaS model, the consumer needs to establish
a well-defined process, identify the specific testing area where TaaS is applicable,
and align development teams to TaaS model. Therefore, preparing a high-level
transformation road map is important in achieving the benefits of TaaS model.

A consumer cannot simply jump to an end-point but must plan series of phases.
These include

1. Identify current test model and verify whether to move complete testing or any
specific tests to TaaS.

2. Select the service provider based on the testing requirements for better ROI.
3. Start the transition with smaller release cycles and pilot programs.
4. Clearly define the testing requirements before release cycles.

Figure 4 highlights role of consumers in TaaS model.
After the pilot program, the consumer assesses the effectiveness of the current

model. The service consumer considers following points before deciding to con-
tinue with the service provider:

• Communication is the key so it is important to establish an engagement model.
• Identifying how well the service provider aligns to the process.
• A mechanism to monitor the performance of services through service level

agreements (SLAs).
• The payment mechanism suits the consumer needs with no hidden cost.

Fig. 4 Role of a consumer in TaaS
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2.1.3 Interaction Between a Service Provider and a Consumer

Service consumer initially shares the test requirements with the provider. The
requirements include product details, type of testing needed, and timelines. Based
on the requirements, service provider calculates the total cost and creates a test plan.
Based on prices, the consumer can negotiate with the provider regarding the total
cost. The consumer can also choose among the services offered by the provider.
After finalizing the contract, the provider performs the testing and shares the results
with the consumer. Figure 5 shows the flow of interaction between the service
provider and the consumer.

Service provider interacts with the consumer typically over e-mails. Initially,
service provider should have a few in person meetings and communication with the
consumer to speed up the process. It also helps to establish an initial trust between
the provider and the consumer. However, the most common model is service
providers having their Web portals. Service consumers can use these portals for any
kind of communication.

2.2 TaaS Enablers

Now, we understand the TaaS architecture and various roles involved in TaaS. At
this time, let us look at the factors favorable to TaaS:

1. In the past, software companies looked at testing as investments done for pro-
duct quality. Today, software companies explore options to reduce testing costs
and consider external experts to perform testing.

Fig. 5 Interaction between consumer and provider
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2. TaaS framework has ability to provide testing services to several clients in
parallel on optimizing usage of testing resources.

3. Earlier, due to network bandwidth constraints, software companies preferred to
have co-located product development and testing teams. Improvements in net-
work quality over the past few years enable teams to work seamlessly from
different locations.

Table 1 illustrates the difference between traditional model and TaaS.
TaaS allows the service consumer to focus on its core strength rather than putting

efforts in testing. The service consumer does not invest any time and efforts to create
and maintain test environments and resources. Testing should be a black box to the
consumer. Considering all these factors, TaaS looks promising. TaaS is certainly a
big leap in test outsourcing. Table 1 presents a comparison between traditional
testing model and TaaS model. From six different criterias that are vital to testing, the
strength of TaaS is observable from the comparison drawn in the table.

2.3 Moving from Traditional Testing to TaaS

As described above, TaaS looks promising. Let us consider the efforts involved in
moving from traditional testing to TaaS. This transition [9] from traditional testing
to TaaS involves positive risks. Let us understand the initiating point, key steps and
challenges involved in moving from traditional testing to TaaS. Figure 6 outlines
the systematic flow [10].

• Identify goals: The service consumer needs to understand the goal when moving
to TaaS. This goal can be to focus on core, cost savings, service of experts, etc.

Table 1 Comparison of traditional model and TaaS

Traditional TaaS

Supported methodologies like agile/scrum/waterfall Available Available

Test environments Manual On demand

Test data Manually generated Dynamically sanitized

Test framework Manual + automated Automated

Test tools Manually purchased On demand

Test documentation Not required Compulsory

Fig. 6 Transition from tradition model to TaaS
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• Document Requirements: A service consumer needs to do a thorough job in
listing requirements. This includes putting details of the components to be
tested, supported devices, technology preferences if any, performance consid-
erations, security, scalability options, etc.

• Service provider selection: Based on the requirements, a service consumer selects
a service provider who is an expert in testing domain. The service consumer
checks the past record of service providers, calls for proposals from service
providers, and compares the various proposals received to make a decision.

• Performance checkpoint: A service consumer needs to assess the performance of
a service provider at regular intervals on defined parameters. The service con-
sumer plans corrective actions based on the assessment findings. Then after
availing the service, the consumer shares constructive feedback with the service
provider.

2.4 TaaS Limitations

As described in preceding sections, TaaS is beneficial to consumers and providers.
We looked at TaaS enablers in Sect. 2.4. However, TaaS also has a few limitations.

Figure 7 gives an overview of the major limitations with TaaS.

3 TaaS Infrastructure

We have discussed TaaS concepts in detail. In this section, we are presenting a
generic framework for TaaS. We are building this framework to achieve complete
TaaS implementation from requirements gathering to sharing test results including

Fig. 7 TaaS limitations
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test plan creation, pricing, test execution, and interactions between a service pro-
vider and a consumer.

Figure 8 gives an overview of the proposed TaaS framework.
As shown in Fig. 8, the service provider exposes an interface to the service

consumer. The consumer places a request, by sharing all the testing requirements
through the interface. The service provider internally processes the requirements
and provides a test plan. After the service consumer confirms the test plan, the
service provider shares pricing details. Once the service consumer accepts the
pricing, the service provider executes the test cases and shares the test results with
the consumer.

The proposed TaaS framework has three main components: interface, test
consultation unit, and test execution unit. Let us look at these units in detail.

3.1 Interface

The service provider exposes interface unit to a service consumer. The unit contains
the user interface and keeps internal processing abstract. Therefore, the consumer
need not worry about the internal processing.

Fig. 8 TaaS framework
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Fig. 10 Class diagram for interface

Fig. 9 Flowchart for
interface unit
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As shown in Fig. 9, the service provider receives test requirements from the
service consumer through interface using ReceiveTestingRequirements method.
After receiving the test requirements, interface invokes GetTestPlan method to get
the test plan from test consultation unit. Through ShareAndFinaliseTestPlan
method, interface shares this test plan with the service consumer. Once the con-
sumer approves the test plan, interface invokes GetPricingModel method to get the
pricing from test consultation unit. Interface shares this pricing model with the
service consumer in ShareAndFinalisePricingModel method. After the consumer
agrees upon the pricing model, interface invokes InstructTestCaseExecution
method from test execution unit. After test execution, interface invokes
ShareTestResults method to share the test results with the service consumer.

Figure 10 shows the class diagram for interface.

3.2 Test Consultation

Test consultation unit mainly creates the test plan based on the consumer’s
requirements and generates the price accordingly. Figure 11 shows an overview of
test consultation unit.

Fig. 11 Test consultation unit
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As shown in Fig. 11, test consultation unit does not directly interact with the
consumer. It gets the instructions and details from the interface.

Test consultation unit mainly offers two functionalities:
Test plan generator: The framework provides the support for test plan creation

based on requirements specified by the consumer. It fetches test cases from an
existing repository and updates the test plan. When the test plan generator does not
find any test cases in Test case repository, it updates the test plan with no test cases
found message.

Pricingcalculator:The frameworkprovides ageneric support to calculate theprice.
Section 5 in this chapter provides more details on how the service provider and the
consumerdecideprice.Theagreedupon test service cost is stored inPricing repository.

Let us look at these functionalities in detail.

3.2.1 Test Plan Generator

Figure 12 shows the flowchart for test plan generator. The interface first invokes the
ProcessTestRequirement method. This method reads the test requirements shared
by a consumer and converts the requirements into a standard format understandable
by the framework.

Based on the requirements, the GenerateTestScenarios method generates a set of
user test scenarios. GetScenarioDependents method identifies the devices
(phone/tablet/laptop, etc.) and the operating system versions on which the product
needs to be tested. Simultaneously, FetchApplicableTestCases method gets required
test cases from test case repository. There can be manual or semiautomated

Fig. 12 Flowchart for test plan generator
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(ReviewAndUpdate) intervention to modify/add test cases if required. On finalization
of test cases GenerateTestPlanmethod is invoked to create final device-dependent test
plan. Figure 13 shows the class diagram for TestPlanGenerator class.

3.2.2 Pricing Calculator

Figure 14 shows the flowchart for Pricing calculator.
Pricing calculator interacts with the interface unit of Fig. 11. The framework

provides a support to process a test plan and identify testing units. Section 5

Fig. 13 TestPlanGenerator
class

Fig. 14 Flowchart for
Pricing calculator
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explains testing units. After identifying testing units, interface fetches the price per
unit and gets its dependents. As mentioned earlier in test consultation unit, these
dependents represent the devices and software platforms on which an application
needs to be tested. In case a platform is not available with a service provider, the
cost of building/hiring new platform is also included. After all these calculations,
GeneratePricingModel method generates the final price for testing of an application.

Figure 15 shows the class for price calculation unit.

3.3 Test Execution

Test execution unit is responsible for automating or reusing the test cases, executing
required test cases, and sharing test results based on the test plan shared by the
interface. Figure 16 shows an overview of test execution unit.

Let us look at the operations performed by test execution unit in detail:

• Automate test cases: The framework supports to add new test cases and modify
or reuse the existing. As described in Sect. 3.2, if a new test case it added, tester
needs to automate it and add to the test case repository.

• Execute test cases: The executor fetches all the applicable test cases and exe-
cutes them one by one. It understands various test case formats. Accordingly,
the executor executes the test cases. The executor takes care of all the setup
required for a test case.

• Generate the test results: Test result generation is the most critical part of the
framework. In the report generator, we implement the logic to convert the result
of test cases into a readable and user-friendly format. The report uses easy
English or local language, and for better readability, inserts tables and graphs.

In this section, we present a framework that supports above three operations.
This is a generic framework and we can add any number of test cases to it.

Fig. 15 PriceCalculator class
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The below TaaS framework is implemented using C#; users can implement
similar solutions using other languages as well.

3.3.1 Automate Test Cases

For automating a test case, we ensure that all the test files follow a well-defined
convention, as the generic framework understands the files based on this conven-
tion. New test case adds a new test class instead of modifying the existing one.
Tester needs to define a class, inherited from ITestCase called as test class.
ITestCase specifies the methods that a test class needs to implement. Figure 17
shows ITestCase.

Fig. 16 Interaction of interface and test execution unit

Fig. 17 Class for ITestCase
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ITestCase interface has three methods named as Setup, Execute, and
Cleanup. First, we execute the Setup method. The method performs setup steps such
as reading input data, establishing network connection, or reading database. Execute
method contains test case logic. In Execute method, we perform the testing steps.
Cleanup method releases all the resources used in previous two steps. In addition,
Cleanup method deletes temporary files and databases or closes all the network and
database connections. A test case class needs to inherit from ITestCase.

3.3.2 Execute Test Cases

After fetching existing and the newly added test classes, we need to write methods
that support the execution of these test classes. For this purpose, we implement a
test case executor shown in Fig. 18.

The executor fetches all the test class and executes them on the test machine, one
by one. Figure 19 shows code snippet for the method that fetches all the test classes.

Fig. 18 Test case executor

Fig. 19 Method to get all the test classes
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This method reads all the C# classes that inherit from ITestCase. As shown in
Fig. 19, scenarios object fetches all the test classes with respect to a test case
category and returns all scenarios pertaining to a given test case.

Figure 20 shows the basic functionality of test case executor. It first fetches all
the test classes and then executes them one by one as shown in Fig. 20. We can
extend the same method to execute test classes across multiple devices.

3.3.3 Generate Test Results

Now, we have a basic understanding of creating and executing test classes. After
executing all the test cases, it is very important to generate test results. The service
provider needs to share these test results with the consumer. The results include
number of tests executed, outcome, error details for any failure, and time taken, etc.

Code shown in Fig. 21 generates test results.
We use GetAllTestCase method implemented in Fig. 19 to get list of all the test

cases. We read results from all test cases and store in an HTML Object. We are
using .Net libraries in the GenerateReport method to create HTML file. Figure 21
presents a code snippet for generation of test result document.

In this section, we have a presented an abstract implementation of the proposed
generic framework that we can use for TaaS solution. We can add test cases in the
test case repository and extend the executor to execute tests on various devices.
Accordingly, we need to modify the test result generation. In next section, we
present a case study illustrating steps involved in availing a test service by making
use of the proposed framework.

Fig. 20 Method to execute all the test classes
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4 An Experiment

In Sect. 3, we have presented a generic TaaS framework. There we discussed on all
the components of the framework. In this section, we discuss on working of the
framework through an example.

4.1 A Case Study

Let us take flight-booking portal example to understand the application of TaaS
concepts in the real world. The flight-booking portal has multiple flight carriers
operating various domestic and international flights. A user comes to the portal and
gets details for all the flight carriers at a single glance.

The flight-booking portal has to add new flight carriers. Let us look at the
Fig. 22 to understand addition of new flight carrier to the portal.

The flight-booking portal receives the flight details from various flight carriers,
performs validations, applies required transformations, converts the details to
standard XML files, and moves the data to database post-validation. In the current

Fig. 21 Method to generate test results
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scenario, adding a new flight carrier requires testing coordination between the flight
carrier and the company (flight-booking portal). The company needs to maintain a
dedicated team to coordinate with the flight carrier. The team creates required test
plan and executes the test cases as per the test plan.

Suppose, there is a service provider who takes care of testing framework to add a
new flight carrier. Figure 23 shows the interaction between the portal and the
service provider. Service consumer here is the flight-booking portal.

As shown in Fig. 23, service consumer (the portal) shares the testing require-
ments. The service provider assesses the requirements and identifies the compo-
nents involved to fulfill this requirement. The pricing model is decided. We discuss
TaaS pricing model details in Sect. 5. Up to this time, both service provider and the
service consumer understand the requirements and agree on the cost.

From here on, the service provider coordinates with new flight carrier for all the
required testing. Now the company can focus on its core to enrich its database and
provide better user experience.

Figure 24 explains the interaction between flight carrier and service provider.
As shown in Fig. 24, the service provider validates the flight details sent by the

carrier. The provider does validations through automated test cases. As and when,
we need to add a new flight carrier; the service provider fulfills the testing needs.
Now, the flight-booking portal (company) need not maintain the testing infras-
tructure continuously. This results in cost savings for the company as it is using
pay-per-use model. The service provider utilizes the same automated test frame-
work for any new carrier.

Hence, TaaS provides advantage to both service provider and the consumer if
chosen wisely. Taking one more step, we can add this TaaS solution on cloud. We
can use cloud storage for storing the data from the carrier before moving the same
to the database.

Fig. 22 Adding a new flight carrier to flight-booking portal
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Fig. 23 Interaction between a service consumer (portal) and a provider

Fig. 24 Interaction between the flight carrier and the service provider
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4.2 Implementation

In this section, we present an outline implementing the industry example explained
in Sect. 4.1.

As soon as the flight-booking portal places request for testing, the provider
collects the test requirements. Figure 25 shows a few test requirements shared by
the portal.

The service provider gets the requirements from the service consumer through
interface. The interface executes ProcessTestRequirement method to input the
requirements into the framework. After requirements input, the interface executes
GenerateTestScenario method to generate test scenarios. (Refer Sect. 3.1 for
details).

Figure 26 shows test scenarios.
After this, the interface invokes GetScenarioDependent method that generates

dependents shown in Fig. 27.

Fig. 25 Test requirements

Fig. 26 Test scenarios

Fig. 27 Scenario dependents
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In parallel, the interface executes FetchTestCase method that fetches all the
applicable test cases for these scenarios from the existing repository. Figure 28
shows the output of FetchTestCase method.

Next is ReviewAndUpdate method, which is a manual step. In this step, the tester
reviews the test cases and adds the test cases for test scenario 2 for which no test
cases are present in the repository. Figure 29 shows the test cases added by the tester.

Finally, the test plan is generated using GenerateTestPlan method. Figure 30
shows a test plan for different test scenarios to be executed in different platforms.

The service provider shares the test plan with the consumer for review. The
consumer seeks any clarification as needed and finalizes the test plan. Now, the
interface calls Pricing calculator module to estimate test cost and propose to a
service consumer. Test service cost depends on testing units each test case consists
of. A discussion on test service cost is made in the next section.

As explained in Sect. 3.2, the service provider performs testing after consumer
agrees on cost of the service. GetAllTestCases() (Fig. 19) fetches test case code

Fig. 28 Test cases fetched from test case repository

Fig. 29 Test cases added by the tester
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available in the Test case repository, and for other test cases, tester may write test
code. TaaSExecutor (Fig. 18) executes all the test cases with respect to a test plan,
and corresponding test result report is generated.

In this section, we have extended TaaS framework suggested in Sect. 3 to
support an industry example. We hope this brings clarity regarding the framework
implementation. We can extend this framework for supporting multiple service
providers.

5 Pricing Test Service

A test service provider needs to price its service in a logical manner not only for its
cost benefit but also to make a service consumer agreed upon. There are many cost
models for assessing software development cost. All these models primarily con-
sider human efforts, problem complexity, and related issues for pricing software.
Similar, approach for costing a test service can be considered here.

Methods of costing can be either linear or nonlinear. Linear model calculates
cost based on the estimated effort and rate of cost per unit of effort, whereas in the
nonlinear pricing model the cost depends on various factors and varies during the
product life cycle. The nonlinear model provides flexibility to consumers. A service
provider and a consumer explore various options for a task in hand while costing.
Costing for test services can adopt any of these two based on quantum of a service.
A relatively small in size software testing service requiring not much time can adopt
linear model whereas testing of larger size and spanning over long time for various
test conditions can adopt nonlinear model for costing. So, for test service costing
size of software and its complexity and varied test conditions are the points of
considerations.

The steps involved in costing starts with sharing of test requirements to test
service provider by a service consumer. For example for updating flight-booking
portal, portal agency needs to specify not only the desired updates but also the
devices, operating systems, and browsers on which updated system is required to
perform. Further security, language support, and other domain-specific issues are to

Fig. 30 Test plan
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be specified. The clarity in specifying test requirements is of importance here
because testing service provider is of separate agency and this separation could be a
disadvantage for provisioning a service.

On knowing test requirements, a service provider is required to assess resources
it requires to deliver a service in stipulated time. Resource includes both human
expertise and tools support. In case of non-availability of required resource, service
provider may outsource those for the service in hand. This has bearing on costing
because of involvement of third-party service. Thus, TaaS costing can be compli-
cated as it looks here. Unitization of test requirements and finding the cost per unit
based on resource requirements are the basic issues that need to be considered while
costing a test service. A formal cost model for test service is a matter of research.

6 TaaS on Cloud

In previous sections, we have established that TaaS is a viable testing model to
achieve reduced costs and improved services. NASSCOM report [11] expects the
worldwide software testing outsourcing market to grow from $30 Billion in 2010 to
$50 Billion in 2020. Keeping in view of the emerging business opportunity, test
service needs to be engineered in a way so that providers can make good ROIs. This
requires optimal usage of resources to reduce service cost. Cloud technology now
provides a means for resource sharing. In this section, we explore the usages of
cloud technology for TaaS.

6.1 Benefits

While TaaS model allows the usage of several hardware and software platforms for
a testing service, a provider may not have such resource on its own. Further, as
technology often changes, there could be several versions of these resources. A test
service provider acquiring all these versions is also an expensive proposition. In
order to meet this challenge, solution can be found with cloud technology on which
a service provider can find required resources.

A cloud model provides a simplified [12] solution to manage resource utilization
costs since the servers, hardware, and their applications are on cloud. Depending on
the enterprise requirements, the amount of infrastructure utilized can be increased or
decreased to manage the existing load through the benefits of a pay-per-use model.
Consider an application having both web and mobile interface. We need to test this
on various laptops, desktops, tablets, and mobiles. Hardware purchase and recurring
maintenance costs are significant. In such scenarios, it is advisable to move to cloud
and use virtual machines instead of hardware for better ROI.
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6.2 Implementation on Cloud

We discussed the benefits of moving to cloud. In this section, let us consider
moving the TaaS framework proposed in Sect. 3 to cloud. We can move various
modules of the proposed framework to cloud. Figure 31 shows an overview of the
proposed modules on cloud.

Test case and pricing repositories are two databases that store test cases and test
costs, respectively. We can move these repositories to cloud as cloud takes auto
backups and provides auto recovery for any hardware or software failure. In
addition, as database size grows, scale-up repository facilities can be provided over
cloud. Similarly, a service provider can put test service results on cloud so that a
service consumer can avail it.

Execute test cases: A test service needing several platforms can avail those on
cloud. Further simulators and tools available on cloud can be used in delivering a
test service. Such services made available on cloud are used on pay per use [13]
basis. In this case, a test service provider does not need to invest for acquiring the
resources instead it pays for its use only.

7 Conclusion

“As a service” solutions are gaining momentum. We witness TaaS acceptance in
software industry. For smooth transition from traditional testing model to TaaS
model, test service automation tool can greatly help. A TaaS automation tool is
generally a collaborative web-based portal that offers test planning, test construc-
tion, and test case management functions throughout software testing. A customer

Fig. 31 Modules of TaaS framework on cloud
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wishing to avail such a service first has to undertake a well-defined SLA. Then, the
required testing service is provided as per the agreed SLA. IBM, Wipro, and HP are
a few leading test service providers [14] that offer tools enabling software devel-
opers in availing their test services.

On recognizing the recent TaaS developments, the chapter identifies the issues
involved and presents a mechanism for implementing a generic TaaS framework.
We have explained behavior of the proposed generic framework with the help of an
example drawn from real-life application. Industry and academia can further
research and improvise the proposed framework. In this chapter, we have presented
TaaS architecture, TaaS enablers, factors involved in moving from traditional
testing to TaaS, and its benefits and limitations. By moving traditional testing to
TaaS, it is possible to optimize testing costs by opting for outsource service and not
making a permanent investment for it. The approach has inherent potential for
quality because of well-orchestrated collaboration of developers and testers. We
further have explored how TaaS on cloud presents cost and efforts optimization
opportunity. TaaS is nascent but promising. As it happens with any emerging
solutions, standard universally agreed options are missing. Big technology players
can research and innovate more in TaaS to realize its true potential and standardize
available solutions and frameworks.
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